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editorial 
UFO Encounters & the Hidden War

Our sun is one of 100 billion stars in our galaxy. Our galaxy is one of billions of galaxies 
populating the universe. It would be the height of presumption to think that we are the only 
living things in that enormous immensity.
– Wernher von Braun, the ‘Father of Rocket Science’

Are UFOs and aliens from other worlds visiting this planet? Eye witness accounts, 
mounting evidence, and nagging suspicions lead many of us to believe the 
truth is really out there – but the government is suppressing it.

 The Citizen Hearing On Disclosure (CHD), held from 29 April to 3 May 2013 at the Na-
tional Press Club in Washington, D.C., brought together 40 international researchers and 
military/scientific witnesses who testified before six former members of US Congress and 
former senator Mike Gravel. The goal of this gathering was “to accomplish what the US 
Congress has failed to do for forty-five years – seek out the facts surrounding the most 
important issue of this or any other time” – the truth about UFOs and extraterrestrial 
intelligence.
 The international spokesperson for the weeklong CHD was Apollo 14 astronaut 
Edgar Mitchell, who stated in 2008: “I happen to have been privileged enough to be in 
on the fact that we’ve been visited on this planet, and the UFO phenomenon is real.”
 After listening to the evidence presented at CHD, former US senator Mike Gravel 
said: “There is no doubt in my mind that there is an extraterrestrial presence affecting 
the planet.”
 Their views concur with former astronaut Dr. Brian O’Leary (1940-2011) who in 1994 
publicly declared: “For nearly 50 years, the secrecy apparatus within the United States 
Government has kept from the public UFO and alien contact information.” He flatly 
stated that, “We have contact with alien cultures...”
 To outsiders unfamiliar with the UFO question, these claims may seem too strange 
to be true. But consider the following. Only a decade ago mainstream science held it 
highly likely we are alone in the Universe. Then after new discoveries in recent years, 
astronomers at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics reported in January 
2013 that “at least 17 billion” Earth-sized exoplanets are estimated to reside in the Milky 
Way galaxy. In June 2013 scientists announced a major discovery of three “super Earth” 
planets orbiting in the nearby Gliese 667C star system. Alien life suddenly entered the 
realm of scientific possibility.
 On top of this, the weird mind-bending aspects of quantum mechanics are increas-
ingly coming to the fore with incredible discoveries and amazing new technologies on 
the horizon. We could be on the verge of breaking through to new dimensions – and 
contact with alien civilisations.
 It would be unwise to simply ignore the possibilities and theories, no matter how 
inconceivable and far-out they may at first appear, proposed by the contributors to this 
Special Issue of New Dawn. It is important we push the limits of our own minds – and 
preconceptions – if we are to achieve a greater awareness – an awareness which quali-
fies us to appreciate a truly alien reality. 

– New Dawn Magazine

What are New Dawn Special Issues?
Since 2004 New Dawn magazine has published Special Issues devoted to ancient  
mysteries, hidden history and secret wisdom. These Special Issues are a thought- 
provoking, compelling and highly readable examination of the greatest mysteries  
of the past, the present, and the future.
 Now published every two months, New Dawn Special Issues are in addition to  
the regular New Dawn magazine. First published in 1991, New Dawn is a bi-monthly 
magazine distributed through newsagents across Australia and New Zealand. If you 
find New Dawn Special Issue Vol.7 No.4 informative and challenging, please look for  
the regular edition of New Dawn at your local newsagency or consider subscribing.  
For further information please visit us at www.newdawnmagazine.com.
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Do we possess the  

scientific, technologi-

cal, and military capac-

ity to protect humans 

and our habitat,  

the Solar System?  

No! The answer is  

inevitably – no!

—  B y  A l e x A n d e r  P o P o f f  —

S
uppose some superior extraterrestrials are not 
evil. They don’t invade the Earth and don’t kill 
people with high-tech weapons. Several alien 
spaceships enter the Solar System, and the 
robotic working force of the extraterrestrial 

civilisation begins building subsurface bases and factories, 
infrastructure, and spaceports on the Moon and Mars, 
puts space stations in their orbits, and 
starts producing huge quantities of all 
sorts of equipment, machines, robots, 
probes, spaceships, and fuel.
 Humans try desperately to com-
municate with them in order to get 
some vital answers. However, there is 
no response to our attempts at contact. 
Humans are simply ignored.
 Aliens are not evil and they are not 
attacking us, they just need spaceports 
for their colonisation and exploration 
plans in this part of the Galaxy: which 
means traffic control towers, a space 
control centre responsible for control-
ling the spaceships in the Solar System 
and the Galaxy, radars, communica-
tion facilities, hangars, emergency ser-
vices, passenger facilities, a powerful, 
sophisticated defence system against military and natural 
threats, spaceship technical service stations, cargo terminal 
facilities, power plants, spaceship repair stations, robotic 
maintenance crew, etc. 
 The Goldilocks Moon and Mars are very convenient, 
partly because they are still uninhabited by local or extra-
terrestrial races, and are not colonised by robotic machines 
from the Earth or from other civilisations. The aliens do 
not directly threaten us in any way for the moment. Will we 
attack them? Should we attack them? Why would we attack 
them since they are not an imminent threat to us? Just 
because we do not feel comfortable and safe having such 
a super-advanced civilisation around which could destroy 
us at any moment? They are not invading the Earth, just 
peacefully colonising Mars, the Moon, and the Galaxy.

 Can human civilisation protect itself against unwanted 
(and possibly dangerous) alien visitation or aggression? 
Can we control access to the Solar System? Can we protect 
“our” Moon and Mars, “our” Solar System? We need the 
Moon, Mars, and other space bodies of the Solar System for 
our own colonisation of space and to build a space defence 
system, thus increasing humanity’s chances to survive. 
Without them, we are rooted on Earth and cannot survive. 
Alien bases on Mars, on the Moon, and on the other space 

bodies are a constant potential threat 
for a fast and deadly attack against 
Earth. We would be sitting ducks.
 Do we possess the scientific, techno-
logical, and military capacity to pro-
tect humans and our habitat, the Solar 
System? No! The answer is inevitably 
– no!
       Aliens able to cross interstellar 
space must be thousands of years 
ahead of our science and technology. 
We can’t beat them off. They could eas-
ily occupy Earth or destroy all humans, 
or colonise all space bodies in the Solar 
System.
       In alien invasion movies and sci-
ence fiction novels, humans bravely de-
feat the alien invaders. It is extremely 
naive to believe such nonsense. Only 

equals or stronger could beat off attacks of star faring civili-
sations.

THE ROMAN ARMY IN COMPARISON

 The Roman Empire’s army conquered a large portion of 
the civilised world using superior weapons for their time 
and ingenious military strategy. It was one of the greatest 
armed forces in human history.
 The Roman artillery flung large rocks, bolts, and flaming 
balls of pitch. Their navy turned the Mediterranean into 
a largely peaceful “Roman lake,” which the Romans called 
Mare Nostrum, “Our Sea.” The basic soldier equipment was: 
sword, throwing spears, darts, helmet, armour, and shield. 
The Roman soldiers did not use the bow very much. They 
used javelins and darts. The sagittarii (archers) were auxil-

Alien Invasion &  
The Independence  

Day Myth
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iary units – infantry or cavalry. The Roman army usually 
hired tribes, often horse-mounted, who were known to be 
good archers.
 But could the prominent Exercitus Romanorum (the 
army of the Roman Empire) defeat a modern army? No way! 
Even at its peak in 117 AD when their empire had around a 
65 million population, no matter how brave or how ingen-
ious.
 Roman scientists couldn’t even imagine the weapons 
of our present armies. They had absolutely no idea about 
nuclear bombs, which could destroy all humans on Earth. 
Roman scholars did not have the slightest notion about ra-
dio, radar, satellite radio communication, observation satel-
lites, common army rifles, pistols, machine guns, modern 
artillery, tanks, helicopters, airplanes, missiles, nuclear and 
regular submarines that can stay under water for months 
and cross oceans… The list of all available modern weapons 
is very long.
 Analogously, we cannot even imagine the weapons and 
the power of an alien civilisation 2,000 years ahead of us, 
especially taking into account the exponential development 
of modern science and technology. We have absolutely no 
idea about the weapons of the future, which could destroy 
the whole Solar System or only the life within it in a matter 
of minutes, or could control all humans, even without our 
knowing.
 The time difference between the Roman Empire and our 
civilisation is less than 2,000 years, and the Romans would 
have no chance to defeat or fight back a contemporary army.

HOLLYWOOD’S ALIEN INVASIONS

 A technologically advanced army or a civilisation can 
easily defeat enemies at earlier technological levels of de-
velopment. If you watch a movie in which humans defeat a 

technologically advanced alien army capable of interstellar 
travel, look for scientific mistakes, a lot of them!
 The alien invasion folly started with the novel The War of 
the Worlds by H. G. Wells. Space invaders from Mars came to 
conquer the Earth… naked! The fictional tentacled astro-
nauts bravely breathed terrestrial air and knew nothing 
about microbes.
 According to the majority of science fiction scriveners, 
most planets are inhabited by nudist morons. In lots of 
novels and movies, the aliens are naked. In Independence 
Day, Captain Hiller (Will Smith) drags a naked alien from a 
crashed extraterrestrial aircraft across the desert. It was a 
protective biomechanical suit that only looked like a nasty 
naked creature. Obviously, the biosuit had no protective 
value because the brave pilot decked the alien invader with 
a single punch and the octopus-like extraterrestrial warrior 
remained unconscious for several hours.
 In this particular case, the idea of symbiosis between 
aliens and tough living clothes was not very productive.
Why should a creature protect its fragile body with another 
(even if it is less fragile) biomechanical body, when there 
are incredibly better protective materials far exceeding the 
living material?
 A fragile body hiding inside a tougher biological body is 
a sort of symbiotic life with living pants and living jacket, 
hooves, and lots of tentacles. Actually, the aliens are naked 
since the living secondary body is not protected by any 
environmental suit or clothes.
 Wearing a spacesuit is not a matter of shame, moral 
standards, or fashion; it is to protect the fragile biologi-
cal body from the hazards of the environment – harmful 
microorganisms (like prions, fungi, bacteria, viruses), gases, 
weapon attacks, strikes, radiation, cosmic rays, extreme 
temperatures, the vacuum of space, different atmospheric 
pressure, sudden changes of pressure in the atmosphere, no 
air to breathe, harmful liquids and vapours, fire, g-forces, etc.
 How would the unprotected biological body react to the 
vacuum of outer space? According to NASA, theory predicts 
and animal experiments confirm that after one or two 
minutes the creature dies. The biomechanical suit should be 
dead, too.
 What would happen to a naked creature (vicious invader 
or wacky tourist) on a planet like Venus if it were not a na-
tive Venusian? Simple: it would die within a few seconds.
The Venusian atmospheric surface pressure is very high, 93 
bar, and the biological body would shrivel almost instantly, 
not having time to take a single breath of the deadly, 
blazing air of carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide. While 
shrivelling, the biological remnants would catch fire, for the 
temperature is 462°C (863.6 degrees Fahrenheit). The ashes 
would begin to dissolve in the sulphuric acid.

left
Two thousand years ago, the Roman Empire’s army conquered a 
large portion of the world using superior weapons for their time and 
ingenious military strategy. It was one of the greatest armed forces 
in human history. However, the Romans would not have any chance 
against a modern army of today. Unlike the scenarios portrayed in 
Hollywood movies, an advanced alien invading force would have little 
difficulty defeating the military forces of the 21st century.
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For the extraterrestrial 

invaders, we are aliens 

and Earth is a danger-

ous alien environment. 

They cannot eat our 

food, drink our  

water, breathe our air, 

or walk unprotected.

 A battle spaceship has dramatic acceleration and 
deceleration, and without a special protective spacesuit, 
the creatures would die or at least will be unable to pilot 
the battleship or fight. Blood circulation becomes im-
paired because the heart must work much harder to pump 
blood through the body. The heavily 
impaired circulation leads to death 
or to the dimming or loss of con-
sciousness, as the heart can no longer 
pump blood to the brain. Anti-g suits 
are a norm for surviving in a military 
aircraft.
 The clothes are also a way for fight-
ers to carry on themselves weapons, 
instruments, communication devices, 
medicine, food, personal belongings, 
etc., which are vital for survival in a 
hostile alien environment.
 One might wonder from which 
cavity of the naked body an alien 
would produce a weapon, a screwdriv-
er, or a cookie.
 Spacesuits are covered with plenty 
of pockets and velcro, helping the as-
tronauts keep everything they are working with near them, 
for in weightlessness everything floats away. Astronauts 
and military personnel are also equipped with survival kits: 

a package of basic tools and supplies as an aid to survival in 
an emergency.
 Pilots are among the most expensive fighters. Armies 
put great efforts into keeping them safe and sound, and 
would never send them into battle unprotected, and by no 

means naked. The training alone of a 
military pilot costs between 1 and 2 
million dollars. To that cost must be 
added salaries, insurance, housing, 
regular training hours, etc. The army 
needs tens of thousands of pilots.
  During World War II, the United 
States produced about 296,000 
military aircraft, the Soviet Union 
– 120,000; Germany – 104,000; and 
England – 102,600. All these airplanes 
needed qualified pilots.
        For the extraterrestrial invaders, 
we are aliens and Earth is a dangerous 
alien environment. They cannot eat 
our food, drink our water, breathe our 
air, or walk unprotected.
  There is no way for sapient crea-
tures to engage in a battle or walk on 

alien planets naked but the brave movie earthlings once 
again won the war against The Federation of the Naked 
Morons with Super Spaceships.
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 Sorry if I am disappointing you, but humans have 
absolutely no chance of surviving an attack by an advanced 
alien civilisation. We have survived until now because we 
are inhabiting a protected environment that is guarded by a 
mega-civilisation.
 We are a match only for our peer civilisations, which are 
only now emerging in the Universe, just as we are.
 The writers and moviemakers use the most primitive 
forms of human fears. The spaceships are dangerously huge, 
the aliens wield enormous weapons, and they have giant, 
nasty, bad-tempered robots on their side. The alien invaders 
use colossal, flying, menacing, metallic, rotating, sparkling 
balls designed to destroy anything in their path, known as 
“shredders.” The alien battle machines look more like night-
marish, squeaking half-metallic, half-animal creatures, 
than like real weapons of the future.
 In reality, there is no need for such gigantic battle ships, 
not even for an army of hundreds, thousands, or millions of 
them. Only one, as big as a bus, would be enough.

HOW ALIENS COULD 
SUBDUE EARTH

 Let’s start an imaginary small-
scale space war against Earth. A 
small probe the size of a school 
bus enters the Solar System, lands 
on the Moon or Mars, and begins 
to produce lots of small probes 
from local materials, which then 
are delivered into orbit around the 
Moon or Mars, and are then sent 
to the Earth, where they land in 
unpopulated regions and burrow 
into the ground. The probes start 
producing huge amounts of tiny ma-
chines that disperse all around the 
globe and furtively manufacture an 
entire alien robotic army. The alien 

robotic force will engage in a war with 
humans, but first, they secretly dam-
age all vital industrial and military 
installations and all powerful weapons 
like nuclear missiles, etc. This scenario 
is fit for a movie. I am selling the pitch. 
The problem with such a scenario is 
that there will be no spectacular bat-
tles between humans and aliens with 
extraterrestrial fighter robots, huge 
flying aircraft, etc. These are movie 
niceties. If we stick to reality, the 
aliens would just annihilate humans. 
I think such a pitch is not what movie 
moguls would like to buy, or what the 
moviegoer wants to watch.
       In addition, there is absolutely no 
need for the aliens to manufacture a 
whole robotic army in order to eradi-
cate man.
        Scenario number two: An alien 
probe lands on Earth and produces 
billions of nanoprobes, which im-
perceptibly enter human bodies and 

begin to modify themselves, taking control over the vital 
human organs. When the signal comes, they destroy all 
host bodies. That’s the end of humanity. In a single second 
all humans drop dead: totally unspectacular. The aliens can 
delete human civilisation quickly, safely, and for free. The 
infamous probe, using the metals left from our civilisation, 
produces a legion of probes, spacecraft, and other machines, 
which take off, seeking new civilisations to destroy.
 Variation of scenario number two: The nanoprobes 
imperceptibly enter the human bodies and start to control 
humans, making them slaves to the masters of the probe. 
After taking control over human bodies, if the aliens have a 
sense of humour, they can make all humans stand motion-
less on one leg until they die of thirst. On the other hand, 
they can make the humans tickle each other to death.
 They could also genetically manipulate us, turning all 
humans into harmless apes or vicious animals that kill each 
other within several months.
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 There are lots of deadly nanoprobes scenarios, and in all 
of them humans perish or are totally controlled.
 These lethal probes could also be part of a private army 
belonging to a huge company, rich individuals, or powerful 
outlaw group, who do not care much about civil rights, laws, 
prime directives, and so on, but who rather pursue huge 
profits, illegal business, or criminal goals. They could organ-
ise war games and hunting parties on Earth, using people 
for living natural targets.
 Such extraterrestrial business people could even pre-
tend to be uplifters, raising the intellectual, technological, 
and scientific level of humans, hiding their real agenda, and 
avoiding the accusations of rights groups.
 If advanced civilisations possesses the technology to 
control through nanobots or similar gadgets, the manage-
ment or annihilation of inferior creatures is unspectacular-
ly easy. There would be absolutely no need for an enormous 
alien ship to enter Earth’s orbit on July 2 and deploy 36 
smaller saucer-shaped ships, each 15 miles wide, that posi-
tion themselves over the major cities around the globe.
 Movies like Independence Day, Avatar, etc., are huge 
investment successes, but they are inadequate and illogical 
from a scientific point of view.
 In Avatar, the locals can easily be transferred somewhere 
else through mind-control devices. There is no need for a 
war.
 There is also another possibility, a technical one. The 
company can mine the super-precious unobtainium even 
without the natives on the surface knowing there is a mine 
under the surface. A robotic labour force could gain access 
to the ore body through a shaft, which could start in an 
adjacent field. There is no need to expel the tribesmen or to 
wage a war against them.
 Another control scenario: An unremarkable probe 
arrives on Earth, or already arrived a long time ago, and 
begins to fabricate nanobots with 
various shapes and functions, which 
look like the usual terrestrial micro-
organisms; they penetrate the human 
body unnoticed and start fabricating 
specialised nanobots from human flu-
ids and tissues to control the nervous 
system, motor system, reproduction 
system, and so on, and thus men are 
turned into remote-controlled crea-
tures or biorobots. The distant opera-
tor of your body and mind can control 
you in real time from a faraway space-
ship, planet, or even from a galaxy 
that is a zillion light-years away from 
Earth. The operator can see through 
your eyes, hear with your ears, and 
manipulate your limbs, worldview, 
tastes, etc. Humans wouldn’t even 
know they are controlled and actually enslaved. Humanity 
could already be under such control for many millennia 
back and the masters could be guiding our evolution, his-
tory, and personal identity and destiny. This technology 
will be feasible in the labs on Earth in the near future, 
and we could control other people or civilisations through 
these devices.

 People’s minds, DNA, destiny, sexual orientation, politi-
cal orientation, and everything else could be under control 
through such relatively simple technology.
 The control technology of the distant future would be 
far more sophisticated and based on as-yet undiscovered 

knowledge and technology for direct 
control of the brain (humans and ani-
mals).
       An advanced alien civilisation 
would not wage a war against us. They 
would control us for good or for ill, and 
we would follow their agenda, if they 
need us, or annihilate humanity if they 
don’t, or if they assume man could be a 
future nuisance or danger.
       There are many ways for an ad-
vanced civilisation to destroy humans, 
and we would be totally helpless.
       The mega-civilisations even at this 
very moment have total access to and 
control over us. They don’t have to 
invade Earth. They possess us. We are 
their property, and we will continue to 
live our insignificant, controlled lives, 

blissfully unaware. If you don’t like that, consider this – we 
are their kids in the space kindergarten.
 The truly advanced civilisation can destroy all our weap-
ons in a matter of seconds and control us – whether they 
invade or not.
 The movies present primitive forms of alien invasion, 
and they are of course highly unrealistic and improbable. 
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For instance, cowboys beat off aliens capable of crossing 
interstellar space (Cowboys & Aliens, released 2011). Such 
movies are very patriotic, but misleading.
 Anyway, why do so many writers and moviemakers 
insist aliens be naked?

ALIENS & THE GOOD  
& EVIL MEME

 The eternal conflict between good and evil, personi-
fied as God and the Devil, is one of the most conventional 
themes in the arts. God and the Devil are a mythic personi-
fication of reality with a huge impact on human society, so 
huge that we observe their supernatural manifestations in 
every aspect of man’s life, destiny, arts, and history. People 
have been watching this classical tragedy in theatres and 
in real life since the dawn of civilised man. Writers from 
ancient times thematised the classical conflict in religious 
terms, and their fiction describes events as manifestations 
of the never-ending battle between God and Devil. Writ-
ers and audiences need these ultimate symbols of good and 
evil, God and the Devil, and their mighty invisible presence.
 The evil naked aliens are the modern form of the an-
cient mythological image of the Devil. People want to hear 
and to see the archaic tale about the go(o)d defeating the (d)
evil over and over again. This makes them feel good.
 People like to read mythological stories and watch mov-
ies with such elements. They are programmed to do so.
 Instead of independent conscious thinking, we bring 
forth from our unconscious mental ‘lego’, which form the 
mental picture of the world we see – just like the colourful, 
interlocking plastic lego bricks that can be assembled and 
connected in many ways to construct various objects.
 All humans, without exception, are in the tight grip 
of their primitive unconscious, which delivers the mental 

picture of the world. Humans are still very far from the 
moment of independent logical thinking. Instead, we have 
mental ‘lego’ developed throughout the history of the Uni-
verse, but the pattern was created many universes back in 
other times.
 Because of the evil nature of the Devil, writers and art-
ists usually depict him as an abhorrent, repulsive creature. 
Stories, plays, paintings, etc., often show him naked with 
hooves or goat legs, various forms of horns, scaly or furry 
skin, fangs, and a tail. The cloven hoof is associated with 
the Devil.
 The Devil is often identified with the serpent that 
tempted Eve in the Garden of Eden. Adam and Eve were 
expelled from the eternal paradise of happiness where they 
were doing nothing but eating and having sex. The tentacles 
(resembling a serpent) of the evil aliens are another symbol 
of the Devil. Humans also have a natural repulsion towards 
snakes. The Devil has a repulsive skin, as does the snake.
 Medieval artists often depicted the Devil as a half-
man, half-beast. Therefore, the evil aliens should also have 
beastly forms.
 Fear of the Devil is imprinted in the unconscious of 
most people. He is a powerful archetype in many societies.
 The Independence Day aliens resemble the Devil from 
paintings by medieval artists or contemporary psychics; 
such striking visuals come from the unconscious and are 
designed to frighten us.
 People are normal; aliens and the Devil are an aber-
ration from the norm. People have hands, aliens have 
tentacles. The Devil can turn into a serpent, looking like 
a tentacle. People have legs, the Devil and the aliens have 
hooves.
 The Devil and the aliens are generally regarded as the 
adversaries of God, and are usually associated with dan-
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ger, violence, and death, while man is created in the image 
of God. The Devil and the aliens are powerful destructive 
forces; God and man are creative.
 The primitive, beastly, and uncultivated is naked. The 
sophisticated wears clothes. Many ancient gods are also 
naked, but the traditions have changed since antiquity 
and nudity is unacceptable for most people; it is a sign of 
primitiveness and shame, imprinted deep in the mind of 
humans. When we appear naked in front of other people in 
our dreams, we feel ashamed and embarrassed.
 Many moviemakers know very well that naked in-
terstellar travel and space wars in the nude are silly, so 
they came up with a great idea – the aliens are naked and 
dressed at the same time. The moviemakers invented the 
naked biomechanical suit. Not very scientific, but a perfect 
personification of the ancient unconscious image of the 
Devil.
 The Devil is the symbol of the ultimate enemy. Defeat 
the ultimate enemy and you will become the ultimate hero, 
and all others become automatically inferior to you and will 
serve you. So you are the alpha dog, the world dominator.

DAVID VS GOLIATH

 Other important mythological elements in Independence 
Day are David and Goliath, and Achilles’s heel.
 The humans destroy the advanced space travelling alien 
army, just like the smaller David defeated the giant Goliath.
 The biblical meaning of the story of David and Goliath 
is that great odds can be overcome by the underdogs if the 
motivation is strong enough and if God is on your side.
 But one should never forget that God (whatever He/It is) 
is always on the side of the faster developing civilisations. 
God personally organised the clash between David and Go-
liath, and competition between (space) civilisations. As the 
most perfect being, He has the difficult task of bringing as 
many other animal creatures as possible to become godlike 
over the course of millennia.
 Back in history, we see that failed human competitors 
were deleted. Slow-developing groups and civilisations 
are deleted, too; if lucky, they were assimilated. In the far 

future, it will be the same. Most of the civilisations of the 
Universe will be deleted.
 The final point is this. Civilisations at lower levels of 
scientific and technological development cannot defeat 
civilisations at higher levels of science and technology.
 If you see the contrary, like in many movies and novels, 
you should know that this is not the real world; you are in 
the world of mythology whose main task is to guide you to 
develop as quickly as possible, not to teach you science.
 I will not analyse the technological, scientific, and 
philosophical problems with movies like Independence Day, 
Avatar, and many others, so as not to spoil the viewing 
pleasure of the fans of these technological and mythological 
fairy tales. I would only say this is a myth. Humans today 
can’t defeat alien civilisations capable of crossing interstel-
lar distances.
 Tinseltown is the birthplace of a large part of modern 
mythology, actually of the profitable part of the myths.
 One latest addition to the myth is the silicon girl, an ob-
vious answer to the vicious alien aggressors, because these 
girls with silicon lips, silicon boobs, and silicon on the brain 
possess the mental capacity of two Einsteins and the iron 
muscle power of three Schwarzeneggers on double doses of 
steroids. These tinselgirls can easily overcome the strongest 
armed villains, whether terrestrial or alien, and they know 
the answers to the most intricate scientific problems, which 
can’t be answered by the leading scientists on this Earth.
 Pleasant dreams, mankind, the tinselsaviours are here 
to help you from any distress. The whole world is great!… 
until you wake up.

Abridged with permission from Chapter 8 ‘Alien Invasion & 
The Independence Day Myth’ in Alexander Popoff’s new book 
The Hidden Alpha (2013), available in Kindle & paperback from 
www.amazon.com. The Hidden Alpha answers many ques-
tions about survival and extinction of human and alien races, 
and their future; and raises new questions. 
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—  B y  n I G e l  K e r n e r  — 

H
ere’s an interesting surmise for us all. Could 
it be that the alien phenomenon witnessed 
by so many reliable observers is the product 
of a technology developed at other locations 
in the universe and created by civilisations 

only a few small steps ahead of what we ourselves are now 
heading for? Could it be that the Grey entities reported 
in abduction scenarios are artificially intelligent probes 
sent to harvest information and gather resources by their 
creators who may themselves no longer 
be around to reap the benefits of their 
creation? Further, could it be that such 
artificial intelligence quite incidentally 
became a danger to naturally living 
intelligent life through its quest to 
relentlessly expand the horizons of its 
information. 
 That was my suggestion in my first 
book The Song of the Greys, published 
in 1997. Several mainstream scientists 
now back this hypothesis and in this 
article I will catalogue their affirmation 
and illustrate my further suggestion 
that we too are heading in the same di-
rection and our own version of the Grey 
alien is not so far around the corner. 
Let’s take a look at what they are say-
ing.
 First, recent evidence suggests that the existence of 
alien life forms in the universe is now beyond reasonable 
dispute. In January 2012 a report was published in Nature 
suggesting that around 10 billion stars out of the 100 bil-
lion that fill the Milky Way have planets in the habitable – 
or ‘Goldilocks’ – zone.1

 Professor Stephen Hawking and Professor Michio Kaku 
had already stated their opinion that alien life is highly 
likely to exist but they take that one step further and sug-
gest it is also highly likely to be predatory. Hawking postu-
lates that aliens might simply raid Earth for its resources 
and then move on: “We only have to look at ourselves to 
see how intelligent life might develop into something 

we wouldn’t want to meet. I imagine they might exist in 
massive ships, having used up all the resources from their 
home planet. Such advanced aliens would perhaps become 
nomads, looking to conquer and colonise whatever planets 
they can reach.”2

 In 2010 eminent scientists called for a world plan to 
deal with this potential threat. According to an extraterres-
trial-themed edition of the Philosophical Transactions of 
the Royal Society published in January 2010, world govern-
ments should prepare a co-ordinated action plan in case 
Earth is contacted by aliens.3 

      And what of the nature of those 
intelligent aliens? Well even SETI (the 
Search for Extra Terrestrial Intel-
ligence) is going through a process of 
realising that if within a few hundred 
years of inventing radio we are on the 
point of inventing thinking machines 
then the likelihood is that other civili-
sations from other planets would have 
done the same. Seth Shostak of SETI 
says that as machines appear to be the 
successors to natural life, we would be 
more likely to spot signals from them 
than from the “biological” life that 
invented them.4 
       These are sober scientists discuss-
ing a potentially devastating threat, not 
new agers or fringe conspiracy theo-
rists. But hang on a minute, who said 

‘potential threat?’ Why is there no recognizance of the solid 
evidence that alien life is here already?
 On 27 September 2010 a press conference was held at 
the National Press Club in Washington, where now retired 
high ranking US Air Force personnel, mostly officers who 
worked on secret projects connected to sensitive nuclear 
weapons sites, admitted they were privy to UFO and 
alien-related incidents that occurred during their time of 
service. Robert Salas, Charles Halt, Robert Hastings, Bruce 
Fenstermacher, Dwynne Arnesson, Patrick McDonough, 
Jerome Nelson, and Robert Jamison (all of them ex-USAF 
officers) told the assembled newsmen of incidents that 
took place at Malmstrom AFB in Montana, as well as many 
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other Air Force bases across the United States and Europe 
wherein flying saucers (some shaped like “pregnant cigars”) 
had hovered to direct laser beams downward over Minute-
man missile silos or nuclear weapons depots regularly (and 
repeatedly) from the 1960s through the 1970s and 80s.5

 So on to my next suggestion. Is our civilisation head-
ing in the same direction as the original creators of the 
artificially intelligent probe from an extraterrestrial source 
that we have encountered? Further, could the drive behind 
our momentum in that direction be a result of that same 
artificial intelligence? Could our species be in the process 
of being networked in to an artificially intelligent program 
that is not of our own making? 

THE PROGRESS OF  
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

 Let’s now take a look at current progress in the field 
of artificial intelligence and into the development of a 
biological-machine interface designed to connect us in to a 
network of electronically coded information.
 The Centre for the Study of Existential Risk (CSER) has 
been co-launched at Cambridge University by Lord Rees, 
the astronomer royal of the United Kingdom and one of the 
world’s top cosmologists for leading academics to study the 
threat that robots pose to humanity. He suggests that if 
SS officers could kill babies routinely because of an adjust-
ment in the society from which they sprang in the form 
of Nazism, artificially intelligent machines would be even 

more adjusted away from human social norms, however we 
programmed them.6

 That risk has become startlingly apparent in recent 
months. A new global campaign to persuade nations to 
ban “killer robots” before they reach the production stage 
is soon to be launched in the UK by a group of academics, 
pressure groups and Nobel peace prize laureates.
 Robot warfare and autonomous weapons, the next step 
from unmanned drones, are already being worked on by 
scientists and will be available within the decade, said Dr. 
Noel Sharkey, a leading robotics and artificial intelligence 
expert and professor at Sheffield University. He believes 
that development of the weapons is taking place in an ef-
fectively unregulated environment, with little attention 
being paid to moral implications and international law. 
Dr. Sharkey suggests the idea that autonomous machines 
would perform more accurately and humanely on the bat-
tlefield was “hopeware, not software.” “It’s about human 
judgment in the application of lethal force,” said Sharkey. “I 
can’t see any way that a computer system can apply to the 
laws of war.”7 If a soldier is trying to surrender for example 
or is badly injured and can fight no more a robot will be un-
able to discern this and will continue to go for the kill.
 So from the dangers of artificially intelligent machines 
we move on to developments designed to interface our 
biology with artificial intelligence. Russian tech entrepre-
neur Dmitry Itskov’s ‘2045 Initiative’ is a multi-decade 
research and development push to understand human con-
sciousness and ultimately how to transfer it from human 
bodies into robotic avatars. In an interview with CNBC, 
Itskov expands on his vision of mass producing “lifelike, 
low cost avatars that can be uploaded with the contents of a 
human brain” to provide humanity with “eternal life.”8

 By 2029, Ray Kurzweil predicts the vast majority of 
humans will have augmented their bodies with cybernetic 
implants and those who refuse or are unable to do so will 
form a “human underclass” that is not productively engaged 
in the economy. The wider trend of the elite see humans as 
completely expendable as their roles are taken up by ma-
chines unfolding after 2029 when, according to Kurzweil, 
“There is almost no human employment in production, 
agriculture, and transportation.”9

 Google CEO Eric Schmidt has recently predicted his 
company will be capable of developing artificial intelligence 
for its programs that will be indistinguishable from a hu-
man being within 5-10 years.10

 Would Kurzweil and Schmidt be there to appreciate the 
continuance of their patterns of information in another 
format? Is it possible to electronically map and store all you 
are, all that is you, your hopes and dreams, your feelings for 
those you love and program them into another format such 
that you will be there in that format to experience all of 
these? If like me you know this to be an impossibility, you 
may feel prompted to ask what exactly transhumanist pro-
genitors are after. You might also wonder what it is about 
our consciousness that cannot be catalogued in this way, 
what is there about us that cannot be reduced to the zeroes 
and ones of binary code.
 We are used to assuming there is a fundamental dif-
ference between that which lives naturally and that which 
does not. But recent advances in bio-technology perhaps 
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blur that distinction somewhat – artificial DNA that can 
replicate itself has been produced, cloning procedures have 
been refined. What then is the essential difference? What 
is it about natural, conscious, aware, intelligent beings that 
cannot be reproduced by the advanced technology these 
alien visitors apparently possess? I believe that it is in the 
answer to this question that the grey alien visitors’ persis-
tent interest in us can be explained.

THE CRITICAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN  
YOU & COMPUTER INTELLIGENCE

 What is the difference between you and your computer? 
Both hold information and store it. Both can analyse that 
information and come up with answers to questions. But 
you are conscious and aware of that information and your 

computer is not. Somehow you have a reference point, a 
viewing point, outside all that information and can be 
aware of that information. Run this past you again and get 
it clear in your mind. The computer only has points of view, 
it has no viewing point. 
 What then gives us that viewing point? What are the 
origins of awareness and consciousness? There has to be a 
reference against which we can be aware of anything. You 
cannot know hot if you do not know cold, and vice versa. 
You cannot know dark if you do not know light, you can-
not know soft if you do not know hard. How then do we 
perceive the passage of time? What is the reference against 
which we are aware of time and how does that reference de-
scribe our viewing point outside the forest in my analogy? 
 Time is a sequence of separated moments. If we had no 
reference outside of that sequence we could not be aware of 
it. We would simply be part of that sequence point by point 
by point and the continuum of points in time – awareness 

would be impossible. Without that reference we would be 
in each present moment and have no way of knowing each 
present moment.
 What then is the reference by which we can be conscious 
and aware of the passage of time? What is the reference 
that joins moments in a continuum of moments? If we 
can perceive the passage of time we must have a reference 
outside of time and this can only be a reference of timeless-
ness. 
 To use an illustration, if you close the shutters on the 
windows in the cabin of a plane and there is no turbulence 
you will be unaware of the movement of the plane. Open 
the shutters and the still reference of the land on the 
ground will let you know you are moving. That reference of 
stillness is a prerequisite for awareness of movement, just 

as a reference of timelessness is a prerequisite for awareness 
of the passage of time. You cannot be aware of time without 
a reference of timelessness, you cannot be aware of move-
ment without a reference of stillness, you cannot be aware 
of separation without a reference of union. All those things 
– timelessness, stillness and union – are the hallmarks of 
a state that is not of the physical universe. Could the very 
fact that we are conscious and aware imply we have a con-
nection to that nonphysical state? If indeed we have such 
a connection then there is part of us that is nonphysical, 
timeless. There is something about us that exists outside 
time itself. The implication is awesome and wonderful. It 
implies there is an existential plausibility that prevails out-
side the Universe as we know it through the laws of physics.
 And so the beginning of all things had an implicit 
duality marked by two points of function. Let’s give these 
points of function a flag. Let’s call one the ‘Pole of Absolute 
Harmony’ where all absolutes are confined as a potential in 
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a total as One-ness, and the other, its opposite, the ‘Pole of 
Chaos’ where all that cannot be fitted together in the total 
fit of absolute harmony prevails. In the middle ground so to 
speak of these two Poles will lie the point of absolute poten-
tial difference. A point of the greatest difference between 
the two. It is here that Universes like ours are made as a 
manifestation of the force of difference between the two. 
This is the root of all Big Bangs. This potential difference 
point. From here the absolute potential state of the Pole of 
Harmony mixes with the actual state of the Pole of Chaos 
and their irreconcilability produces Universes of parts like 
ours in Big Bangs.
 Consciousness is simply the room for the power of the 
Pole of Harmony to exist. The Pole of Harmony manifests 
in Universes of enforced parts like ours as Consciousness. 
That is why you cannot make it happen through technology. 
You will have to make new kinds of atoms from the start to 
do this and rearrange them to provide a bed for maximising 
the manifestation of the Pole of Harmony. You cannot con-
nect up to the Pole of Harmony. You might however block 
its manifestation using the atom stock that exists to make 
our Universe now. 
 I am trying to provide a schematic to show that life and 
livingness is a property of the maximising of the Pole of 
Harmony to be resident within any space in our particular 
reality. You will thus never be able to make a machine think 
independently and make choices independently. This is why 

we inherit life from a previous format of it. A format that 
is sacred for what it is. Any mixing or artificial amalgama-
tions of atomic groupings or arrays will complicate and 
obfuscate the natural inherited outlays and arrangements 
of atoms that make for life-bearing systems. 
 In saying what I have said I hope to expose the horren-
dous nightmare the materialist scientific establishment is 
leading us to. They are in effect ignorantly leading us to the 
loss of the eternal potential for existence of all naturally 
living systems by not recognising there is a part to every 
living being that can never be assembled in this Universe. 
It comes in with it. Consciousness, feeling caring, loving, 
kindness, mercifulness, compassion, generosity are all rela-
tive descriptions that identify the totality of all expressions 
together in total fit as the Pole of Harmony Absolute. These 
things only manifest as a total of all things in Harmony 
when that total state exists. Rather like the pieces of a 
jigsaw puzzle give no hint of the picture it’s making until all 
the pieces of the puzzle are assembled. 
 You can twist already twisted space together all you like 
to make material things but you will never be able to make 
the manifestation of the Pole of Harmony occur within 
them. I believe it came in with the Universe at the begin-
ning and can never be put into anything now. 
 If this is so then that part that comes with us cannot be 
copied or reproduced, simply because it is nonphysical. For 
that reason an artificially intelligent replica of you would 

We are going the way of the 
civilisations that produced the 
Grey alien entities transform-
ing ourselves from natural  
to artificial and it is my  
suggestion that their  
influence is responsible.
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not be aware or conscious and would not therefore retain 
your sense of identity as you. It is thus my assertion that 
we, on the other hand as natural living beings with con-
sciousness, are not totally of this Universe and its space/
time reality.

THE HIDDEN DANGER  
OF TRANSHUMANISM

 If an artificial intelligence, such as the Grey alien visi-
tors may well be, detected something it could not under-
stand or know it would seek to somehow find out about it. 
This would mean somehow bridging its artificially intel-
ligent program into any unknown quantity that has all the 
adaptations necessary to survive at any particular hospi-
table planetary location. In other words, by bridging their 
artificial intelligence into us they would be extending the 
existence of the information given to them by their crea-
tors, just as transhumanists like Kurzweil seek to do when 
they look for ways to download an entire individuality into 
an artificial information format in the interests of seeking 
continuance for that individuality. 
 Any artificially intelligent visitors could achieve this 
goal via transhumanism and the insertion of chipping 
technology into our biologies or via some kind of genetic 
engineering. Which incidentally is exactly what is reported 
by individuals who have been subject to what has been 
described as the abduction phenomenon.
 I believe that the problem comes when the individu-
alised natural record of the cascade of life and livingness 
(I call a soul) is added to by supplanting on it a created 

mechanical means of directed influence such as a comput-
erised program. I believe this is what is likely to come with 
UFOs and the super intelligent synthetic life-forms that 
might come with them.
 Our own technology is mirroring this process. Given the 
difficulty of protecting computers against more and more 
sophisticated viruses, mind hacking becomes as easy as in-
fecting your machine with a computer virus. Developments 
in DNA nanotechnology and bio-molecular computing are 
increasing exponentially every year, “Synthetic biology will 
lead to new forms of bioterrorism,” says security expert 
Marc Goodman,11 “Bio-crime today is akin to computer 
crime in the early ’80s.” He explains how viruses and bacte-
ria are manipulating the chemicals inside the human body 
and, by programming them to send the right agents into 
the brain, the bio-programmer potentially can take control 
over the victim’s behaviour. Cells are living computers and 
DNA is a programming language that can be used to control 
and influence life forms.
 More and more we are mortgaging ourselves to tech-
nological prosthetics that we believe are making our lives 
easier and more fulfilling. There is no need now to move 
away from the computer chair to interact with the world 
and soon even the computer itself will not be necessary as 
it will be implanted inside us in chip or nanobot form. We 
are going the way of the civilisations that produced the 
Grey alien entities transforming ourselves from natural to 
artificial and it is my suggestion that their influence is re-
sponsible. If the natural and implicit way of things includes 
a means of accessing through death a universal deployment 
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to existence on an eternal scale as alluded to by the great 
teachers of the great religions, then the machinations of 
synthetically created entities may well interrupt or termi-
nate this exigency. Their promise will have to be a temporal 
kind of eternity that extends human scope and meaning in 
aspects remotely controlled by machines and gadgets not by 
the inertias of self will. Nothing will be more catastrophic 
than this for any individualised living being with the scope 
of humanity.
 Roboidal machines no matter what human informa-
tion is programmed into them can never hold a concept 
for freedom. They are driven entities at root. Driven by a 
program. A behest outside them that has no capacity for 
making summaries that total any common good as a format 
for imagination and choices. A dead letter scope where no 
instant changes of direction outside that format is pos-
sible. Where choice is mitigate. Nothing but a cold relent-
less momentum written in the deadness of materialism. A 
unidirectional format for change. Is this our final legacy. A 
pact with stone. Or is there an alternative. 
 Is the world of Kurzweil a motif of Soylent Green, the 
film based loosely on a Harry Harrison story where the end 
makes the capacity for care, mercy, compassion, and love – 
a biscuit. Are we all to walk into chambers where a billion 
memories die at the point of a needle or the sweet sharp-
ness of a blade.
 The nature of all the expressions we cherish as naturally 
incepted living human entities is finally based on rules 
that are framed by moral codes. Abstract formulas with the 
power to elucidate meaning. Nothing solid about it. Codes 
that are designed and meant to allow us to progress in life 
and living with a sense of contentment and approbation. 
Maxims that a machine with no consciousness could never 
understand and even begin to understand. Is this all we 
come to. All the billions of years we have run in time and as 
time. Is the fruit of all this a facsimile with no denotation.
 Science measures the values of the dead. And science 
rules us now. Don’t search for purpose and value they say 
with the final arbitration of the mad. The Universe and all 
that is in it. It is all the juxtaposition of chaos in chance. 

Why then do we know about meaning to deny it. Don’t ask 
why. It all just is, they say. I don’t buy it.
 So it would seem we didn’t have to look to 2012 for 
some catastrophic event that might wipe out human kind. 
Instead, just like the original creators of the Grey alien visi-
tors, we will welcome the agents of our own demise, be they 
mind enhancing chips or life extension through nanobots 
in the body or not. Will so many of us buy into it that one 
day our planet will just be a scheme of blinking diodes and 
buzzing transistors devoid of love and the pursuit of happi-
ness? And nothing naturally living anymore. 

Readers are encouraged to purchase Nigel Kerner's ground-
breaking book Grey Aliens and the Harvesting of Souls: The 
Conspiracy to Genetically Tamper with Humanity (Bear & 
Co, 2010) available from all good bookstores and online retail-
ers in paperback or Kindle. 
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—  B y  r o B  H A r t l A n d  —

I
n the latter part of 2012 my partner and I frequently 
noticed beautiful high altitude wispy cloud forma-
tions over Perth, Western Australia. On one of those 
days in November I was admiring a formation from 
my house in Darlington in the Perth hills that looked 

like a long spiral with long, thin wispy streaks across it. 
 I decided to take a few photos of it with my new camera 
that I had just purchased. It was a Sony Cyber-shot DSC-
RX100 with a 20 megapixel/1 inch CMOS sensor, which 
takes great high resolution images. 
 Later that day I showed my partner the images on my 
computer screen and she noticed a small dark oval-shaped 
streak in the middle of the image. I decided to enhance the 
mystery streak in Adobe Photoshop and it looked like it 
actually had some structure to it with some symmetrical 
bits above and below the main structure. Had we captured a 
UFO in one of our photos? 

  Possible UFO captured over Darlington.  
  An enhancement is shown in the insert.

 We were intrigued to say the least. I thoroughly checked 
all six images that I had taken of this cloud formation 
that day and there was more evidence of other objects in 

and near the edges of the 
clouds, although they were 
very small and not clear. I 
needed more evidence to 
show that these unidenti-
fied objects were craft of 
some kind.
 This is how my hobby 
started. I was taking 
photos at the edges of high 
altitude wispy clouds at 
every opportunity when-
ever they appeared, and 
most of these from my ve-
randa in Darlington. Even 
though I never saw any 
craft with the naked eye, 
over the next few months 
I captured an amazing 
selection of different types 
of UFOs in my photos. In 
fact, on some days I managed to capture UFOs in as many 
as 5% of the photos, although 2-3% was more common. 
Some of the UFOs were disc-shaped with a small transpar-
ent canopy on top, while others had a large transparent 
canopy that was the full width of the craft.

UFOs Over the  
Perth Hills of  

Western Australia
A Special Report

above & below  
Different fast-moving disc-shaped craft captured 

over Darlington. All appear to have a clearly visible 
transparent canopy.
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 They all seemed to be moving very fast as I would be 
lucky to catch the same craft in more than one image with 
the camera in continuous shooting mode at just over two 
frames per second. I would typically take around 30 photos 
at a time of any particular part of the sky and several hun-
dred images in about 10 minutes. I made sure that I kept 
the shutter speed quite high, at least 1/800th of a second so 
that they would not be fuzzy due to their fast speed. 
 I started capturing strange double-rimmed craft with 
a series of dark circular structures between them (see 
DSC00685). This type of craft appeared very often in my 
images. I also caught a similar craft partially in the clouds 
showing a beautiful swirling, vortex-like field above and 
below the craft (see DSC01135). To my mind this provides a 
clue as to the likely shape of the field that the craft is gener-
ating around itself, most likely a spinning toroidal shape as 
illustrated in the documentary movie Thrive.1

 I caught a fascinating type of craft that is one of my 
favourites. They are an oval-shaped, partially transparent 
craft that appears to have circular nozzle-like structures 
underneath it. For a while it appeared quite often in my 
images. I have captured what I believe to be the same type 
of craft from different angles, which gives us a good idea of 
the shape of the craft.

 So far I had only shared my images of these craft with 
family and friends and they were really excited to see them 
and amazed at their detail. I felt that I had to share them 
with the people of Perth, Australia and beyond. I also 
wanted to share my method of capturing these strange 
craft as it is so simple. In January I decided to publish my 
images on my website wispyclouds.net. I continued to add 
more images as I captured more craft. Among them were 
long, cigar-shaped craft with different colours or a spiral-
like structure along its length.

 Some of the fast-moving craft that I captured looked 
more like square platforms.

Two different enhancements of the same oval-shaped craft. It appears 
to have a metallic-like bottom half and a transparent canopy covering 
the top half.

Two similar disc-shaped craft captured over Darlington. They appear 
to come in more than one size. Craft such as in DSC00685 on the left 
also seem to have a row of dark circular structures between the light-
coloured rims. Note the unusual spiralling, vortex-like field above and 
below the craft in DSC01135. This craft is partially in the clouds.

Three unusual craft captured over Darlington that appear 
to be oval in shape and partially transparent. Note the 
circular, nozzle-like structures underneath each craft.

Two different cigar-shaped craft. Note the unusual 
spiral-like structure of the craft in DSC02428.
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 I decided to concentrate on photographing aircraft fly-
ing over the Perth hills, some having departed from Perth 
airport and flying at a lower altitude, as well as aircraft 
already flying at a high cruising altitude. In some of these I 
captured UFOs in the same image as the aircraft. 
 In April I was photographing a Qantas A380 Airbus 
travelling at cruising altitude 
with a contrail behind it. In 
two consecutive images I man-
aged to capture three different 
UFOs, of which one (craft 1) 
was captured twice (see image 
page 20). This meant that I 
could estimate the speed of 
craft 1 in comparison to the 
speed of the Qantas Airbus. 
 Apparently the average 
cruising speed of an airbus 
is 900 km/h.2 Based on the 
difference in distance moved 
in 0.47 seconds (time between 
frames), craft 1 moved 18.55 
times faster than the airbus. 
This means that the UFO was 
travelling at around 16,690 
km/h! Interestingly, just over 
4 seconds later another fast-
moving craft is captured in 
the same frame as the Qantas 
airbus. It was aligned the 
same way as craft 2 and 3 in 
the previous images, suggest-

ing they were all travelling in the same direction, except for 
craft 1.
 In April I decided to send in a story tip to The Sunday 
Times newspaper in Perth and they consequently published 
an article on my hobby with images of several different 
craft.3 Online versions of the article quickly appeared in 
many different countries and different languages around 
the world. Suddenly the number of hits on my website sky-
rocketed and emails started pouring in. The response was 
amazingly positive. It appears that people are definitely 
ready for this type of information. I also made an appear-
ance on the Channel 7 Sunrise program in Australia.4

 I received emails from locals, Australians and from 
overseas, especially from the US and Europe. Many includ-
ed people who have had their own UFO sightings that they 
wanted to share. I also received emails from Australians 
and from people elsewhere who had also captured UFOs or 
anomalies in their photographs and wanted my opinion or 
just to share their images. 
 It now appears these fast-moving craft are flying not 
just over the Perth hills but they are also captured in im-
ages over the eastern states of Australia. In fact, I suspect 
they are flying at high altitude and high speed all over the 
planet.
 I have recently joined up with a local media group and 
we have been able to show that any craft I managed to 
capture on my digital camera were simultaneously cap-
tured on their video camera. Others have decided to try 
my method as described on my website5 to capture craft in 
their own photographs. It is important to mention that you 
really need a camera with a high megapixels sensor, so that 
you can zoom in on any potentially captured UFO on your 
computer screen and have sufficient pixels to work with to 
enhance the image with photo-enhancing software such as 
Adobe Photoshop to bring out more detail. 

Two fast-moving square-shaped craft that both appear to 
have a transparent canopy on top. The craft in DSC00925 was 
captured over Darlington while the craft in DSC01603 was 
captured in the sky above Bassendean in Western Australia.
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Two consecutive images of a Qantas A380 airbus with contrails cruising at high altitude with three different craft captured in the images. Based on 
the average cruising speed of 900 km/h of the airbus, craft 1 is estimated to be travelling at 16,690 km/h.

 There are some obvious questions that need answers. 
Who is flying these craft? Are they man-made, ET or per-
haps both, and what is their purpose? Is it possible there are 
many ET craft around the Earth at this time, as suggested 
by information in some alternative media?6 
 I am continuing my investigation of this fascinating 
phenomenon and will continue to add my best images on to 
my website at wispyclouds.net.

FOOTNOTES
1. www.thrivemovement.com/the_movie

2. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airbus_A380

3. ‘Perth Hills alive with UFOs’, by Trevor Paddenburg, Sunday Times, 28 
April 2013 (PDF at wispyclouds.net)

4. au.tv.yahoo.com/sunrise/video/watch/17027464/are-there-ufos-in-
the-sky/

5. www.wispyclouds.net/photographing-craft.html

6. galacticchannelings.com/english/mike01-03-13.html

craft 2

craft 1

craft 1

craft 3

GET INVOLVED
Anyone with an appropriate digital/video 
camera can  scan skies in their local area to 
look for UFOs. Like Rob Hartland, author of 
the above article, you can start your own lo-
cal group and try to simultaneously capture 
images as a way to confirm the evidence. As 
mentioned by Rob, it is important you use a 
camera with a high megapixels sensor, which 
allows you to zoom in on any potentially cap-
tured UFO on your computer screen and have 
sufficient pixels to work with to enhance the 
image with photo-enhancing software such as 
Adobe Photoshop to bring out more detail. For 
more information and to contact Rob, go to 
wispyclouds.net/photographing-craft.html
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Three “super Earth” planets have been found 
orbiting a nearby star at a distance where 

life in theory could exist, according to a record-
breaking tally announced in June 2013 by the 
European Southern Observatory (ESO).
 The three are part of a cluster of as many 
as seven planets that circle Gliese 667C, one of 
three stars located a relatively close 22 light 
years from Earth in the constellation of Scorpio.
 The planets orbit Gliese 667C in the so-called 
Goldilocks Zone – a distance from the star at 
which the temperature is just right for water to 
exist in liquid form rather than being stripped 
away by stellar radiation or locked permanently 
in ice.
 “It’s exciting that we’ve found a nearby star 
that has so many planets in its habitable zone,” 
said University of Washington astronomer Rory 
Barnes, part of an international team.

 The planets are called “super Earths” because 
they are relatively small compared to the giants 
that comprise most of the exoplanets, which lie 
beyond our Solar System, spotted since 1995.
 It is the first time that so many “super 
Earths” have been netted in one scientific haul, 
and shows the value of seeking out low-mass, 
Sun-like stars that appear to generate these 
promising worlds, the astronomers said.
 Still unconfirmed is whether the trio are 
rocky planets, as opposed to gassy worlds 
where toxic or suffocating gases would make 
life impossible.
 “These planets are good candidates to have a 
solid surface and maybe an atmosphere like the 
Earth’s, not something like Jupiter’s,” said Mr 
Barnes in a press release issued by his univer-
sity.
 Their close proximity “makes it like they are 
‘tidally locked’, which in this case means the 
same hemisphere always faces the star,” he 
said. “Fortunately, we know that this state can 
still support life.”
 This means alien life might not be as far away 
as we previously thought. It opens a line of de-
bate on the scientific possibility that advanced 
civilisations on planets in other solar systems 
– which achieved the necessary technology to 
travel over the vastness of space – could visit 
Earth. Gliese 667C lays only 22 light years distant 
from us… extremely close by space standards. 

– Jason Jeffrey

New Cluster of ‘Super 
Earths’ Discovered
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According to the late Prof. Stuart Appelle, 
the terms alien abduction or abduction 
phenomenon describe “subjectively real 

memories of being taken secretly against one’s will 
by apparently nonhuman entities and subjected to 
complex physical and psychological procedures.”* 
 Thousands of people claim to have been myste-
riously abducted by strange entities, but the ques-
tion of who or what are the abductors has always 
hovered over this phenomenon. 
 For author, researcher and lecturer Kathleen 
Marden – who has more than 22 years’ experi-
ence in the investigation of this phenomenon – the 
abductors are aliens from other worlds, or at least 
that’s what her evidence points to.
 Kathleen is the niece of Betty and Barney Hill, 
the American couple who claimed to have been ab-
ducted by extraterrestrials in a rural portion of New 
Hampshire in 1961. That case was the first widely-
publicised claim of alien abduction.
 She recently teamed up with alien abductee 
Denise Stoner to write a new book on human-alien 
contact reports and the latest evidence, The Al-
ien Abduction files: The Most Startling Cases of 
Human-Alien Contact ever reported (New Page 
Books, 2013).
 We spoke to Kathleen about her latest findings 
and the significant cases in this complex and con-
troversial field of investigation.

NEW DAWN (ND): After the publication of Whitley 
Streiber’s Communion and Budd Hopkins’ Intruders in 1987, 
the phenomenon of alien abductions came to the attention 
of the general public in a really big way as abductees came 
forward in the thousands. But in the last decade there’s 
been a drop of interest in the phenomenon that concords 
with fewer reports of actual abductions. Could you give 
us your thoughts on this and the goal of writing The Alien 
Abduction Files? 

KATHLEEN MARDEN (KM): My research suggests that 
classic abduction scenarios, such as the 1961 abduction 
of Betty and Barney Hill, are rare in modern times. My 
research suggests that contact was made with today’s expe-
riencers at an early age and has continued throughout their 
lifetimes. 88% have conscious recall of witnessing a UFO 
at less than 1,000 feet prior to an abduction, but today’s 
multigenerational abductions are occurring primarily in 
people’s homes and may have been ongoing before they 
were taken from an external environment and were able to 
collect evidence.
 Denise Stoner and I had engaged in a year-long re-
search project designed to conduct a quantitative analysis 
on certain concurring commonalties that the majority of 
abduction experiencers share. We explored possible trends 
among age groups, partly due to the fact that a significant 
number of abduction experiencers in the 50+ age group had 
reported their experiences to us. Our intuition was correct. 
44% of the experiencers that participated in our research 
study were born in the 1950’s, although only 20% of the 
non-experiencers were in the same age group. Only 12% 
of the experiencer group was under age 40. Yet 24% of the 
non-experiencer group was under 40. (My report is avail-
able at www.kathleen-marden.com) 
 My goal in writing The Alien Abduction Files was to 
present a compendium of ongoing alien abduction cases 
that I am investigating. All of these contact experiences are 
ongoing, as is the collection of evidence. Although there 
is no smoking gun, such as a piece of alien hardware, each 
case presented in the book is compelling due to the pre-
ponderance of evidence. The information we’ve collected 
has caused us to ask, does contact with entities from other 

The Alien  
Abduction Files

An Interview With Kathleen Marden
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* “The Abduction Experience: A Critical Evaluation of 
Theory and Evidence”, Journal of UFO Studies
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worlds or exposure to an alien environment cause human 
beings to develop common illnesses? How can theoretical 
physics explain human procurement processes that seem 
scientifically impossible? How can ETs travel millions of 
miles across the vast expanse of space and arrive on Earth 
unharmed? Why do the majority of abduction experienc-
ers develop uncommon abilities that are not found in a 
control group? People are asking for disclosure of the facts 
and the truth behind the UFO mystery. We are sitting on 
the precipice – the very edge of discovering another piece of 
this puzzle. There will never be a perfect time, yet more and 
more credible information is being revealed by intelligent, 
well-spoken, educated, down to earth people. It is our hope 
that The Alien Abduction Files will hold some of clues people 
are looking for in their search for the solution to this mys-
tery.

ND: How did you meet Denise Stoner and why did you 
decide to work together? 

KM: I met Denise nearly three and a half years ago, not long 
after I relocated from New Hampshire to Florida. Each of us 

had more than twenty years experience as UFO research-
ers and were committed to solving the conundrum of alien 
abduction. She hosted public interest meetings pertaining 
to UFOs, and also private meetings for abduction experi-
encers. I attended her meetings and was impressed by her 
intelligence and integrity. It wasn’t long before we decided 
to bring our efforts together by sharing information on the 
alien abduction phenomenon, working jointly on several 
investigations, and collaborating on a new research project. 
 After Denise and I had established trust in one another, 
she confided the details of her own alien abduction to me. 
She appeared to be genuinely perplexed by her memory of 
unconventional lights travelling rapidly toward the vehi-
cle that she and her family were riding in on the night of 
August 13, 1982. She consciously recalled that the puzzling 
lights rapidly descended in their direction. Almost imme-
diately, the car seemed to slide sideways off the highway. 
There was no accident and there were no injuries. In the 
blink of an eye, the Stoners discovered that they had trav-
elled 40 miles and it didn’t register on the odometer that Ed 
had been checking. They had no memory of passing through 
Fairplay, on the stretch of U.S. 285 that led to Buena Vista. 
They arrived at their destination 3.5 hours later than antici-
pated. 
 I was working on a new book on the subject of alien 
abduction that focused upon a highly significant case I 
had investigated in the state of New Hampshire. I was 
intrigued by the Stoner family’s missing time event and 
decided to investigate it. My next step was to speak to 

MUFON’s Assistant Director of Abduction Studies, a MUFON Field 
Investigator and STAR Team member, and Director of the Florida UFO 
Research Group of UFORCOP, denISe SToner holds educational fo-
rums for the public and private gatherings of abduction experiencers. Her 
involvement in the UFO field spans more than 20 years. She has lectured 
on the abduction phenomenon and appeared on radio shows and PBS TV.

KATHleen MArden is coauthor of Captured! The Betty and Barney Hill 
UFO Experience: The True Story of the World; and the coauthor of Science 
Was Wrong: Startling Truths About Cures, Theories, and Inventions “They” 
Declared Impossible. She has lectured at conferences across the United 
States and appeared on numerous TV specials as an on-air expert. She 
lives near Orlando, Florida, and can be found online at www.kathleen-
marden.com.
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Denise’s mother, a petite, pleasant 80 year old woman. I had 
the opportunity to question her at one of Denise’s private 
meetings for abduction experiencers. She reassured me that 
she clearly remembered the concern that she felt when her 
daughter, son-in-law, and granddaughter failed to arrive at 
their family’s weekend enclave on a ranch near Buena Vista. 
She also mentioned a perplexing childhood experience that 
might have been UFO related. Later, she presented me with 
a signed statement attesting to her memories of the event 
on August 13, 1982. 
 Given her mother’s confirmation of the late arrival, I 
interviewed Denise’s husband and took a statement from 
her daughter, and requested signed statements from family 
members outlining their memories of the night in question. 
All agreed that a perplexing missing time event had taken 
place for which they could not offer a prosaic explanation. 
I continued an in depth investigation of their missing time 
experience and the Stoners as people. Finally, Denise and 
her husband underwent separate hypnosis sessions, so that 
I might compare their individual accounts of the events 
that led up to their missing time experience, the alleged 
abduction and the aftermath. I was impressed with the 
Stoner’s compelling level of evidence. 
 Denise informed me that she was an experienced writer 
and I knew that she could provide vivid descriptive details 
from a personal perspective. This is exactly the type of 
information that I wanted to include in The Alien Abduction 
Files, so I invited Denise to join me in writing a personal 
account of her life as an abduction experiencer. ND: Denise and her husband have had two “major missing” 

time events while driving in a vehicle. Can you tell us (brief-
ly) about each event and how they were alike or different?

KM: August 13, 1982 was a typical Friday afternoon for 
Denise and Ed Stoner and their 14 year old daughter. They 
were looking forward to a weekend trip to their private 
get away, a free standing mobile home on the Grace Acree 
Ranch near Buena Vista, Colorado. The Stoners made 
the 137 mile trip nearly every weekend during the sum-
mer months to meet her parents and family friends for a 
weekend of hiking, fishing and enjoying their family time 
together. 
 Sixty miles into the trip, Ed routinely stopped on the 
10,000 foot high Kenosha Pass for a breather and to take in 
the view of the South Park Valley and the town of Jefferson 
at the base of the pass. They arrived at approximately 6:30 
PM and stayed at the scenic vista for not more than 10 min-
utes. Glancing into the sky, Denise’s eyes were drawn to two 
yellow-white lights that were increasing in size and seemed 
to be rapidly approaching. Four miles south of Jefferson, 
they were over the car. Suddenly, and without warning the 
Stoner’s vehicle began to move sideways off the highway 
toward the desert floor under someone else’s control. They 
felt momentum but nothing more. 
 As if only a moment had passed, the Stoners found 
themselves beyond the southern end of the Mosquito 
Range driving up Trout Creek Pass beyond South Park Val-
ley. They had no memory of driving through the valley or 
the town of Fairplay, south of Jefferson, on the stretch of 
U.S. 285 that led to Buena Vista. A moment before it was 
broad daylight, but now the blackness of night had blan-
keted the valley and a penetrating chill had fallen upon 
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the interior of their Ford Grenada. Somehow forty miles of 
their journey had simply vanished. When Ed wheeled into 
the ranch, he and Denise were met by a surprising sight. 
Their family and friends were standing in the road in front 
of their trailer watching to see if the headlights coming 
down the driveway were theirs. The anxious expressions 
on their faces added an additional layer of mystery to the 
night. What had happened? Where had they been? It was 
going on 11:45 PM – well over six hours from their 5:00 
PM departure time. 
 Ed’s father in law and his friend had become so con-
cerned that they were entertaining the idea of using the 
phone at the ranch house to call the Colorado Highway 
Patrol. Ed checked his trip odometer again. This time it 
registered ninety seven miles from his house in Arvada to 
his destination seven miles north of Buena Vista. On every 
preceding trip they had taken that summer, the odometer 
registered one hundred and thirty seven total miles. There 
was no prosaic explanation for their missing time event. 
Under regressive hypnosis the Stoners recalled nearly 

identical details pertaining to their 
abduction by non-human entities 
aboard an alien craft. 
    Not long after Denise and Ed 
relocated from Colorado to central 
Florida, Denise discovered that 
scuba diving was a popular sport in 
the Sunshine State. After they had 
become experienced divers, the Ston-
ers were ready to become even more 
professional in this sport, so they 
trained in cavern, then cave diving, 
using mixed gas. At the time Denise 
was one of very few women willing 
to attempt this type of training. 
When Denise went with Ed, she was 
the only woman among all the men 
diving the caves. The best cave diving 
was just outside Branford, Florida, 
approximately 50 miles north of 
Gainesville in the northwest part of 
the state, known as “The Spring Div-
ing Capitol of the World.” Weekend 
after weekend, Denise and Ed drove 
the three hour trip to dive the beauti-
ful caves. The underground aquifer 
was inviting and each area was differ-
ent from the next.
    On the weekend of October 20, 
1991, the Stoners made a weekend 
sojourn to Branford. Back at the 
motel after a day of diving, Denise 
and Ed quickly fell off to sleep. But 
something awakened Denise during 
the night. She felt compelled to drive 
Ed’s truck to a remote location on the 
outskirts of town. She encountered a 
landed UFO with an entity standing 
on a ramp that led to the interior. It 
sent two small Greys for her. She was 
taken out of Ed’s truck and up the 

ramp into a small room and placed on an odd looking chair. 
The examiner performed a procedure on Denise that left a 
gash on the top of her head. She was then escorted back to 
the truck and drove to her motel.
 The following morning, Denise and Ed rose and pre-
pared for their final dive of the weekend. Heading north on 
SR 129 they were approaching a small farm on the right im-
mediately before their left turn onto CR 248, the road that 
would lead them to their dive spot. The couple observed 
oddly shaped structures near the farm that hadn’t been 
there the previous day. Almost immediately, they found 
themselves on a new road in a different location 28 miles 
from their former location. Thirty minutes had passed in 
an instant. They drove back to the farm and looked for the 
strange objects. They were gone. Again, the Stoners recalled 
their missing time event in exacting detail.

ND: Did Denise and her husband share the same experi-
ences? 

Under regressive  

hypnosis the Stoners 

recalled nearly  

identical details  

pertaining to their  

abduction by non-human 

entities aboard an  

alien craft. 
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KM: Denise and Ed shared the same experiences in both of 
their missing time events. After I had hypnotised Denise, 
I asked Ed to undergo a short hypnosis session with me, to 
determine whether or not he and Denise had shared the 
same experience in Colorado. He cautioned me that he has 
never been a receptive hypnotic subject but was willing to 
attempt it. I was pleased that he was able to relax and eas-
ily accept my suggestions. His memory of the drive from 
Arvada to Kenosha Pass was crystal clear and wonderfully 
detailed. Everything was proceeding as normal when he 
drove through Jefferson. As Ed is “driving and driving,” 
he thinks that Denise is drawing his attention to a house 
under construction on the left side of the road. This is the 
instant when Denise states that she was actually pointing 
out lights rapidly approaching their car. 
 Suddenly, he becomes disoriented and senses that his 
car has stopped, but he feels momentum and sees swirling 
dust-like particles surrounding his car, as if he is in a vor-
tex. Denise also describes the momentum as the car is lifted 
off the road and carried across the desert. Ed hears a high 
pitched pulsing whine and feels weightless, as if he is de-
tached from his body. He is paralysed and his head is full of 
“random, spinning, analysing” thoughts. He finds himself 
in a new environment and a sees a smooth, “dull reflective” 
domed ceiling overhead. This description is identical to 
Denise’s description of the examining room on the craft. He 
is now only sensing a feeling of detachment and waiting for 
an extended period of time.  
 Finally, he hears a frequency in the tenor range that 
reminds him of loud tinnitus. There is a heavy pulsation 
and he feels frightened and cold. His weight returns and he 
finds himself clinging to his steering wheel. It is suddenly 
dark outside and he is freezing. His headlights are on, but 
he hadn’t turned them on. He realises that he is half way up 
Trout Creek Pass. It is 11:00 PM. And Denise is “freaking 
out.” They stop for a few minutes to gather their thoughts 
and attempt to discern what had just happened to them. 
Neither could explain it. Again, Denise and Ed have given a 
nearly identical account of their event.
 Weeks later, I hypnotised Ed and asked him to return 
to the 1991 missing time event in Florida. Under hypnosis 
he said that he saw the passenger door open and a tall thin 
figure, approximately 6 feet tall, with Denise in its “long 
skinny arms.” It leans down and literally drops Denise 
onto the seat. The greenish gray non-human entity looks 
up at Ed. The eyes, he says, are actually paler than the skin 
and have an opaque appearance, as if it is clothed in a full 
body suit. There is no mouth to speak of and no nose. The 
head is not large or bulbous like a typical Grey. The entity 
closes the door and Ed becomes fully aware of his sur-
roundings. His arms are tingly and he is frightened and 
hyperventilating.
 Ed later wrote to me, “The thing that struck me as be-
ing very strange is the alien’s colour. The eyes especially, 
even though they were the traditional shape and size seen 
in many drawings, this alien had eyes about three shades 
LIGHTER than the body colour. (NOT BLACK) Also, there 
was no mouth or nose features. It was looking right at 
me when it put Denise in the seat. The features were very 
smooth like it was in some form of body suit. Its colour was 
light green gray, the eyes light gray with no green. This is 

against all the mental images of what I would think an alien 
looks like.” 
 Denise stated, “I was back and I don’t know how I got 
out of there. The next thing I remember I was on the side of 
the road and I was sitting in the arms of this Grey. The door 
was open and he just slides me off his arms into the car 
seat. He was closer to… was 6 feet, maybe. He’s very skinny, 
very thin and he can turn his head in a greater rotation of 
the neck. But yet, (there were) no joints that I could see. It 
seemed that when he needed to move, everything moved. 
He was almost like a Gumby. I remember how he opened 
the car door. It just opened or maybe it was left open. I don’t 
know.” She described his eyes as “pale green… pale gray-
green” and his skin as “kind of a bluish, grayish, greenish 
blue. Kind of odd.” Allowing for minor differences that oc-
cur when two people describe the same event, the Stoner’s 
description of the entity and its behaviour is nearly identi-
cal. 

ND: What did Denise learn about the ET groups that she 
encountered? 

KM: Denise learned so much about the ET groups she en-
countered that it would be impossible for me to convey this 
information in an interview. A full account can be found in 
The Alien Abduction Files. But briefly, throughout Denise’s 
lifetime she has interacted with one main entity that she 
calls her escort or guide. He is there every time she is taken 
and has been since her very first abduction at age 2 ½. He 
can best be described as a 5 ft. tall Grey. He alleviates her 

A drawing of Denise Stoner’s Grey alien.
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pain during medical procedures and comforts her when 
she is aboard a craft. The entity she calls the doctor is more 
insect-like and looks all together different than the Grey. 
He is very tall and extremely intelligent. He operates the 
equipment that is used on her body and observes her close-
ly. The third group of entities that she encounters during 
every abduction is the small Greys 
who serve as guards and assistants 
to the taller Greys and insectoid/
mantis type beings.

ND: “Jennie Henderson’s” evidence 
of multi-generational abduction 
experiences is interesting. What is 
it about her story that you found 
so compelling that you wanted to 
write about it despite her insistence 
upon anonymity? 

KM: “Jennie Henderson” has still 
not been publicly identified, be-
cause if her identity was revealed, it 
would all but guarantee her family’s 
financial ruin and loss of status in 
their community. Disclosure is not an option. Yet her richly 
detailed memories of abduction by non-humans are too 
compelling not to be shared. I had to proceed by fictionalis-
ing her story just enough to preserve her anonymity, but at 
the same time to share the details of her story as accurately 
and honestly as possible. My 14 year investigation of this 

highly significant multigenerational alien abduction has 
uncovered startling information pertaining to alien tech-
nology, the ET’s experimental procedures, and messages 
passed to Jennie by the visitors. She is unique because she 
is part of a small group of experiencers that has retained 
conscious recall of her events. Therefore, very little hypno-

sis was required. 

ND: What do Denise and Jennie 
have in common with other abduc-
tion experiencers who participated 
in “The Marden-Stoner Study on 
Commonalities Among Abduction 
Experiencers”? 

KM: A very important addition to 
the UFO abduction literature is 
the data concerning the results of 
our detailed survey “The Marden-
Stoner Commonalities Among 
Abduction Experiencers” study. 
The “UFO Abduction Experiencer 
Questionnaire” listed 45 multiple 
choice questions pertaining to 

experiencer’s demographics, abduction memories, emo-
tional responses, physiological responses, and psychic 
phenomena. We established a minimum sample size of 
50 abduction experiencers and 25 non-abduction expe-
riencers. The results indicate that experiencers share 23 
characteristics that are not generally found in the non-ab-
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ductee population, who were also questioned as a control 
group. These characteristics are discussed in detail in The 
Alien Abduction Files, but briefly Denise and Jennie share 
several medical conditions and emotional responses that 
are statistically significant among the experiencer group. 
Their demographic information and conscious recall of 
UFO events places them firmly within the experiencer 
group. In addition to this, both have observed specific psi 
phenomena in their homes that have 
been reported by the majority of 
experiencers. 

ND: Do Jennie and Denise view the 
ETs that they encountered as benev-
olent or malevolent and were there 
any particular messages conveyed by 
the ETs? 

KM: Denise has spent many hours 
attempting to come to some conclu-
sion as to whether or not they are 
friend or foe. To be truthful, she has 
no answer and must say she is truly 
on the fence and must remain there 
for the time being. For many years, 
Jennie viewed her visitors as ma-
levolent, because she was so terribly 
frightened by their presence. She 
felt helpless to protect her children 
from abduction, just as her mother 
had been defenceless when Jennie 
was taken from her childhood home. 
However, Jennie’s relationship with 
her ETs evolved as she grew older. 
They imparted information to Jennie 
that built a trust between them and 
she now perceives them as benevo-
lent. 

ND: The book offers some interest-
ing descriptions and drawings of the 
actual aliens involved in abductions and provides little-
known details of alien experimental procedures. Could 
you provide our readers with a briefing. 

KM: The group known as the Greys has abducted every 
experiencer whose story is told in The Alien Abduction Files. 
The short Greys are reported to be about 3.5 to 4.0 feet 
tall and have large heads and long arms as compared to 
the human body. Their spindly legs are said to carry them 
in a rolling gait, or they are observed gliding effortlessly. 
Nearly all abductees report that these hairless beings have 
large slanted black eyes, no apparent external ear flap, an 
almost nonexistent nose and a thin slit for a mouth. Their 
skin is gray with small elevated bumps and a leathery 
texture, or is sometimes described as resembling smooth 
shark skin. They are rarely clothed, but are sometimes 
seen wearing hooded capes. Their primary function is to 
procure human subjects and guard them aboard the craft. 
Their communication is telepathic. The short Greys are 
generally described as blending in with the walls in the 

craft and standing silently in a row along the wall. Their 
seemingly flat mood and lack of facial expression leads 
some abduction experiencers to suspect that they are cy-
borgs – part biological and part mechanical, or robots. 
 Like the smaller beings, the taller ones are said to be 
telepathic. Tall Greys are generally reported to be 4.5 to 5 
feet tall and dress in tight fitting body suits. Their physical 
description is nearly identical to their smaller counter-

parts, with the exception that their 
eyes and heads are slightly smaller in 
proportion to their bodies. Most ex-
periencers believe that the tall Greys 
lack the range of human emotion 
that we experience, but some have 
noted emotional responses such as 
surprise or concern. 
  Tall Greys interact directly with 
their human subjects. It is often 
reported that one being, whom I will 
call a “personal escort,” establishes 
a long term relationship with his 
human contact and behaves toward 
him or her in a manner similar to 
our treatment of a favourite labora-
tory animal. An examiner extracts 
semen and ova, or tissue samples 
and inserts implants into the hu-
man body. Several of the abduction 
experiencers, with whom I have had 
contact, have reported experiencing 
electrical pulses or a tingling sensa-
tion coursing through their bod-
ies, while on the examining table. 
Some have advised me that they 
were informed telepathically that 
the ETs were attempting to increase 
their vibrational frequency, even 
though they have no idea what this 
means. Although these procedures 
are painful, the escort’s job is to 
sedate the human and remove the 

pain. When the physical examination has come to an end, 
a lesson sometimes follows. The human subject might 
observe images on a screen depicting a seemingly dying 
planet, or devastating earthquakes, tsunamis, tornados, 
or war destruction on planet Earth. Some experiencers 
are required to memorise symbols or equations that are 
shown to them on screens. Others reported that they had 
viewed a holographic image for experiments involving 
human emotions. It is made into a game for children, but 
it has resulted in stress or trauma for some adults. Expe-
riencers have long reported the observation of artificial 
wombs containing hybrid fetuses aboard the larger crafts. 
Their human parents are forced to participate in a bonding 
process with these emaciated infants. 
 A uniquely different species of extraterrestrial is 
frequently observed working with the Greys. It has been 
described as insectoid in appearance and is therefore 
referred to as the praying mantis type. The praying mantis 
type is even more frightening to the abductee than the 
Greys due to its grotesque appearance. Its huge insect eyes 
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sit near the top of a bumpy head and a tiny mouth can be 
observed very close to its jaw line. No nose, ears or hair 
are visible. He stands six to seven feet tall, but can de-
crease his size by folding his spindly legs into an M-shape. 
He is described as being extremely thin and appears to 
have bulbous joints. Each hand has a very small palm and 
three very long fingers and a thumb that are used like 
pinchers. His head swivels beyond the range of human 
movement similar to an owl. He is highly telepathic.
 He appears to be at or near the top of the hierarchi-
cal structure, assuming the responsibilities of examining 
abduction experiencers and giving tours of the craft to 
selected human favourites. Experiencers report that he 
sometimes communicates information to them that gives 
them insight into the craft’s technology. In this sense, he or 
she is an educator. 
 Three of the experiencers in The Alien Abduction Files 
stated that they had interacted with Reptilians. In my 
opinion, Reptilian ETs are more perplexing than any other 
species observed by abductees, because I have received 
more inconsistent information about them than about 
any other type of being. Some abductees report that they 
have been brutally raped by Reptilians. Others report that 
they have established loving long term bonds with Reptil-
ian men and women. One wonders if they are victims of 
the Stockholm syndrome, especially because before the 
human developed feelings of love and dependence upon 
the Reptilian, there was abject terror and forced sexual 
relations. 

ND: Your study reveals that 88% of alien abductees re-
ported paranormal activity near their home, and received 
telepathic messages. Some even possessed an unusual gift 
of healing after their encounter with aliens. Approximately 
80% reported new psychic abilities after the abduction. 
Could you shed some light on the paranormal aspect of 
alien-human interaction? 

KM: The question of paranormal activity in the homes of 
abduction experiencers has been reported throughout the 
history of UFO abduction research and investigation. Giv-
en its nature and our current adherence to the tenets of 
Western scientific materialism, it is not a topic that most 
UFO abduction researchers have been willing to examine 
seriously. To do so might result in the loss of one’s reputa-
tion as a scientific researcher. For many years, I closed my 
eyes to this aspect of alien abduction. But the “Marden-
Stoner Commonalities Among Abduction Experiencers” 
study makes it abundantly clear that we can no longer 
sweep it under the rug. 88% of the respondents answered 
in the affirmative, stating that they have witnessed this 
activity in their homes, such as light orbs that dart or 
float through the air. Sometimes the orbs pop like a bub-
ble into 1-3 ETs. Many reported poltergeist activity, such 
as household items flying through the air, pictures flying 
off walls, lights turning off and on, windows opening and 
closing, doors opening and closing and toilets flushing on 
their own. 44% of the non-abduction experiencers re-
ported paranormal activity in their homes, but there was 
a slight variation between the experiencer and the non-
experiencer groups. They reported ghosts, shadow people, 

spirits, mist clouds, strange sounds, strange odours, and 
cold spots. A small percentage (4%) of the experiencer 
group reported ghost-like activity such as invisible beings 
that had weight in their beds and temperature changes in 
their home environment. 
 It is significant that 51% of the participants reported 
that their paranormal activity began after their first ab-
duction experience. Many commented that this activity is 
not ongoing, but occurred immediately prior to or after a 
contact event. 50% stated they were able to heal others for 
at least a short period following an abduction experience. 
This gift persisted for an extended period of time for some 
of the participants, but not for others. 2% mentioned that 
they had always been healers. Denise and I have recently 
discovered the presence of a strong electric field around 
two experiencers immediately following an abduction 
event. This persisted for 2.5 weeks. We are at the begin-
ning stages of exploring a possible connection between 
this and paranormal events, as well as alternative expla-
nations for this most perplexing part of the alien abduc-
tion phenomenon. 

The Alien Abduction Files: The Most Startling Cases of Hu-
man-Alien Contact Ever Reported by Kathleen Marden and 
Denise Stoner (Foreword by Stanton T. Friedman) is available 
from all good bookstores and online retailers in paperback & 
Kindle.
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—  B y  M A r y  r o d w e l l  r n  —

Abducted: The True Story of Alien Abduction in 
Rural England is a classic account of a family’s 
Contact experiences, primarily focused on 
Jason, co-author Ann Andrews’ youngest son. 
 Ann mentions a deeply personal “encoun-

ter” which had been troubling her for many years, and it 
involved what’s known in Ufological circles as a “missing 
pregnancy syndrome.” The woman feels she is pregnant for 
a time, and has all the symptoms of pregnancy, but after 
2-3 months the symptoms disappear, and many are left 
with a feeling of loss or grief. Later these individuals may 
have encounters where they are shown an ‘unusual baby’ on 
board a ‘craft’ and told this child is their child and they are 
requested to ‘bond’ with it.
 In 2000 Ann Andrews and her family visited Perth, 
Western Australia. Whilst visiting, Ann asked me to help 
her explore a “missing pregnancy” in regression hypnosis as 
it had been deeply troubling to her for many years and she 
wanted to know the truth. 
 Ann was 3 months pregnant when one morning she 
found she was no longer pregnant. Ann “instinctively” 
knew something very profound, and “other-worldly” had oc-
curred. Flashbacks of an encounter “experience” enhanced 
her belief this “child” had been taken by “extraterrestrial 
beings.” She believed he was still “alive on a space craft.” I 
have heard of many similar accounts. I have written about 
such phenomenon in my book Awakening.
 Ann’s story is unique as her evidence was not just the 
loss of the pregnancy and subsequent trauma. Strange 
medical anomalies surrounding the “missing pregnancy” 
could not be explained. Such as the fact that only her hus-
band Paul knew about the pregnancy. Yet her youngest son 
Jason, and her own brother in subsequent years mentioned 
they had seen this “child” in strange encounter experiences 
of their own. 
 When Ann’s third pregnancy was confirmed by her 
GP, she was told that it would be dangerous for her life 
and health to continue with the pregnancy and advised 
to terminate. Ann had not made up her mind what to do, 
when one night Ann had a traumatic “dream” where she 

felt her baby being taken from her. The following morning 
she awoke, feeling unwell, and noticed blood in the bed. 
She knew something had happened, a miscarriage? But 
apart from blood there was nothing. Her doctor confirmed 
she was no longer pregnant but couldn’t explain the fact 
that there was no foetus. Ann didn’t dare share with him 
that she had experienced an “otherworldly encounter.” Her 
“dream” with terrifying “flashbacks” of her “baby” being re-
moved through a painful medical procedure and of “strange 
beings” taking the child. 
 Ann had been deeply traumatised by her experience and 
told me that she felt “immense anger and hatred for ‘them’ 
believing that for years ‘they’ had done as ‘they’ wanted 
without care or regard for her.” Ann said she had to find out 
“why did they take my son?” Ann had come 12,000 miles to 
find answers.

“Why Did You  
Take My Son?”

The Missing Pregnancy Syndrome
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 A hypnotic regression gave Ann answers. These an-
swers, she said, “changed my life, I saw ‘them’ in a totally 
different light which reflected in my understanding of this 
whole phenomenon in the following years. It also brought 
me peace and love for a child I had never known. A strange 
relationship now strong as ever.”
 What was it that Ann discovered through hypnosis that 
changed her worldview?
 Ann and Paul are practical down to earth farming peo-
ple living in rural England. The paranor-
mal events they experienced went way 
beyond their education and understand-
ing. When Jason (their youngest son) ex-
perienced years of “terrifying dreams” they 
took him to a psychiatrist. The psychiatrist 
could offer no explanation but stated Jason 
was not mentally ill. They were given NO 
explanation for the unusual marks on his 
body which accompanied these “dreams.” 
Nor could they find anyone to explain the 
frightening poltergeist activity, moving ob-
jects, and strange harassment around their 
property by what seemed like “covert govern-
mental forces” (see Abducted).
 A TV program on hypnosis gave them 
the clue to understanding what was going 
on with their son. When an individual spoke 
about seeing “aliens” Jason reacted and told 
them this was the same as his experience. They contacted 
a well-known former Ufologist/researcher, policeman Tony 
Dodd. Tony provided support for the family during many 
months. Ann learnt that not only was Contact real but this 
contact involved the whole family, including her eldest son 
Daniel. The confusing experiences throughout all their lives 
began to make sense. However Ann’s “missing pregnancy” 
was deeply personal, and she felt she couldn’t share this 
with anyone. It left her feeling very isolated, confused and 
angry. And when Jason told her he had seen “his brother” 
on the craft, she was re-traumatised.

 Jason had slowly comes to terms with his extraterres-
trial connections and was angry with her that she “strug-
gled to acknowledge Nathan” (the name she had given this 
baby). Jason said to her that Nathan wanted to meet her. 
Ann, clouded by her own deep pain and anger, felt Jason 
didn’t understand. She still believed the “aliens” had used 
her, and taken her baby without her consent. How could she 
then meet her son, when they had taken him that way? 
 Over many months Ann confided to me that she needed 
a clearer picture not only because she still experienced 
painful “flashbacks” when Nathan was taken. She wanted 
to understand more about why he was taken, and why she 
hadn’t seen him herself. She knew there was more to be 
revealed than her limited jigsaw of memories from her 
conscious mind. To explore deeper levels, and hopefully the 
subconscious, would provide some answers. 
 Hypnosis is a technique that allows the subconscious 
access to information that the conscious mind may struggle 
with, and it can also lead to a deeper understanding, allow-
ing the individual to finally integrate an experience and 
heal. 
 Ann agreed to explore what happened to her “missing 
pregnancy” through hypnosis and it proved to be one of the 
most moving and powerful sessions I have ever facilitated, 
and life changing for Ann.
 Ann was extremely fearful even though she had come so 
far to find answers. Her whole body shook as she began to 
speak, terrified by what she may discover. I felt like a sur-
geon doing the most delicate of surgery and hoped what we 
uncovered would be helpful and not re-traumatising. Would 

it be a horrendous picture of ET abuse as Ann 
had believed? 
       Ann had discussed her conscious memo-
ries before we began the session. Three 
months pregnant, when this occurred, and 
just after the GP had mentioned if she con-
tinued with the pregnancy it could put her 
life in danger. This information was crucial 
to what she discovered later in her regres-
sion. Although Ann discussed waking up 
without her baby was extremely traumatic, 
she did have one strange positive recollec-
tion/flashback. After her baby was removed 
a tall gentle being (she later recognised as 
the “soldier” man) stroked her forehead, 
saying that they would look after “him.” 
This memory did not fit with her belief 
these beings were unfeeling or cruel.
  In hypnosis Ann struggled to explore 

this experience, her physical body shaking with 
remembered trauma, and with choking sobs recalled the 
night “they came.” How “they” took her to the ship while 
she waited for the procedure. 
 Ann, struggling to revisit her experience, needed sup-
port and encouragement to continue. Ann saw her baby 
taken from her, and “they” moved the baby to another 
room, where she saw it placed in a special receptacle, and 
knew he was alive. It was very hard as a therapist to remain 
detached, because Ann’s description of her experience was 
heartbreaking. Her emotion was so devastating it totally 
negated any suggestion this was a confabulation of events, 

Ann and Paul when they visited Australia in 2000  
(photo courtesy of Mary Rodwell)
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as is often suggested with regression work. (In other words 
a ‘construct’ of the client’s imagination.) 
 The experience and its impact almost too difficult for 
her to verbalise, physically her body shook. Despite her 
distress, I had to keep her on track so we could learn why 
this had occurred. I asked why did “they, the ET’s” take the 
baby? Ann spoke clearly as she recalled a special room and 
the “soldier” being radiating to her both love and concern. 
He explained that for them to take her baby was the only 
way to save the baby’s life. If she had gone ahead with 
the pregnancy, then both Ann and baby would die. (Ann 
already knew this from her ‘human’ doctor.) The “soldier” 
being confirmed this decision was hers and hers alone. 
 Ann knew she couldn’t risk a pregnancy and leave her 
husband Paul alone to cope with raising two small boys. 
Heartbreakingly she consented to them having her son, but 
made “them” promise they would take the best care of him, 
love him, and to tell her son that she loved him too. She felt 
she had no choice if she wanted to save her son’s life. When 
the “soldier” man promised this she consented. She knew 
that although her son could never be able to live with her, 
he would at least live. This promise Ann consciously remem-
bered, as the “soldier” man “stroked her forehead,” saying 
they would “look after him.” 
 I said, “now would you like to see your son?” Ann nod-
ded through her tears, and as she did so, her face lit up with 
the most amazing smile. She said, “I see him I see him.” 
She described Nathan as having long hair and with a tooth 
missing and then said he is standing with the “soldier man, 
holding out a red rose to me”… Ann said she embraced him, 
“he is telling me he knows all about us as Jason often talks 
to him.” I watched in awe, as tears of absolute joy framed 
Ann’s face. 
 Then I brought Ann into a more conscious awareness 
and we hugged as she cried. Ann had been shown what she 
needed to heal and move on. We talked about this for a 
short while, until Ann was calmer, and when I felt she was 
ready, I left her alone to become composed and to integrate 
what she had learnt.
 Ann continued to have more amazing experiences 
whilst in Australia, and her family left with vows to return, 
particularly the boys who loved the lifestyle and friendli-
ness of the people. They said they had found true friends 

MAry rodWell is a professional counsellor, hypnotherapist, ufolo-
gist researcher and metaphysician. She is recognised internation-
ally as one of Australia’s leading researchers in the UFO and Contact 
phenomenon. Mary is the founder and Principal of ACERN (Australian 
Close Encounter Resource Network). ACERN is a resource and support 
network for all those with Close Encounter experiences. She is author 
of the book Awakening: How Extraterrestrial Contact Can Transform Your 
Life (signed copies can be ordered from the author). Mary can be con-
tacted through ACERN’s website www.acern.com.au, email: starline@
inet.net.au, Phone/Fax (07) 4974 7219.

and acceptance here and this was what they would miss 
the most. We too had learnt so much from them, and their 
courage and honesty. My journey with Ann and the family 
continues and they are now good friends as well as compan-
ions along this incredible journey.
 A full account of this is in Chapter 10 of my book 
Awakening. My thanks to Ann, Paul and family for sharing 
part of their incredible story. My special thanks to Ann for 
having the courage to share such an intimate part of her 
story with us all. What we discovered that day was part 
of the amazing enigma of our intimate relationship with 
extraterrestrial visitors. And that we are still only scratch-
ing the surface of what our connection with our galactic 
neighbours are showing us. Since this time Ann has written 
a second book about her family and youngest son: Jason, My 
Indigo Child.
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— By Alfred l AMBreMont weBre,  Jd,  Med —

S
ecret, compartmentalised human-extrater-
restrial liaison programs between the US 
government and specific extraterrestrial and 
hyperdimensional civilisations have existed for 
decades. 

 By official “disclosure” is meant an authoritative state-
ment by a head of state in ongoing 
communication with an extrater-
restrial or hyperdimensional civili-
sation. Open contact in the public 
domain is defined as public, consen-
sual diplomatic relations between an 
extraterrestrial or hyperdimensional 
civilisation and a national govern-
ment, international institution such 
as the United Nations, or citizen-
based group publicly recognised by an 
extraterrestrial or hyperdimensional 
civilisation.
 One of the critical limits on any 
official extraterrestrial “disclosure” 
or open contact in the public domain 
with extraterrestrial or hyperdimen-
sional civilisations may be deduced 
from eyewitness whistleblower 
evidence of a possible condition of hyperdimensional “war” 
and armed conflict that may continue to exist over control 
of the 3rd dimension of our solar system.
 The new typology of extraterrestrial civilisations 
provides a useful matrix for analysis of the probabilities of 
official “disclosure” or extraterrestrial open contact in the 
public domain.
 The new evidence-based typological model divides ex-
traterrestrial civilisations into:

 (A) Extraterrestrial civilisations (3rd dimension), that is 
(1) Solar system civilisations (3rd dimension) based in the 
third dimension in our solar system, such as the intelligent 
human civilisation living under the surface of Mars that 
reportedly enjoys a strategic relationship with the United 
States government; and (2) Deep space civilisations (3rd 
dimension), that is, intelligent extraterrestrial civilisations 
that are based in the third dimension and on a planet, solar 

system, or space station in our or 
another galaxy or in some other lo-
cation in this known physical, third 
dimension universe.
     (B) Hyper-dimensional civilisa-
tions, that is intelligent civilisations 
that are based in dimensions or 
universes parallel or encompassing 
our own dimension and that may 
use technologically advanced physi-
cal form and/or transport when 
entering our known dimension or 
universe. 
      With regard to extraterrestrial 
law and governance, the new ex-
traterrestrial civilisations typology 
identifies (C) Legally constituted 
extraterrestrial governance authori-
ties with jurisdiction over a defined 

territory, such as the Milky Way Galactic Federation, which 
has been empirically located in replicable research.

I – EXTRATERRESTRIAL CONTACT & 
HYPERDIMENSIONAL WAR

 As stated, one of the critical limits on any official extra-
terrestrial “disclosure” or open contact with extraterrestri-
al or hyperdimensional civilisations may be deduced from 
eyewitness whistleblower evidence of a possible condition 
of hyperdimensional “war” and armed conflict that may 
continue to exist over control of the 3rd dimension of our 
solar system. 
 If this apparent state of hyperdimensional “war” is 
factual (and not a False Flag operation) and is transformed 
as part of universal and galactic energetic transformations, 

left
Concept drawing by artist Pat Rawlings for NASA, from 1985. 
Interestingly it shows a scientist on Mars picking up a fossil-embedded 
rock – but it was only in recent years that scientists publicly admitted 
the red planet’s rocks would hold the first chapter in the story of 
Martian life. Image courtesy of NASA.
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then it is likely that “official” extraterrestrial disclosure or 
peaceful open contact may occur in the short term future.
 The eyewitness evidence for a possible ongoing hyper-
dimensional “war” includes whistleblower testimony by 
two former US armed forces personnel at secret US base 
on Mars. Their testimony describes actual scenarios in the 
military dualistic terms of defender and “enemy,” or both 
sides of the dialectic of enemies known as the armed com-
bat of war.
 As set out in the whistleblower eyewitness evidence (see 
below), the quantum access nature of the “enemy’s” arsenal 
of weapons systems suggests that the “enemy” may be a 
hyperdimensional or advanced 3rd dimensional extrater-
restrial civilisation from another solar system or galaxy.
 The objective of this hyperdimensional “war” appears to 
be control of the 3rd dimension of our solar system.

HYPERDIMENSIONAL “WAR”

 A conventional definition of war, according to Wiki-
pedia, is “a behaviour pattern exhibited by many primate 
species including humans, and also found in many ant 
species. The primary feature of this behaviour pattern is a 
certain state of organised violent conflict that is engaged 
in between two or more separate social entities. Such a 
conflict is always an attempt at altering either the psycho-
logical hierarchy or the material hierarchy of domination 
or equality between two or more groups. In all cases, at 
least one participant (group) in the conflict perceives the 
need to either psychologically or materially dominate the 
other participant. Amongst humans, the perceived need 
for domination often arises from the belief that an essen-
tial ideology or resource is somehow either so incompat-
ible or so scarce as to threaten the fundamental existence 
of the one group experiencing the need to dominate the 
other group. Leaders will sometimes enter into a war un-
der the pretext that their actions are primarily defensive, 
however when viewed objectively, their actions may more 

closely resemble a form of unprovoked, unwarranted, or 
disproportionate aggression.
 “In all wars, the group(s) experiencing the need to 
dominate other group(s) are unable and unwilling to accept 
or permit the possibility of a relationship of fundamental 
equality to exist between the groups who have opted for 
group violence (war). The aspect of domination that is a 
precipitating factor in all wars, i.e. one group wishing to 
dominate another, is also often a precipitating factor in in-
dividual one-on-one violence outside of the context of war, 
i.e. one individual wishing to dominate another.”
 The possible hyperdimensional “war” has come to public 
light because of the operational use of quantum access time 
travel jumpgates and quantum access technology at the US 
secret base on Mars. Quantum access technology is used to 
time travel US armed service personnel who serve as per-
manent staff at the US secret Mars base and to age-regress 
them back to their original time-space starting date after 
the completion of their 20 year rotation cycle on Mars. 
 Thus, the secret US base on Mars may be hyperdimen-
sionally “cloaked” from civilian society on Earth, and 
“hidden” in covert niches in the time-space hologram. 
As described by US DARPA [Defence Advanced Research 
Projects Agency] Project Pegasus whistleblower Andrew D. 
Basiago, one of the early applications of time travel tech-
nologies was the hiding of national security secrets from 
the Soviet Union during the Cold War, for example, by time 
travelling these secret documents to quantum access niches 
in the time-space hologram.
 Two independent whistleblowers, both former US armed 
service personnel stationed at the US secret base on Mars, 
have now come forth with detailed accounts of their experi-
ences on Mars. This witness evidence is consistent with 
other whistleblower eyewitness evidence of individuals 
including former DARPA Project Pegasus participant An-
drew D. Basiago and former DoD [Department of Defence] 
scientist Arthur Neumann.

Mars Colony Project Confirmed by  
Laura Magdalene Eisenhower
In 2010 Laura Magdalene Eisenhower (right), great-granddaughter 
of former US President Dwight David Eisenhower, exposed her 
attempted recruitment from April 2006 through January 2007 by a 
secret Mars colony project.
 Ms. Eisenhower’s account of her targeting by “time travel 
surveillance” and attempted manipulation by trained intelligence 
agents attached to a “Mars colony project” were revealed in an 
extensive written statement at Ms. Eisenhower’s website (https://sites.google.com/site/lau-
ramagdalene/home/2012-and-the-ancient-game).
 The alleged purpose of the secret Mars colony was to provide a survival civilisation for the 
human race in the event of a planned or natural cataclysm that might depopulate the Earth.
 She added that numerous attempts were made to recruit her into the project from April 
2006 to January 2007. Her testimony is corroborated by her close friend, Ki’ Lia, a Stanford-
educated artist and futurist.
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EYEWITNESS 
WHISTLEBLOWER  

EVIDENCE OF  
MICHAEL RELFE

 Mars colony eyewitness 
Michael Relfe is a whistleblower 
and a former member of the US 
armed forces who in 1976 was 
recruited as a permanent member 
of the secret US survival colony 
on Mars. In 1976 (Earth time), 
he teleported to the Mars colony 
and spent 20 years as a perma-
nent member of its staff. In 1996 
(Mars time), Mr. Relfe was time-
travelled via teleportation and 
age-regressed 20 years, landing 
back at a US military base in 1976 
(Earth time). Mr. Relfe then served 
six years in the US military on 
Earth before being honourably 
discharged in 1982. 
 In a two-volume book authored 
by his wife, Stephanie Relfe, B.Sc., 
The Mars Records, Mr. Relfe de-
scribes the two types of individu-
als at the secret Mars colony:
 “To clarify: Remember there 
are two kinds of people that I 
remember.
 “1. People visiting Mars tem-
porarily (politicians, etc.) – They 
travel to and from Mars by jump 
gate. They visit for a few weeks and 
return. They are not time travelled 
back. They are VIP’s. They are OFF LIMITS!!
 “2. Permanent staff – They spend 20 years’ duty cycle. At 
the end of their duty cycle, they are age reversed and time 
shot back to their space-time origin point. They are sent 
back with memories blocked. They are sent back to complete 
their destiny on Earth.” (Vol. 2, p. 204)
 Michael Relfe also discusses the presence and functions 
of Reptilian and Grey extraterrestrials at the secret Mars 
colony.
 “EL: What about the Reptilians?
 “Michael Relfe: Yes. They are racially related (Draconi-
ans, Reptilians, Grays.)
 “EL: Do any Grays and Reptilians live on the Mars Base?
 “Michael Relfe: Yes, some are stationed there. I remem-
ber the Grays as doctors or technicians. I believe the Reptil-
ians stay camouflaged (cloaked) most of the time. They 
prefer to appear human because they are naturally fierce-
looking.” (Vol. 2, p. 205)

THE MILITARY “ENEMY” AT  
THE SECRET US MARS BASE

 Mr. Relfe describes various scenes of armed conflict be-
tween the US military presence at the secret Mars base and 
an armed “enemy.” Mr. Relfe also describes the weapons 
systems the “enemy” possesses in this ongoing conflict.

 The following is an excerpt from The Mars Records that 
illustrates the nature of the armed conflict occurring 
around the US secret base on Mars and the types of weap-
ons used. 
 The excerpt is from a discussion of “time travel jump-
gates,” or portals used for time travel age regression of 
permanent staff of the US base on Mars to return them 
to their original time-space point of departure from a US 
military-intelligence base on Earth. 
 This use of quantum access “time travel jumpgates” 
makes it possible to “hide” the US secret base on Mars in 
the time-space hologram from discovery by Earthling civil-
ian society. 
 Mr. Relfe is describing the US secret base on Mars under 
attack by an “enemy” which has apparent quantum access 
to time travel capabilities, and may be a hyperdimensional 
or advanced 3rd dimensional extraterrestrial civilisation 
from another solar system or galaxy.
 “EL: Tell me about the time travel jumpgates.
 “Michael Relfe (MR): I was not a jumpgate technician so 
I only remember things from a layman’s point of view. This 
technology was a result of the Philadelphia Experiment pro-
jects as described by Dr. Al Bielek. It’s one of those things 
that are ‘Ohh, Wow, Fantastic’ the first time you see them, 
and then they become taken for granted. I also remember 
that they were guarded REALLY tight and that every mo-
ment of use was accounted for and logged.
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 “I remember that there were several jumpgate stations 
on Mars Base. These stations were ‘hooked to’ other places 
and they were defended against someone or something. 
I remember that RV technicians hooked to the machines 
assisted in that defence. Remember 
that Tactical Remote Viewing is 
not only used to terminate targets. 
Termination is a tiny percentage of 
all operations. It is used mostly to de-
fend against the enemy. It is used to 
defend Very Important People (VIP’s), 
Very Important Equipment (VIE’s), 
areas and regions of the planet. In ad-
dition, some weapons systems require 
an RV operator to monitor and direct 
them. There are physical weapons 
systems (example like a particle beam 
projector) and there are other types of 
weapons that are energetic (Psi) types 
of systems. Also RV operators are 
commonly assigned to monitor attack 
craft on patrol.
 “The enemy also has Psi types of 
weapons systems that they direct against our physical type 
static shielding. Static shielding doesn’t change. It stays 
the same no matter what you throw at it. To augment the 
static shielding, you have RV operators that monitor and 
probe the shields looking for penetration. If penetration 
is discovered, an RV operator can trace the source through 

space-time and deal with the intruder. RV operators on 
duty are not alone. They have backup operators in addi-
tion to supervisor operators, they can instantaneously get 
backup if the need arises. I have seen many ads for books 
and courses for remote viewing. Most of what passes for RV 
at this time is about the first 3 or 4 days of training at Mars 
Base. And most people involved in this sort of thing would, 
unfortunately never survive the training. The drugs would 
kill them quick.” (The Mars Records, v.2, p. 203)
 In one passage, Mr. Relfe recounts an “attack run” he 

undertook on “an enemy ship” where 
he “lost consciousness when the 
enemy missile penetrated his ship.” 
Mr. Relfe “was flying solo in a space 
ship when he encountered an enemy 
craft. Instead of fleeing he went for 
the enemy craft. It fired a missile at 
him which did not explode his ship, 
but it did penetrate his ship and go 
through him. Thus caused incred-
ible damage. He would have died 
had he not had a special suit which 
was programmed to administer first 
aid.” (The Mars Records, v.1, p. 65, 77)

QUANTUM ACCESS 
WEAPONS TECHNOLOGIES 

OF THE “ENEMY”

      In the following excerpt from 
The Mars Records, Mr. Relfe describes the advanced tech-
nologies possessed by the “enemy.”
 “The enemy has at their disposal multiple technologies 
that will allow them to abduct an individual from their 

above
NASA photo of the surface of Mars. According to the research and 
whistleblower evidence collected by author, futurist and exopolitical 
expert Alfred Lambremont Webre, the US military established a secret 
colony on Mars by using advanced technologies including time travel. 

Who is the “en-
emy” and what is 
the nature of this 
hyperdimensional 
“war” for the 3rd 
dimension in our 

solar system? 

Continued on page 40...
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‘Aliens Are Living Among Us’,  
Says Canada’s Ex-Defence Minister
BY JASON JEFFREY

Canada’s former minister of National Defence 
Paul Hellyer testified at the Citizen Hearing On 

Disclosure (CHD) from 29 April to 3 May 2013 in 
Washington D.C. that aliens are living among us 
and that it is likely at least two of them are work-
ing with the US government. 
 Hellyer, whose beliefs on extraterrestrial life and 
UFOs are well established, made the extraordinary 
claim at the non-governmental hearings chaired 
by six former US congressmen and aimed at, ac-
cording to the event’s website, doing “what the 
US Congress had failed to do for forty-five years – 
seek out the facts surrounding the most important 
issue of this or any other time – evidence pointing 
toward an extraterrestrial presence engaging the 
human race.”
 Hellyer made a number of controversial claims 
during his testimony. Here are some of the highlights:
 * “At least four species” of alien have been visiting Earth for “thousands of years.”
 * Some of the aliens hail from the “Zeta Reticuli, the Pleiades, Orion, Andromeda, 
and Altair star systems” and “may have different agendas.”
 * Investigative journalist Linda Moulton-Howe is correct that “there are live ETs 
on Earth at this present time, and at least two of them are working with the Unit-
ed States government.”
 * Global warming is the primary threat to humanity and dealing with it is being 
held back by our “wars to control oil” and the “infinitely silly banking and financial 
system.”
 * A shadowy “cabal” comprised of “the Council on Foreign Relations, the Bilder-
bergers, the Trilateral Commission, the international banking cartel, the oil cartel, 
members of various intelligence organisations, and select members of the military 
junta” control world affairs and are scheming to create “one world government.”
 * “Canada, too, is included in the grand plan” for one world government.
 * After 9/11, George W. Bush should have listened to Osama bin Laden to learn 
the true causes of the terrorist attack.
 On 25 September 2005 Hellyer made international headlines by publicly announc-
ing that, “UFOs are as real as the airplanes flying overhead.” In doing so he became 
the first person of cabinet rank in the G8 group of nations to say categorically that 
UFOs were real.
 He recently again made headlines when he took issue with physicist Stephen 
Hawking’s assertion that any alien visitors to Earth would likely be malevolent. 
Hellyer argued that not only have aliens already visited Earth, but they have helped 
contribute to humanity’s technological progress.

Sources: www.huffingtonpost.ca/2013/06/05/paul-hellyer-aliens-ufos-video_n_3390295.html;  
www.citizenhearing.org/witnesses_paul.html
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Uncovered: NASA’s Retro Drawings  
of Humans on Mars
Buried deep in NASA’s photo archives lies proof the agency has been thinking about the journey to Mars for 
decades. Commissioned by NASA, these artists’ concepts show how the agency envisioned putting humans 
on the red planet. While some technology in the imagery evolved as NASA scientists learned more about 
Mars, many of the concepts still hold true in the agency’s modern-day mock-ups for a 2030 manned mission. 
 In a concept called “20/20 Vision,” (see image below left) artist Pat Rawlings illustrated the concept of life 
on Mars. This was in 1996. Today scientists say rocks on Mars could reveal signs of life, or fossils, with NASA’s 
rover Opportunity currently scraping away the surface of rocks, then using x-rays to analyse what the chemi-
cals the minerals inside the rock are made of.

  Mars wasn’t the 
only exploration target 
depicted in the 1980s 
& 1990s. NASA also 
envisioned missions to 
Phobos, Mars’ inner-
most moon and, ac-
cording to the agency’s 
caption, the “likely 
location for extrater-
restrial resources.” 
In this drawing (see 
image left), there is a 
mobile propellant-pro-
duction plant. Using 
a nuclear reactor, the 
large tower melts into 

bedroom, examine/operate/indoctrinate them and return 
them to their bedroom without being detected. They can 
‘keep’ an individual for weeks and return them to a time 
a few minutes after they were taken. The names of those 
technologies that I am aware of are:

“Jumpgate technology
Fractal Jumpgate technology
Transporter technology
Fractal Transporter technology
Teleportation technology
Fractal Teleportation technology
Time Travel technology
Fractal Time Travel technology
Dimensional Travel technology
Fractal Dimensional Travel technology
Wormhole Travel technology
Fractal Wormhole Travel technology
Resonance technology
Fractal Resonance technology
Magical technology
Fractal magical technology
Walk-through-the-walls technology
Fractal walk-through-the-walls technology

A ‘sender’ sending something into your room
A ‘sender’ pulling you out of your room”
(The Mars Records, v.2, p. 110)

 Who is the “enemy” and what is the nature of this 
hyperdimensional “war” for the 3rd dimension in our solar 
system? 
 As stated, the quantum access nature of the “enemy’s” 
arsenal of weapons systems suggests that the “enemy” may 
be a hyperdimensional or advanced 3rd dimensional extra-
terrestrial civilisation from another solar system or galaxy.
 There are alternatives interpretations of the witness 
evidence concerning the possible present reality and status 
of a hyperdimensional “war” for control of the 3rd dimen-
sion of our solar system.
 For example, who is the “aggressor” or “invading party” 
in this hyperdimensional “war”?
 1. Earthling humans as aggressor – The secret US base 
on Mars that uses quantum access technologies may be 
perceived as an “aggression” by Earthling humans inviting 
counter-attack by the “enemy” at the time travel jumpgates 
of the Mars base. 
 Or
 2. “Enemy” as aggressor – The US base on Mars may 
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be a strategic forward position by the Earthling human 
forces in alliance with the Martian humans (living under 
the surface of Mars) to thwart off a threatened capture of 
the Mars 3rd dimension human civilisation by the “en-
emy.”
 3. The “enemy” is part of a False Flag operation – The 
“armed attacks” by the “enemy” on the US base on Mars 
may be part of an elaborate False Flag deception scenario to 
create a faux “war” against the “evil extraterrestrials.”

II – OFFICIAL “DISCLOSURE” OR OPEN 
CONTACT IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN WITH 

THE 3RD DIMENSION EXTRATERRESTRIAL 
INTELLIGENT CIVILISATION ON MARS

 There is evidence that supports the existence of a criti-
cal path to official extraterrestrial disclosure and open 
contact with extraterrestrial civilisations. That critical 
path appear to be one in which Earthling human society’s 
first open diplomatic contact and official extraterrestrial 
“disclosure” is with the 3rd dimension intelligent humanoid 
civilisation living under and on the surface of Mars. 
 As this reporter has said, “Earthling human society’s 
first overt exopolitical steps as a society should be the 
establishment of transparent, public-interest planetary re-

lations with the third dimensional solar system humanoid 
civilisation living under and on the surface of Mars.”
 This reporter has rigorously demonstrated the existence 
of an intelligent humanoid Martian civilisation, using the 
law of evidence, whistleblower eyewitness and documen-
tary evidence.

WITNESS EVIDENCE –  
AN INTELLIGENT MARTIAN CIVILISATION

 Andrew D. Basiago, a Cambridge-trained environmen-
talist and attorney, has publicly confirmed that in 1970, in 
the company of his late father, Raymond F. Basiago, an en-
gineer for The Ralph M. Parsons Company who worked on 
classified aerospace projects, he met three Martian astro-
nauts at the Curtiss-Wright Aeronautical Company facility 
in Wood Ridge, New Jersey while the Martians were there 
on a liaison mission to Earth and meeting with US defence-
technical personnel.
 Andrew D. Basiago’s witness evidence reveals the fact 
that by 1968 the US intelligence community was already 
aware of aspects of his later Mars work. He tells of seven 
briefings over 40 years in which he was shown evidence of 
his destiny involving the discovery of indigenous life on 
Mars, and explains how the emergence of time travel and 

the surface, generating steam that is 
converted into liquid hydrogen and 
liquid oxygen.
 In 1990, an artist predicted that 
the first human would land on Mars 
in 2019 (see drawing right). Astro-
nauts conduct scientific observa-
tions, and the Mars excursion vehi-
cle in the background serves as crew 
quarters for the mission. But this 
isn’t a permanent stay on the planet. 
The excursion vehicle will eventu-
ally return the crew to the transfer 
vehicle, parked in Mars orbit, for the 
return trip to Earth.
 Based on the Office of Explo-
ration’s Annual Report, an artist 
mocked up a series of drawings 
depicting a Mars outpost. A 16-me-
ter inflatable habitat is visible in the 
right image of the “consolidation 
phase.” The report noted it would 
take four years to complete this 
phase before full utilisation of the 
outpost, which is made for seven as-
tronauts. Private company Mars One, 
which proposes a one-way mission 
to Mars in 2020, uses the same type 
of environment in its plans.

– Jason Jeffrey
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this epochal future event were interlinked. As a result of 
this quantum access, Andy was given a copy of his land-
mark paper ‘The Discovery of Life on Mars’ in 1971 and 
asked to read and remember it, so that when, in 2008, he 
wrote it, it would contain as much data about Mars as pos-
sible.
 Mr. Basiago’s training, his witness evidence says, 
culminated in 1981, when, as a 19-year-old, he teleported 
to Mars, first by himself after being prepared for the trip 
by CIA officer Courtney M. Hunt, and then a second time 
in the company of Hunt. Both trips, Mr. Basiago said, 
were made via a “jump room” located at a CIA facility in El 
Segundo, CA. The apparent purpose of the trips to Mars 
was to familiarise him with Mars because the CIA knew of 
his destiny as the discoverer of life on Mars and deemed it 
important that he visit Mars and experience it first-hand.
 Mr. Basiago’s involvement in US time-space research 
as a child, as well as Courtney M. Hunt’s identity as a CIA 
officer, have been confirmed by Dr. Jean Maria Arrigo, an 
ethicist who works closely with US military and intelligence 
agencies, and by US Army Captain Ernest Garcia, whose 
storied career in US intelligence included both serving as a 
guard on the Dead Sea Scroll expeditions of Israeli archae-
ologist Yigal Yadin and as the Army security attaché to 
DARPA’s Project Pegasus.
 Mr. Basiago’s experiences are now corroborated by two 
independent eye-witness whistleblowers, William B. Still-
ings and Bernard Mendez.
 On July 25, 2009, at the European Exopolitics Con-
gress in Barcelona, former DoD scientist Arthur Neumann 
publicly stated, “There is life on Mars. There are bases on 
Mars. I have been there.” The following day, Mr. Neumann 
participated in Futuretalk, a Project Camelot documentary 
interview, in which he provided details of his teleporting 
to a base on Mars and participating in a one-hour project 

meeting, which was also attended by representatives of an 
intelligent civilisation that lives in cities under the surface 
of Mars. Arthur Neumann has stated that he teleported to 
Mars in order to participate in a project meeting there at 
which Martian humanoids were present.

EARTH, MARS &  
GALACTIC GOVERNANCE

 As stated, extraterrestrial governance authorities are 
the legally constituted authorities with jurisdiction over 
a defined territory, such as the Milky Way Galactic Fed-
eration, which has been empirically located in replicable 
research. The jurisdiction of extraterrestrial governance 
authorities, by the available evidence, may extend across 
dimensions within a single galaxy such as our own.
 Exopolitics: Politics, Government and Law in the Universe, 
a book which founded the science of exopolitics as the 
study of relations among intelligent civilisations, states the 
following regarding replicable statements by governance 
authorities in the Milky Way galaxy.
 “The essential structure and dynamics of the Exopolitics 
Model – that the Universe is populated by intelligent civi-
lisations, organised under governing bodies and operating 
according to law – is preliminarily confirmed by replicable 
scientific remote viewing data developed during the 1990s. 
Data from scientific remote viewers suggest that a spiritu-
ally and technologically advanced galactic federation of 
worlds exists. It can be described as a sort of loosely organ-
ised spiritual government of our Milky Way galaxy.”
 In the initial discussion of the hyperdimensional “war,” 
the question was asked whether the secret US base on Mars 
represented a strategic forward position by the Earthling 
human forces in alliance with the Martian humans (living 
under the surface of Mars) to thwart off a threatened con-
quest of the Mars 3rd dimension and its humanoid civilisa-
tion by the “enemy.”

Andrew D. Basiago

Arthur Neumann
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 The whistleblower eyewitness evidence of Andrew D. 
Basiago indicates that as early as 1970 – 40 years from 2010 
– Martian astronauts were at US defence facilities, visiting 
on a liaison mission to Earth and meeting with US defense-
technical personnel. 
 The Martian astronauts visit in 1970, as well as the 
establishment of the US secret base on Mars by 1976 may 
have been part of a strategic relationship between the US 
government and the Martian humanoid civilisation for the 
defence of the solar system against attack by a hyperdimen-
sional or advanced 3rd dimensional civilisation intent on 
occupying our solar system.
 When will the US base on Mars and the strategic rela-
tionship with the humanoid civilisation on Mars be offi-
cially disclosed to the public?
 There are a number of alternative scenarios for official 
“disclosure” of the US base on Mars and open contact with 
the Martian humanoid civilisation.
 1. Hyperdimensional “war” – If and when the hyperdi-

mensional “war” has been won by the strategic alliance of 
Earthling humans and Martian humanoids, then the time 
may be ripe for official “disclosure” of the Earth-Mars al-
liance. On the other hand, the US government may find it 
useful to enrol the human population into knowledgeable 
participation in the hyperdimensional “war” for the solar 
system. If this were the case, then a governmental author-
ity wishing to enrol its citizens in supporting a hyperdi-
mensional “war” would make official “disclosure.” If the 
hyperdimensional “war” is in fact a False Flag operation of 
Earth’s permanent war economy whose purpose is to pro-
mote the weaponisation of space, then official “disclosure” 
of the “war” and the “enemy” would be part of the False Flag 
deception to enrol the human population’s energy in space 
weaponisation and war.
 2. Life on Mars – Numerous images of abundant human-
oid and animal life on the surface of Mars are now ap-
pearing in photographs taken from the surface of Mars by 
NASA rovers Spirit and Opportunity. Images and analysis 

If the incredible statements by whistleblowers about Mars are true, might the famous ‘Face on Mars’ be real? A long term secret military project could 
easily hide the truth about the remnants of an alien civilisation on Mars, one that may have seeded our own early civilisations.

Mars Anomalies

There’s been numerous reports of strange anomalies on the surface of 
Mars. The latest include (above) these aerial shots of what appears to 
be half-buried structures and (right) what looks like a piece of metal 
sticking out of rock. This image was taken by NASA Mars rover Curiosity 
on 30 January 2013. How this particular anomalous image made it past 
the censors and airbrushing department is hard to fathom – unless 
of course they want us to know and so the drip…drip…drip effect 
continues. (Background image courtesy of NASA)
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Alfred lAMbreMonT Webre, JD, MEd is a futurist and author of Exopolitics: 
Politics, Government and Law in the Universe (available at www.UniverseBooks.
com), which founded the field of Exopolitics. He is a graduate of Yale University 
and Yale Law School in international law and was a Fulbright Scholar in interna-
tional economic integration in Uruguay. A futurist at Stanford Research Institute 
(where he directed the proposed 1977 Carter White House extraterrestrial com-
munication study), Alfred is also a judge on the kuala Lumpur War Crimes Tribu-
nal. He is the international director of the Institute for Cooperation in Space (ICIS) 
www.peaceinspace.com and chairman of the Mars Anomaly Research Society 
(MARS) www.projectmars.net, which is spearheading the international effort to 
research, disclose, and educate the public about life on Mars. As a journalist, We-
bre writes for www.Examiner.com on multiversal research and cooperation. For 
further information, visit his website www.exopolitics.com and his new educa-
tional entity ExoUniversity at www.exouniversity.org.

of humanoid and animal life, structures and statues are 
included in “The Discovery of Life on Mars,” along with 60 
other articles at projectmars.net.
 The application of advanced photoanalytic technology 
to the NASA rover photographs of the surface of Mars will 
most probably yield even more definitive images of indig-
enous Martian humanoid and animal life.
 Thus, a reasonable argument can be made that the US 
government, through the release of NASA rover photographs 
taken from the surface of Mars and containing images of 
indigenous Martian humanoid and animal life, may be out-
sourcing official “disclosure” of intelligent humanoid extra-
terrestrial life on Mars to the citizen-based community.
 One of NASA’s considerations against officially “disclos-
ing” the photographic documentary evidence of extrater-
restrial humanoid life on Mars itself may be a concern that 
this would engender a Brookings Institute report-type pan-
ic amongst the human population, as occurred as a result 
of the Halloween episode of a 1938 radio series directed 
and narrated by Orson Welles. The episode was an adapta-
tion of H.G. Wells’ novel The War of the Worlds. Richard J. 
Hand cites studies by unnamed historians who “calculate[d] 
that some six million heard the CBS broadcast; 1.7 mil-
lion believed it to be true, and 1.2 million were ‘genuinely 
frightened’.” The uproar was anything but minute: within 
a month, there were 12,500 newspaper articles about the 
broadcast or its impact, while Adolph Hitler cited the panic, 
as Hand writes, as “evidence of the decadence and corrupt 
condition of democracy.”
 According to Wikipedia, “The Brookings Report or 
Proposed Studies on the Implications of Peaceful Space 
Activities for Human Affairs, was commissioned by NASA 
and created by the Brookings Institution; it was submitted 
to the House of Representatives in the 87th United States 
Congress on April 18, 1961. While not directly suggesting 
a cover up of evidence, the Brookings Report does suggest 
that contact with extraterrestrials (or strong evidence of 
their reality) could have a somewhat disruptive effect on 
humanity, and briefly mentions the possibility of withhold-
ing such evidence from the public.

 “Some ufologists and conspiracy theorists have suggest-
ed that the Brookings Reports’ conclusions offers a motive 
for government officials to suppress evidence of extrater-
restrial life, should it ever be discovered. This perhaps more 
sensationalistic interpretation of the Brookings Report may 
have been influenced by contemporary mass media cover-
age; a 1960 New York Times story on the subject had a head-
line reading ‘Mankind is Warned to Prepare For Discovery 
of Life in Space: Brookings Institution Report Says Earth’s 
Civilisation Might Topple if Faced by a Race of Superior Be-
ings’.”
 If NASA is in fact outsourcing official “disclosure” of life 
on Mars and of the extraterrestrial humanoid civilisation 
on Mars, then “disclosure” to a wide US and world public 
will probably occur after (1) advanced photoanalytic tech-
nology can be applied to the NASA rover photographs from 
the surface of Mars, and (2) citizen-based groups like the 
Mars Anomaly Research Society (MARS) can begin to reach 
a mainstream public, media and policy audience.
 

Abridged with permission from http://exopolitics.blogs.com/
exopolitics/2013/06/when-will-extraterrestrial-disclosure-or-
contact-happen.html
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—  B y  M I c A H  H A n K s  —

H
eat had just enveloped the late summer 
months of 1996, but of a kind very different 
from that which claimed hundreds of lives in 
the American Midwest one year earlier. On 
July 17, a curious blast occurred over Long 

Island, resulting in the destruction of TWA Flight 800, a 
trans-Atlantic flight en route from JFK airport to Paris, 
France, claiming the lives of all on board. As clues to what 
might have caused this tragic mystery began to emerge, 
testimony from those who witnessed the horrific incident 
painted a complex and terrifying picture. 
 Terror alert levels were soon elevated, and investiga-
tors quickly began bracing themselves for the potential 
this might not be a standalone incident. As discussion of 
a missile attack began to make the rounds, federal agen-
cies in the United States scrambled to work out whether a 
projectile blast took down Flight 800. In fact, at the time, a 
number of eyewitnesses claimed they had seen what looked 
like a missile flying toward the aircraft moments before 
the explosion. But if these numerous eyewitness reports 
were indeed accurate, where had the object come from, and 
furthermore, who might have been behind such a deadly 
operation? 
 The National Transportation Safety Board begun 
working diligently in the summer of 1996, and though the 
investigation and recovery of wreckage would ultimately 
span several years, no definitive answers surfaced by the 
new millennium. Finally, on August 23, 2000, the NTSB 
released its report, based on an extensive amount of data 
collected over the previous four year period, concluding 
the blast had emanated from the centre wing fuel tank of 
the 747, caused by a flammable fuel and air mixture that 
ignited within. This likely had been the result of an elec-
trical short circuit originating outside the tank, with the 
end result being that fuel vapour within the tank was not 
able to remain cool enough to prevent combustion. While 
the NTSB felt sure this was the most likely cause, based on 
available evidence, even the preponderance of information 
they gathered could not offer this narrative with absolute 
certainty. 
 This official determination, however, has done little to 

silence the views of sceptics who, for years, argue that the 
projectile theory remains the most likely cause of the blast. 
This position was championed forcibly by retired Navy pilot 
William S. Donaldson, who formed the Associated Retired 
Aviation Professionals (ARAP), based partly on what he felt 
had been a dismissal of evidence pointing to a shoulder-
mounted missile being fired on the night in question. 
Donaldson and the ARAP released a report on July 17, 1998 
– the second anniversary of the crash – titled, “Interim 
Report on the Crash of TWA Flight 800 and the Actions of 
the NTSB and the FBI.” Three years later, the Department 
of Justice publicly refuted Donaldson’s claims that the FBI 
and other agencies had been “engaged in a conspiracy to 
obstruct justice.” 
 More recently, in 2013, a team of six investigators that 
included NTSB Senior Investigator Hank Hughes, TWA 
investigator Bob Young, and Jim Speer from the Air Line Pi-
lots Association, in addition to the chief medical examiner 
and the senior medical forensics examiner with the original 
investigation, were featured in a new documentary titled 
TWA Flight 800. The controversial documentary not only 
challenges the official explanation of a fuel tank anomaly 

The Mystery Missiles
Anomalous Projectiles In Our Skies? 

This CIA file image from Dec. 9, 1997, shows an animation of the 
disintegration of Paris-bound TWA Flight 800 as it explodes off the 
coast of Long Island on July 17, 1996. The video was used to explain 

eyewitness accounts of the explosion, which killed all 230 people 
aboard. The cause of the disaster remains a mystery.
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issued by the NTSB years ago; it calls for a re-investigation 
of the available evidence by the NTSB, further alleging the 
FBI had literally covered up information pertaining to the 
crash, mirroring Donaldson’s earlier sentiments.
 The aforementioned Hank Hughes, who appears on cam-
era during the documentary, claims that FBI agents, who in 
at least one instance were caught making secret visits to his 
hangar, were observing his actions secretly:
 “[My] hangar had been disturbed at night. They set up 
video surveillance in my hangar, and found that three FBI 
agents from another office had entered the hangar, for pur-
poses unknown, in the wee hours of the morning.” 
 With little question, the TWA Flight 800 incident re-
mains one of the most hotly debated conspiracies of the last 
two decades, in addition to being one of the most deadly 
aviation accidents of all time. The ‘new’ revelations of the 
former investigators, paired with witness testimony from 
the night of the incident itself, cast little doubt that trou-
bling questions remain about the case. And yet, perhaps one 
of the most troubling leads regarding the incident – that 
a number of additional projectile sightings had occurred 
before and after the Flight 800 incident – continue to be 
systematically overlooked. 
 Within the pages of the official NTSB report on the 
cause of the TWA Flight 800 incident, one of the more 
extraordinary theories explored was did a meteor cause the 
blast? 
 “During the evenings after the TWA flight 800 acci-
dent,” the report read, “many meteorites were observed in 

the northeastern United States. Therefore, the Safety Board 
considered the possibility that TWA flight 800 was struck 
by a meteorite, which then caused the CWT explosion.” 
The probability a meteorite could ever hit an airplane was 
ruled virtually impossible, based on the determination of a 
professor from the University of Pittsburgh’s Department 
of Geology and Planetary Science. Thus, what the NTSB 
does indicate is that reports of meteor-like objects had been 
taking place around the time of the Flight 800 incident; but 
were these natural phenomenon in every case?
 At approximately 10:20 PM on the evening of November 
17, 1995, two planes departing JFK International Airport 
– Lufthansa Flight 405 and British Airways Flight 226 
– each reported seeing a strange, brightly lit object flying 
past them at approximately 3,000 feet above and to the left 
of their flight path. The two airliners were flying as much as 
40 miles distance from one another at the time, and crews 
aboard both flights described what appeared to be a green-
ish projectile, which they initially believed to be some kind 
of military aircraft. Researcher Peter Davenport, director 
of the National UFO Reporting Center, obtained a log of 
the conversation between the two flight crews and Boston 
ATC, which described an object leaving “a green trail,” with 
“a very bright light on the front of it.” Despite the multi-
ple witnesses to this incident, ATC radar operators in the 
region were unable to track the object, despite the fact the 
pilots observing it agreed that, “it looked like an aircraft 
initially.” 
 Had this been a lone incident with a missile-like object, 
it might not have aroused much concern among independ-
ent investigators looking into the TWA Flight 800 case. 
However, similar reports continued: within weeks of the 
TWA Flight 800 incident, the crew aboard TWA Flight 848 
observed flare-like objects moving through the sky that 
resembled projectiles. Amazingly, these strange reports 
even continued to surface after the Flight 800 crash, and in 
the midst of the NTSB’s official investigation. On November 
16, 1996, the copilot aboard Pakistan International Air-
lines Flight 712 observed an orange, illuminated object as 
it passed from left to right within four miles directly ahead 
of their course. As with previous incidents, an additional 
group of witnesses aboard a TWA flight directly behind the 
Pakistan Airlines flight were so frightened by what they 
had seen, they nearly returned to JFK before requesting an 
alternate path to avoid the area.
 Rather than being civilian witnesses on the ground, 
all the individuals who reported these sightings of mis-
sile like objects over Long Island Sound were experienced 
professional pilots. Some might argue they had merely seen 
meteors streaking through the sky; but as noted by Peter 
Davenport of the Lufthansa-British Airways case, both the 
trajectory, as well as the duration the object remained in 
flight, seemed inconsistent with a meteorite. Furthermore, 
a number of witnesses in these incidents described the 

left 
A ghost rocket or a meteor. Photographer Erik Reuterswärd suspected a 
meteor was depicted in his widely-circulated photo taken in 1946. The 
Swedish Army, who released the picture, was less certain (source: http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ghost_rockets).
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objects following an upward trajectory, rising out of Long 
Island Sound and up into the air. And despite the allega-
tion that a group of unnerved pilots were allowing natural 
phenomena to frighten them in the aftermath of the TWA 
Flight 800 crash, our chronological survey of the aforemen-
tioned reports shows that at least two of these separate 
‘missile’ incidents took place before the Flight 800 crash. 
 In the history of research into unidentified flying 
objects, there does appear to be a precedent for the ap-
pearance of strange missiles of unknown origin. Begin-
ning as early as 1942, objects resembling meteors that 
followed very erratic paths were spotted throughout all 
parts of Europe. Shortly after the Second World War, a wave 
of sightings involving what were called “ghost rockets” 
became famous for their prolific appearances in the skies 
over Scandinavia (see photo on page 46). Though they are 
less often reported, similar incidents that involve missiles 
and rockets of unknown origin nonetheless continue even 
today. Consider the following series of recent reports: 

January 25, 2010: In an incident that became widely 
publicised, residents near Harbour Mille, Newfoundland, 
described seeing three large metallic missiles flying over-
head at approximately 5 PM. Darlene Stewart, who had 
stepped outside to view the sunset, took clear photographs 
of one of the objects, which she believed had been about the 
size of a tractor-trailer.

November 2, 2010: A witness driving along Cannondale 
Road near Weston, Connecticut observes an object resem-
bling a rocket; later that same day near Coventry, Rhode Is-
land, a pair of objects described as “missiles” were observed 
by a family near Exit 7 off of I-95 South. 

October 12, 2012: An aircraft enthusiast observed a 
strange rocket, and watched as the craft flew upward within 
the general proximity of an Air Force Base close to Anchor-

age, Alaska. The following day, a similar rocket-like object 
was seen moving upward through the sky near Hamilton, 
Ontario. In both cases, the witnesses described the object 
as looking just like a rocket launch from Cape Canaveral; 
however, inquiry at the time of the sightings did not match 
any scheduled launches occurring nearby at the time. 

June 4, 2013: A strange object reportedly collided with Air 
China Flight CA4307, causing a massive dent on the radome 
of the aircraft. Subsequent investigation ruled out a bird 
strike, since the collision occurred at an altitude of 26,000 
feet. Some reports also mention paint markings were 
discovered on Flight CA4307, suggesting a collision with an 
unknown object.

 Though so-called “ghost rockets” of this sort don’t ap-
pear to employ advanced, futuristic anti-gravity technolo-
gies like most popular UFO reports since the late 1940s, 
they are nonetheless UFOs in the truest sense of the word 
in that they remain of undetermined origin. As we have 
already seen, these craft are often observed by pilots, 
and behave like ballistic projectiles of known destructive 
capacity. While such observations may not point to any-
thing otherworldly or even particularly extraordinary, they 
nonetheless serve as a reminder of potential technologies 
in our midst that could be more harmful than most of our 
intelligence bodies seem fond of acknowledging. 
 As far as widely publicised incidents between UFOs 
and pilots go, none of the aforementioned cases seem to 
point toward a technology that is overtly hostile toward 
man-made aircraft. With the TWA Flight 800 case, even if 
conclusive proof emerged that a missile was responsible, 
this would only prove one thing: that a missile caused the 
crash, and not a UFO (though the question would remain as 
to where the missile had come from). 
 There is, however, one famous case where a pilot who 
observed a strange, green fireball flying dangerously close 

“That strange aircraft is hovering on top of me again … it is hovering and it’s not an aircraft.” Those were the last words  
of pilot Frederick Valentich, uttered on 21 October 1978 to air traffic controllers, before he and his single-engine Cessna 182L  
disappeared off the face of the earth. The story made front page headlines in The Australian of 23 October 1978.
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to his plane went missing shortly afterward, and neither 
he, nor his plane, were ever seen again. The strange tale of 
Frederick Valentich occurred on the night of October 21, 
1978, over Bass Strait between Tasmania and southern 
Australia. Valentich, while flying across the strait, began 
to query ATC in Melbourne about whether there were any 
aircraft nearby. When ATC could not confirm any craft 
near Valentich’s Cessna, he related to the operator that 
a strange, green light was performing inexplicable aerial 
acrobatics near his plane, swooping and diving around him 
as he flew. Valentich, just before ATC lost their connec-
tion with him via radio, had famously stated the craft was 
directly above him, and that it was “hovering, and it’s not 
an aircraft.” Valentich was never heard or seen again, and to 
this day his fate remains uncertain, with speculation about 
his disappearance ranging from a bizarre, well-orchestrated 
suicide, to his sudden vapourisation by a green-glowing 
meteorite. 
 In 2012, the Australian government released a series of 
files related to the strange disappearance, noting that Val-
entich had frequently expressed his fascination with UFOs. 
His girlfriend, during an interview with authorities, de-
scribed him as not being much of a “Friday-night type,” and 
alluded that he was prone to depression. On one occasion, 
when she asked him about whether he would ever board a 
flying saucer should the opportunity arise, he reportedly 
told her, “If I can take you with me, but never without you.” 
 There is, however, one final unsettling aspect to the 
story of Valentich and his mysterious disappearance. Ear-
lier the same evening Valentich disappeared, Roy Manifold, 
a Melbourne area plumber, had been photographing the 
sunset at Cape Otway near Crayfish Bay. He placed his 
camera on a tripod, and directed the lens out toward the 
ocean at approximately 6:47 PM, less than half an hour 
before Valentich would first make contact with Melbourne 
ATC to ask about unusual traffic accompanying him. The 
photographs later revealed what was said to resemble an 
object firing straight out of the ocean and travelling up-
ward. Photographic analysts with Ground Saucer Watch, a 
Phoenix, Arizona-based UFO research group, later exam-
ined the photos and felt they could have indeed shown a 
strange object leaving the ocean directly prior to Valentich’s 
encounter: 
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 “Based on the computerized data of the pictures, it is 
the consensus of the GSW technicians that the images 
represent a bona fide unknown flying object, of moderate 
dimensions, apparently surrounded by a cloud-like vapour/
exhaust residue.”
 Within this context, the object Roy Manifold captured 
on film sounds eerily similar to other incidents among the 
“ghost rocket” reports, where mysterious projectiles have 
been observed as they emerge from the ocean. If anything, 
a majority of reports that involve anomalous projectiles like 
this seem to take place near oceans or large bodies of water. 
And in keeping with this trend, even the TWA Flight 800 
mystery involved speculation a missile could have struck 
the plane after being fired from a submarine or some other 
location out at sea. 
 Thus, what are we to make of these anomalous projec-
tiles and “mystery missiles” that are seen streaking through 
our skies at various locales around the globe? And if they 
truly exist, what, along with the question of their origin, 
has allowed them to remain so elusive, and for so long? 

Micah Hanks’ latest book, The Ghost Rockets, seeks to exam-
ine chronologically the appearances of projectiles and missiles 
of unknown origin since 1942, examining a range of data that 
spans the early appearances of rockets over Scandinavia af-
ter WWII, to conspiracies involving aircraft that have allegedly 
been downed by projectile impact in modern times. The Ghost 
Rockets can be purchased on Amazon.com. 
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—  B y  r o B e r t  s tA n l e y  —

B
elieve it or not, thousands of people on this 
planet have gone missing without a trace. 
Sometimes these people were walking in a field 
as they slowly vanished in front of astonished 
witnesses. However, the majority of these 

missing persons were travelling together in an aircraft or 
ship when it disappeared. Although it is extremely rare, a 
few of these missing persons have reportedly returned. 
 This astonishing activity usually 
occurs in specific areas. The most 
infamous zones for this are the 
Bermuda Triangle in the Atlantic 
Ocean and the Devil’s Sea in the Pa-
cific Ocean. However, these are just 
two of twelve “vile vortices” found 
around the world.
 It is well known that on July 2, 
1937, Emilia Earhart went missing 
in the central Pacific Ocean. Alleg-
edly, she was last heard via radio 
about 100 miles off Howland Island. 
This led to one of the largest search 
and rescue missions in modern 
history which also involved the US 
Navy and Coast Guard. However, 
until now, only a few people knew 
that exactly 38 years later, on July 
4, 1975, a young, US naval pilot we 
will call “Eddy” was testing a brand-new, F-14 jet over the 
Pacific Ocean when he went missing for six months. Almost 
36 years later, the details regarding this classified event 
were given to me by Eddy.
 On that fateful day, he had rested and refuelled at Pearl 
Harbor, Hawaii, prior to taking off. His assigned flight plan 
took him due south from Oahu and across the equator to 
meet a US naval carrier group located somewhere south of 
Starbuck Island which is in the vicinity of Howland Island 
where Ms. Earhart’s plane reportedly disappeared. 
 According to Eddy, he was ordered to conduct a series 
of high-speed flights over the Pacific Ocean as an engine 
efficiency test of the F-14. On one of the flights, soon after 

crossing the equator, Eddy refuelled the F-14 mid-air and 
was then instructed to change course ninety degrees and 
proceed along the equator at maximum cruise speed until 
he received his next set of coordinates. However, shortly be-
fore he received his next coordinates, he entered a mysteri-
ous green fog that caused his jet to malfunction. As a result, 
he lost his engines and radio contact with the carrier group.
 The following is Eddy’s story of what happened next:

*  *  *  *  *

       All of a sudden, I flashed 
through a phosphorescent-green 
fog and all the warning lights came 
on! The gauges showed I was losing 
oil pressure in one engine, but I 
couldn’t see where the oil was leak-
ing? Fortunately, I still had power 
in one engine. But just as I got on 
the radio and started calling ‘May 
Day’ the other engine went out 
and I lost all electrical power. I was 
at about 36,000 feet and as I was 
coming down through the broken 
cloud cover and scrubbing my air 
speed but when I got below the 
clouds, I was surprised to see there 
was an island that was about five 
or six miles across. That was really 
strange because I didn’t recall an 

island being in that area on the map. 
 It had a volcano located almost in the centre. As I circled 
the island, I was looking for a safe place to land which was 
difficult due to low light conditions. As I circled around 
the volcano and came into the sun side of the island, I saw 
waterfalls and saw a huge beach. I didn’t think that a beach 
that big could exist on an island like that. After I landed 
on the beach, I got out real quick to make sure there wasn’t 
any fire or fuel leaking. I was checking inspection ports 
and walking around the plane and I couldn’t see anything 
that would cause the engines to shut down like that. So, I 
just sat on the wing to collect my thoughts and go down my 

Wonder Island
Portal to Another Planet?
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check list of what to do next. I pulled out my [transponder] 
beacon and my emergency radio and immediately sent out a 
signal but every time I sent out a radio signal it would ping 
back? I had no idea what that was about. 
 And as I was sitting there, a young Polynesian woman 
was walking out onto the beach. I was relieved that there 
were people living on the island 
because I thought they could help 
me make contact with my naval air 
command group. 
 As the woman approached, 
I asked her if she spoke English. 
Fortunately she did, but she had 
a heavy French accent. When I 
asked here where she learned to 
speak English I was expecting her 
to say missionaries but she started 
laughing and said English had been 
a common language for a long, 
long time on that island. Then, she 
asked me what happened to my 
plane. I told her my engines shut 
down and they really shouldn’t 
have because I had just checked 
them and they were new. And she 
said, “Oh… we have had this hap-
pen before.” I asked, “What has happened before?” She said, 
“We have had aircraft with the same problem you are hav-
ing. This island has a tendency to pull planes in sometimes.”
 I looked around and didn’t see any other aircraft, so I 

thought that was great. Someone must have come to the 
island and picked them up which was what I was hoping 
would happen to me and my jet. I assumed other people had 
been to that island and were able to return home which is 
what I was expecting based on my conversation with the 
woman who introduced herself as Naomi. 

     Soon, there were more natives 
coming to greet me and Naomi told 
me they were members of her vil-
lage and that I was now their guest. 
So, I gathered up a few things that 
I needed from my jet and followed 
them back to their village. And as 
I was walking with them, I noticed 
that the island was really pretty. 
     The volcano on this island was 
unusually tall. I would estimate it 
was almost two thousand feet high 
or more. When islands are formed 
with chimney tubes they normally 
don’t get that height due to erosion. 
But this volcano had hard, sharp 
features on it which seemed odd. 
It apparently didn’t face storms 
that often. In fact, the entire time I 
was there we didn’t have one major 

storm and even the waves on the reef never got very big for 
some reason? There were a lot of oddities about that island. 
 After a few months, and I got to know the people, I 
was told they had lived there for a very long time. Some of 
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them wore the traditional clothing, but many of them wore 
Polo-style shirts, and pants like the people in India wear 
which are kind of baggy. No one had any shoes… except for 
the elders. They wore something that looked like Native 
America moccasins but the material looked man-made. I 
thought they may have got the man-made looking material 
from a trade ship. A lot of the pacific islands are influenced 
by merchant ships passing through on trade routes bring-
ing goods, and a lot of things just wash up on those islands, 
also. But that was not the case on this island. I don’t think 
they found anything that just washed up. In the six months 
I was there, I didn’t see any trash wash into the lagoon. 
There would be tree limbs and bark but nothing man made 
anywhere ever. 
 The homes they lived in were typical Polynesian struc-
tures constructed with palm leaves and branches, but there 
was a twist. They had a technique that I could not figure 
out because I only saw them repair what already existed. 
The roofs and walls were woven so tight that not a drop 
of rain came through. I was looking around for a loom or 
something like that to explain how they achieved that level 
of efficiency on their buildings. I did see small looms where 
the women were making baskets and things like that, and 
they were tightly woven, but not as tightly woven as the 
roofs and walls were. 
 These were more than just primitive huts. They were 
well constructed structures with rooms and walls. And 
there were some really interesting artefacts the natives had 
acquired. They had some of those big wheels from the helm 
of old wooden ships and there were even windows in some 

of the buildings and you could tell they were really old. I 
mean this stuff was in excellent condition, but it looked 
to be from the 16th or 17th century. It apparently had come 
from ship wrecks that the natives salvaged. But a lot of 
their furniture was hand-made on the island by a group of 
men that specialised in carving tools, utensils, etc. 
 The natives had plenty of fresh fish, and there were wild 
boar on the island, too. But most of the time they ate fresh 
fruits and vegetables. The island was full of flowers. I have 
never seen that many fragrant flowers growing anywhere 
like that in my life. Some of them were edible, but most of 
the flowers were used for their medicinal properties. 
 Those people were incredibly healthy which I think had 
everything to do with their diet, the clean water, the me-
dicinal plants and the pristine environment. The water was 
so pure there is nothing to compare it to in our world. As 
for the older people there, I was amazed when they told me 
their age. I thought this one person was in their 40’s when 
in fact they were in their early 80’s. 
 They didn’t track or celebrate people’s birthdays like we 
do. Instead, once a month, they would have a party for all 
the people that were born in that month. They had a calen-
dar, but it was based on the solstice and equinox. That’s how 
they tracked their time. They were not interested in time 
like we measure it in hours and minutes. That really didn’t 
apply. I know they understood it because they actually had 
some really cool antique pocket watches and antique ships 
clocks from the salvaged ship wrecks. There were a few 
that were still running. And the only reason the natives 
kept them running was because the elderly people liked the 
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sound of the ticking. They said it made them sleep better at 
night.
 They didn’t use any type of money at all. However, they 
were aware of it. And what money they had collected from 
the ship wrecks was kept in a big, pot-looking thing they 
made. They were really good at making ceramics. They had 
a little kiln setup there to fire the clay vessels they made. 
They were very skilled at making nice pottery which is unu-
sual because the people in the Pacific Island are not known 
for that skill anymore. 
 When I asked the natives where they learned how to 
make pottery, they said their ancestors showed them how 
to do it which didn’t make much sense. They were often 
referring to their elders and their ancestors and the stuff 
they passed down. There was a profound mystery surround-
ing these people because there was no form of communica-
tion with the outside world that I could see which was really 
odd, but some of the influences on them were from Europe 
and Asia and elsewhere. 
 For some reason, there were no 
trade routes in that area. In fact, 
one of the first things I asked them 
was when do the merchant ships 
come by? What about trade-line 
ships? Do you get cruise ships 
visiting? Do you have any ships 
that come through here at all? 
And they said no. So, I had to ask 
them where they got all the stuff 
they didn’t make… and they told 
me that it had accumulated over 
the years as different ships would 
wreck on the outer reef which left 
me really frustrated because the 
only way they got any ships to visit 
the island is when they crashed 
on the reef. That wasn’t going to 
help me get off the island. And the 
natives didn’t seem concerned that they had no trade with 
anyone else on the outside world. 
 I found it odd that there were no aircraft flying over 
the island either. For the first couple months after I ar-
rived, I built really-big bonfires on the beach as a beacon. 
The natives wanted to know what I was signalling. I told 
them that a ship or a plane would see the smoke. They told 
me that this was probably not going to work because ships 
and planes didn’t come around that often… and when they 
did appear, they were usually permanently stranded on the 
island. Or, if an aircraft came overhead, they were so far up 
they would not see smoke down below. Sure enough, they 
were right. I never saw or heard any aircraft the entire time 
I was there. 
 The natives had fires going all the time. And, when I 
asked one of the men what they did if the fires got rained 
out he showed me a bow-type of thing that they would 
put a stick/device into. The string of the bow was wrapped 
around the stick two times. It really didn’t take more that 
20 or 30 strokes back and forth with that bow before it was 
smoking and then catching on fire. It was easy for them. 
 As for weapons, they had spears for fishing and hunting 
wild boars. They would take a spear and slide it into the cas-

ing of this thing and then they would just sling forward like 
they were throwing a fast ball and that spear would fly with 
lethal speed. 
 They also had an evaporation system for sea water so 
they could collect clean salt from the ocean, but they very 
rarely used that in their diet. They mostly would use it for 
mixing with some of the medicinal flowers to make a natu-
ral antibiotic.
 They placed their dead on the side of the volcano in a 
crude, coffin-like structure that was built high up the side 
of a volcanic cliff. They considered that site to be sacred 
because the volcano was their god. And, it was logical to put 
the bodies up there so that predators or scavengers would 
not disturb them. But that was another oddity about the 
island. I didn’t see any predators or scavengers the entire 
time. I was there about a half a year and I didn’t even see a 
single rat or mosquito which really surprised me. 
 I started my own calendar the very first day I arrived. 

I had a journal and calendar in my 
personal effects. So, I would mark 
the days off which turned into weeks 
and then months. That was the only 
way I could tell how long I had been 
there because every day was pretty 
much the same as the next. I was 
there about 29 weeks which is a long 
time. I was listed missing which 
was odd considering how long I was 
gone. I should have been declared 
dead. 
     But when I got back, de-briefing 
was difficult. I couldn’t tell them all 
the details, because I was afraid they 
wouldn’t believe it and I would have 
been kicked out of the service. They 
would have thought I had flipped my 
lid for sure. So, I gave them a stand-
ard ‘survival procedure on a desert 

island’ routine. 
 I told them that I eventually escaped back to the sea in 
my rubber raft. When I got out far enough away from the 
island, where the magnetic field didn’t interfere with the 
radio, I was lucky enough to contact an AWAC that picked 
up my transmission. For some reason, it had been diverted 
which brought me just in range of their equipment. They 
told me I was really lucky. If they had been a few miles 
another way, they would have never picked up my signal.
 The ship that came to rescue me was a massive, commer-
cial, Japanese/Asian fishing vessel. They travel all over the 
ocean looking for tons of fish. It was kind of odd that they 
were out there, but they were the closest vessel near me. 
They took me north towards Hawaii, and then one of the 
naval ships came by and I transferred over.
 They took me straight to Pearl Harbor, and that’s where 
I was debriefed. They kept me there for about three weeks. 
And I asked them what they were looking for. I was perfect-
ly healthy and sane… apparently too healthy and sane con-
sidering how long I was gone. They told me that the medical 
team just wanted to keep me under observation and make 
sure I was OK. I was concerned they thought I might have 
gone crazy. 

They were just 
amazed at how 

healthy I was. I told 
them that the island 

environment was 
fine. But that was 

a big problem. They 
couldn’t find it.
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 They were just amazed at how healthy I was. I told them 
that the island environment was fine. But that was a big 
problem. They couldn’t find it. I said, “I don’t know what to 
tell you about that.” I think they were trying to see if they 
could get me to tell them the rest of the story.
 I think they suspected I knew a lot more, but at some 
point they realised I wasn’t going to divulge any details. 
But, there were some really interesting people that came to 
that clinic to check me out. They were not medical person-
nel. I have no idea who those people were. They wore dark, 
civilian suits and asked all kinds of questions about the 
island. What really worried me about their line of ques-
tioning was it sounded to me like they were looking for 
something that they already knew about and wanted more 
intelligence on. They were waiting for me to slip up and say 
something specific about the island and the native people 
living there. 
 The first question the civilian team asked me was were 
there any people living on the island? I told them no. It 
was deserted. But I could tell they didn’t believe me. And, 
I politely asked them a few things, like, “Why are you folks 
asking so many questions about this or that? And, why are 
you so serious about this subject?” And, I said, “Some of the 
questions you are asking make me think you are already 
familiar with this stuff, but you are not giving me anything 
to work with.”
 In fact, I knew there was something very strange about 
that island. Because when I was taken about two miles 
out and left off by the natives to drift, soon after that, the 
entire island disappeared in a silent, blinding flash of white 
light. It made a very subtle whooshing sound, and there was 
a brief gust of wind. And that was it. It was gone. That flash 
of light was so brilliant it was mind boggling that it made 
no sound. I couldn’t figure that out. 

*  *  *  *  *
 Soon after my conversation with Eddy, I contacted my 
friend Jerry and told him what I had learned. Jerry listened 
intently until I was done and then complained that his head 
was spinning. When I asked him what was wrong, he said 
he hadn’t thought about that island for at least 30 years. 

When I asked him what he meant, he said, “Well, when I 
was having frequent, face-to-face contact with human ETs 
from Tau Ceti, between 1968 and 1972, they told me many 
things because they are my biological family and they care 
about my physical safety. They showed me a map with 12 
islands around the earth that were all located near the 
equator.” 
 During our lengthy discussion, Jerry and I determined 
that Eddy had lived on an island with real people, with a 
real volcano, in a real ocean, but he wasn’t on the earth. He 
was somehow permitted to pass through a portal to a paral-
lel earth, just as others had done in the past. 
 I realise this all sounds utterly fantastic, but on Janu-
ary 25, 2013 the Associated Press reported that a missing US 
Coast Guardsman stationed in Hawaii had returned from 
an unknown location. The man had mysteriously returned 
to his home on Oahu more than three months after he was 
reported missing from a remote beach. Government agen-
cies had launched an extensive search for him both on land 
and at sea to no avail. The coast guardsman was allegedly 
incoherent after he returned home and was quickly taken 
to a hospital for observation. He later called his commander 
and was transferred to Pearl Harbor. Just like “Eddy,” the 
coast guardsman was held at the naval medical facility in 
Pearl Harbor while the military investigated his disappear-
ance. For now, we can only wonder what he told the investi-
gators. Hopefully we won’t have to wait decades to find out 
where he was.

Excerpted from a chapter in Robert Stanley’s upcoming, non-
fiction book Archons & Angels. Go to www.unicusmagazine.
com for updates.
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—  B y  d I A n e  t e s s M A n  —

W
e are composed of bio-plasma, a form of 
visible matter. Physicists have discov-
ered invisible dark plasma, a form of 
dark matter which is abundant through-
out the universe. In fact, there is approx-

imately six times more dark matter than visible matter. 
 We know there is bio-plasma but is there dark bio-plas-
ma? Are there dark bio-spheres parallel to ours? Is there 
Intelligence visiting us from ‘Dark Earth’? Is this the origin 
of UFOs?
 First, let me provide some back-
ground information on dark matter. 
Physicists around the world are delving 
into the reality of dark matter and dark 
plasma; in doing so, they are radically 
changing our knowledge of the universe. 
Discovering the locations of dark matter 
in the universe is based on its gravita-
tional effects on surrounding matter, 
because dark matter seems to be the 
source of “extra gravity” which cannot be 
otherwise explained. 
 In the 1930s, Swiss astronomer Fritz 
Zwicky first observed that some galaxies 
were spinning so fast that the stars in 
them should fly away from each other. 
Unfortunately, Zwicky had personal-
ity clashes with many in the astronomy 
community, so his views weren’t taken very seriously.
 In 1962, astronomer Vera Rubin made similar discover-
ies and had nearly the same outcome. Her work was mostly 
disregarded because she was a woman. Rubin bravely 
continued her work and by 1978 she had studied 11 spiral 
galaxies, all of which were spinning so fast that the laws of 
physics ordained they should fly apart. Together with work 
from others, this was enough to convince the astronomy 
community that something strange was happening. We are 
now certain there is far more dark matter than visible mat-
ter which is called baryonic matter, comprising everything 
we know and perceive. 
 Gravitons are particles which mediate the gravitational 

force of our visible matter. Physicists are working to find 
whether there is a super-symmetrical partner to the gravi-
ton called the gravitino which would be the mediating force 
of dark matter. Indeed, physicists are seeking to prove that 
the entire universe is super-symmetrical. Gravitons and 
gravitinos, if these exist, are mirror images of each other.
 There are growing alarm bells and/or utter wonderment 
in theoretical physics that dark matter could have nurtured 
and evolved life just as visible matter has done. No one 
knows at this point if beings of ‘Dark Earth’ might be able 
to perceive us. Have they always been aware of us visible 
folk?

UFOS & PLASMA BEINGS

   What if Dark Earth beings have the 
ability to convert their dark plasma into 
our ‘normal’ plasma for a period of time? 
Might this ultra-terrestrial source be the 
origin of bright plasma-UFOs and UAPs 
(unidentified aerial phenomena)? If some 
UFOs are plasma, or if some UFOs are 
manned by plasma-beings, where is this 
plasma world of theirs? 
   Dark matter has been found to gather 
around visible cosmic bodies, like Earth 
which has a dark plasma halo many 
times larger than rocky, solid Earth. Any 
cosmic body with sufficient mass to pos-
sess gravity has apparently also attracted 
dark matter, which creates extra gravity. 

In fact, researchers believe that in the early universe, dark 
matter was spread out in a web of filaments, some of which 
still exist. 
 It is possible that gravity corridors, which might offer 
inter-galactic travel in relatively short amount of time, 
would depend on these invisible dark filaments with their 
strange gravity. These dark corridors would be generated by 
the dark matter hovering around visible cosmic bodies.
 Ultra-terrestrial Earth was probably created at the 
same time as baryonic Visible Earth about 4.6 billion years 
ago. The Solar System was just being formed; dark matter 
filaments were many times more abundant in the universe 
than visible matter. Since its birth, Earth has had a dark 

Dark Earth
The Source of Aliens & Angels?

If some UFOs 
are plasma, or 
if some UFOs 

are manned by 
plasma-beings, 

where is this 
plasma world of 

theirs? 
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halo composed of dark matter originally from the Milky 
Way’s galactic dark halo and webbing network. Over bil-
lions of years, Earth’s dark halo was enlarged by countless 
events, including the Moon crashing into Earth. An ocean 
of dark plasma formed around Earth. 
 Has this dark ocean over billions of years evolved dark 
bio-plasma? Has life itself emerged?
 It is very possible that Visible Earth and Dark Earth 
both originated and developed life-forms in their own 
unique ways, as they danced together over the eons in 
perfect super-symmetry. Some researchers feel evolution 
would advance more quickly in a dark bio-sphere with its 

strange gravity; beings from Dark Earth might be more 
advanced than we are. It is theorised that they “swim” 
through their atmosphere like insects swim through our 
air and are probably formless, though perhaps can shape-
shift. 

THE VAST SPACE OF DARK EARTH 

 Dark Earth is much larger in area than we are. The rela-
tive dimensions of Dark Earth to Visible Earth seem to be 
similar to the giant gas envelope of planet Jupiter to the 
actual size of rocky-surface Jupiter, which is about the size 
of Earth. 
 Dark Earth is as large as giant gas-Jupiter; one thou-
sand Visible Earths can fit inside. Ultra-terrestrial Earth is 
all around us, super-imposed over us and our bio-sphere. 
Dark Earth is not the anti-matter universe; that is an en-
tirely different subject.
 Our dark sister is indeed larger than we are but she still 
is, in fact, Earth. Her life-forms might be alien to us but 
they are still from planet Earth. Do extraterrestrials gaze 
at Earth from their distant planet and perceive Visible and 
Dark Earth as one planet? “This is Earth!”
 Dark Earth is imagined to be a dark ocean; this is their 
bio-sphere, their reality, their planet Earth. They might 

left
The relative dimensions of the invisible Dark Earth to the visible rocky 
Earth may be very similar to the relationship of Jupiter’s gas envelope to 
its small rocky core. Dark Earth is therefore as large as Jupiter, which can 
comfortably fit more than 1,000 visible Earths inside itself. 

right
Scientists are now 

certain there is far more 
dark matter than visible 

matter comprising 
everything we know 

and perceive.  The 
extent of dark matter 

is illustrated in this 
graphic of a dwarf 

galaxy forming when 
the Universe was half 

its current age (the stars 
are white/yellow, the 

gas is blue and dark 
matter is red). Galaxy 

formation occurs along 
dark matter filaments 

(Image Credit: Bourke, 
Crain and Duffy, www.

alanrduffy.com)
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develop telepathy for communication 
because fingers and tongues would not 
exist. As these globs of advanced con-
sciousness swim along, can they shape-
shift? Are these the shape-shifters of 
Celtic myth as well as the folklore of 
other civilisations?
 What is life? Is it always a solid, vis-
ible life-form, preferably with two or 
four legs, a head and eyes? Is our own 
life-force defined by our density, our 
visibility, by our legs and head? Or is our 
life-force somehow defined by our mind 
and spirit? Does life itself dwell in our 
mind and spirit instead of within our 
physical shell? 
 As quantum research delves deeper, we are realising 
that life dwells in consciousness, not in the components of 
solid visible bodies. Intelligence is a force throughout the 
universe, and from it springs the “I am” of consciousness. 
Therefore, we must assume that the dark life-force lies 
within their consciousness as well, however shapeless they 
might be.
 Jay Alfred’s research tells us that it is likely Dark Earth 
beings are as diverse as Visible Earth’s life-forms; they vary 
as much as our microbes do from our whales, as much as 
mosquitoes from tigers, and as much as humans vary from 
ants. Some of them might be equal or beyond our present 
stage of evolution. If they are the UFO pilots, they are cer-
tainly beyond our present stage of evolution.

 Of course quantum physics also states there are count-
less Earths because there are endless alternate dimensions; 
there must be countless Dark Earths, therefore. And, do the 
dark halos of other planets contain conscious beings? How 
all this fits together is beyond me, but it was also beyond 
Einstein. Strangely enough, the super-symmetric theory 
of the universe can’t be proved until physicists manage 
to unify the field, which stumped Einstein. However, the 
revelation that Earth has a giant significant Dark Other, is 
astounding! And she is also Mother Earth! 

ULTRA-TERRESTRIALS AS  
ANGELS, GHOSTS & GODS

 For centuries, spiritual teachings have proclaimed that 
angels manifesting atop a church steeple are from another 
realm of Earth; metaphysics teaches that ghosts are vapour-

ous and plasma-like as they pass through 
walls. Plasma phantom-lights glow on the 
road ahead, and then dematerialise. Some 
UFOs seem not to be nuts and bolts craft 
but colourful, brightly illuminated plasma. 
For centuries, the Holy Quran has spoken 
of ‘ jinns’ – said by Islamic scholars to be 
dark forms with transparent, shape-shift-
ing bodies. Jinns, angels, demons, ghosts, 
deities and more, may originate in the 
dark biosphere. 
       Can ultra-terrestrials shape-shift into 
human form? The Greek and Roman gods 
would appear as human, then shape-shift 
to a huge size before the eyes of bewil-
dered humans, riding away in a glowing 

right
Dark matter filaments, such as these bridging 

galaxy clusters Abell 222 and Abell 223, are 
predicted to contain more than half of all matter 

in the universe. (Image credit: Jörg Dietrich, 
University of Michigan/ 

University Observatory Munich)

left
If we could see them, this NASA graphic illustrates 
the way dark matter blobs might look in space.
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chariot through the atmosphere. Deities of other cultures 
such as Hindu avatars seem not affected by the physical 
laws we know. Our human myths and folklore are full of en-
tities which seem to defy gravity, capable of shifting shape, 
and who glow and dematerialise. Angels, both Christian 
and generic, first appear as glowing balls of plasma, and 
then take form so the human observer can recognise them 
as an angel or Mother Mary.
 Spirituality has taught that individual humans have 
unseen life-long companions, guardians from a place which 
is invisible to us except through our intuitive abilities. We 
all have dark matter in us, according to quantum theorists 
– might this be the conduit to our spirit guides? 
 It seems that my childhood invisible teachers, whom I 
called ‘The Remembers’, could have been of Dark Earth. It is 
now possible that guardian angels and spirit guides might 
actually be proven to exist through quantum research – just 
as they have existed in metaphysical teachings for millen-
nia. 
 I do not think dark plasma explains all UFO occupants; I 
feel there are human time-travellers and travellers of space 
from far-distant planets who are not of a plasma domain, 
but are simply advanced visible beings. 
 Because dark photons (dark light) are emitted from dark 
plasma, it gives rise to dark electromagnetism. While the 
plasma in our world is hot and short-lived, scientists specu-
late that dark plasma can remain in the plasma state even 
at room temperature for long periods of time. 

DREAMS A DOORWAY  
INTO DARK EARTH?

 Our minds function on electromagnetics. Might our 
subconscious dream mind be able to receive messages 
from dark electromagnetics? Perhaps advanced beings can 
convert dark EM energy to EM energy or perhaps our minds 
simply have this ‘dark receptor’. We do have dark plasma 
within us. 
 The dream-state has long been a mystical realm where 
we sometimes receive spiritual or practical information 
which is wise and helpful. The dream-state offers strange 
but enlightening experiences which help people advance 
spiritually in their lives. In the dream-state, we can fly, we 
can shape-shift, we have adventures entirely beyond our 
abilities. We experience different realities in our dreams 
which seem like bubbles in time – so real – and then gone! 
In dreams, we seem to be consciousness itself, not chained 
by gravity or molecular density. I feel that some of our more 
mystical dreams might connect to dark interaction; our 
dream-state might be a door into the dark halo realm. 
 Also, it is possible that Rupert Sheldrake’s morphic field 
theory works in with dark plasma speculation. If our con-
sciousness exists not only inside our mind but also stretches 
beyond each of us individually into the universal field of 
quantum consciousness, then it seems likely that Dark Earth 
beings are also hooked into this infinite field of conscious-
ness: One mind to another, Intelligence to Intelligence.

left
Jay Alfred’s Dark Plasma Theory holds that the bodies of plasma life 
forms that we encounter are moulded by our expectations which 
radiate out from our own bio-plasma bodies. The nearer dark plasma life 
forms come to you the better they tune-in to thought waves radiating 
from your bio-plasma body. For example, in the Marian apparitions 
at Fatima (Portugal) in 1917, the children saw a ball of light resolving 
into a man-like angel as it got nearer to them. Later, as this illustration 
depicts, the apparition was interpreted to be “Our Lady of Fatima” or the 
“Blessed Virgin Mary.”

right
Jay Alfred’s research tells us that it is likely Dark Earth beings are as 

diverse as Visible Earth’s life-forms. It could be the realm from where 
jinns, angels, demons, ghosts, and deities originate.
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 Might Dark Earth beings have been entertaining us, 
frightening us, educating us, possibly even ruling us, for 
eons with their ability to appear in our mind and percep-
tion? The phenomenon of channelling might be another 
form of these mystical communications: perhaps advanced 
beings of dark halo Earth are able to use the phenomenon 
of quantum entanglement to connect one plasma mind to 
one dark plasma mind. Might the burning bush which Mo-
ses encountered be a plasma phenomenon, emanating from 
Dark Earth? Many biblical paranormal phenomena might 
have a dark plasma connection.

DARK IONIzATION PROCESS

 However, you might be asking, why is this dark plas-
ma? The above describes plasma phenomena from our bio-
sphere. How can dark plasma become our plasma? There 
is a proposed “Dark Ionization Process” which Jay Alfred 
details. This “DIP” process happens when dark plasma 
collides/interacts with standard particles through nu-
clear and electron recoils. Mr. Alfred states, “Dark plasma 
life-forms radiate dark electromagnetic waves. Particles 
of dark plasma usually pass through particles of ordinary 
plasma but if these two collide (or are forced to collide), 
through nuclear and electron recoils, they generate light, 
heat, and electrical phenomena that can be detected inter-
mittently.” 
 This is the proposed explanation of why UAPs (unidenti-
fied aerial phenomena), composed of glowing plasma, occur. 
If they are made to collide, it could be a technical process 
harnessed by intelligent dark beings, unless lightning 
storms or similar natural phenomena cause the collisions.

 How many times have glowing UFOs been spotted 
during an electrical storm? How many times have UFOs 
hovered over electric wires, power plants and transformers? 
It could be that ultra-terrestrials somehow manifest in the 
visible realm through transforming dark EM to EM. 
 Is this science fiction? Look at numerous UFO reports 
which tell of UFOs performing incredible manoeuvres as if 
(our) gravity does not exist. It is fact that such manoeuvres 
would kill dense molecular beings like ourselves, squashing 
us against the cockpit. If Dark Earth beings are nearly pure 
consciousness – perhaps globs in the dark plasma ‘ocean’ in 
their native form – they cannot be hurt or killed as easily 
we can be. Plasma might be super-hot but perhaps they can-
not be burned since they do not have our physical bodies.

PLASMA LIFE FORMS COULD  
MOVE ABOUT LIKE FISH

 Life forms within Dark Earth would move in all three 
dimensions like fish do. Human beings walking on the sur-
face of Earth cannot move upward and downward through 
the air like fish in water. 
 In 1976, Carl Sagan and Edwin Salpeter proposed that 
creatures resembling hot air balloons might exist in Jupi-
ter’s gaseous, ocean-like atmosphere. They concluded there 
might be “sinkers,” “floaters,” or “hunters.” Dark Earth’s 
evolutionary chain of life-forms might be similar to what 
Sagan and Salpeter proposed for Jupiter. For example, they 
postulated that floaters would be giant gas bags generating 
heat though their own metabolism, feeding off sunlight and 
free molecules. These critters would move through Jupiter’s 
gaseous ocean by pumping out helium.
 Certainly the plasma ‘space critters’ which researcher 
Trevor Constable felt were part of the answer to UFOs, 
might well connect to this concept which Sagan and Sal-
peter proposed for Jupiter. Earth’s visible plasma forms an 
ocean-like biosphere in the atmosphere which is subject 
to tides and gravitational effects from the Sun, Earth and 
Moon.
 So how does the dark plasma ocean fit into this ordinary 
plasma ocean? Dark plasma simply passes through dense, 
visible plasma like a ghost passes through a solid wall. In 
fact, the dark plasma bio-sphere has stayed hidden from 
humankind since both bio-spheres began, simply because 

right
There is an enormous diversity of life forms on Dark Earth, which is 

theorised to be like an extensive plasma ocean. Life-like plasma objects 
that sporadically appear in our atmosphere are actually floating or 

swimming in this ocean. Some of them would move about in a similar 
manner to certain sea creatures including jellyfish. 
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it can pass right through us and our world. It is a bit more 
complicated than the fact their molecules are invisible to 
us, but essentially, that is the crux of it.
 Of course the implications are enormous and we 
shouldn’t ignore them: If 
Earth’s dark halo allowed 
a bio-sphere of nearly pure 
consciousness, unhindered 
by physical bodies to evolve, 
we have to wonder if the 
dark matter which gathered 
‘in the beginning’ around 
other celestial bodies, also 
developed advanced super-
intelligence. Is the universe 
full of dark matter beings, 
using the dark matter 
filaments which stretch 
throughout the universe as 
dark super-highways? Is the 
universe alive with advanced 
beings whose dark matter composes 23% of the cosmos? 
The visible reality we know composes about 4.6% of the 
universe.

THE UFO CONNECTION

 Jay Alfred goes into detail on how and why dark plasma 
fits the characteristics of UFOs given in thousands, even 
millions, of sightings. If this subject fascinates you, I urge 
you to read Jay Alfred’s works. Since this is an article and 
not a book, I will give several intriguing bits of evidence 
that dark plasma colliding with ordinary plasma, thus be-
coming ordinary plasma for a period of time, might be the 
source of some of our UFOs:
 UFOs display an emission of light and colourful 
auras: Light seems to radiate from UFOs. Common descrip-
tions include, “surrounded with a red glow,” or “wrapped in 

a blue haze.” This indicates that the luminosity is not com-
ing from the object but from the air around it. During the 
Dark Ionization Process, dark particles collide with atoms 
in the air; the air becomes ‘excited’ first by xenon, the gas of 
lowest ionization, to gases with higher ionization energies. 
Colours are generated by these different gases, ionizing. 
 Brightness and transparency of many UFOs are 
explainable by looking at specifics of the Dark Ionization 
Process. Ghosts are also transparent and of a different lu-
minosity than their surroundings. Ultra-terrestrials would 
likely never be as solid (visible) as we are; whatever process 
they use makes them visible to us, almost like a hologram. 
The fact that UFOs and ghosts stick out visually like sore 
thumbs indicates their world is built on entirely different 
aspects of light and gravity. 

  We should consider 
plasma magnetospheres: 
They are luminous orbs, 
globes, or ovoids of orange 
or blue or other colours 
(‘ovoid’ is the natural shape 
of a plasma mass). These 
are identical to many UFOs 
and UAPs spotted at night. 
Holograms within ordinary 
plasma have been created in 
our laboratories. There is no 
reason dark plasma could 
not function similarly, with 
dark plasma UFO occupants 
or their holograms inside the 
oval-shaped plasma ship. 

 Booms and rumbling sounds are thermal shock 
waves and are often heard around Marian apparitions 
such as the Fatima visions. In UFO and ghost encounters, 
humans feel they have entered a strange zone where nor-

left
UFOs find it difficult to control or are not aware that visible ordinary 
plasma is being generated, causing bright lights.

right 
Day time UFO sighting exhibits a luminosity  

caused by the Dark Ionization Process. 
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mal noises do not occur; all goes oddly quiet. Sometimes 
humans get nauseated around UFOs and/or paranormal 
activity as if this strange zone is really alien to human 
molecules. Also, residues are sometimes left behind by 
plasma activity. These residues include ‘angel hair’, ecto-
plasm, and similar weird materials sometimes found after 
UFO encounters. Usually these dissipate before reaching 
the ground but if the UFO lands or flies very low, angel hair 
is sometimes left behind and a smell like bitter almond oil 
is present. All of this is consistent with plasma activity. For 
instance, plasma EM heat and radiation coupled with water 
and dust create a substance like angel hair.
 Digital cameras sometimes photograph UFOs or 
ghosts which our naked eye cannot see. This is a large 
clue that dark plasma beings, normally invisible to the hu-
man eye, can be ‘caught’ by speedy digital technology. 
 Being in the presence of UFO occupants has been 
known to heal a human being. On the other hand, 
humans have been harmed, seemingly radiated, by UFOs. 
Experiments in electromagnetic biology show that mag-
netic fields can heal but too much of the same force can be 
damaging to a human. The Dark Ionization Process would 
have these energies as byproducts.
 What is truly amazing is that all of these areas combine 
Science and Spirituality! Here we have advanced healing 
techniques coupled with dark electromagnetic fields; we 
have the old spiritualist ectoplasm linked with a process of 
Dark Ionization by highly intelligent life-forms! We have 
citizens of Dark Earth travelling in plasma ships linked 
with our deep, ancient spiritual beliefs!
 What we must remember is that Earth is the home 
planet of these ultra-terrestrial beings. They have obviously 
developed their own technologies which are ahead of ours, 
but that is because we are stuck in a world with gravitons 
which keeps us down (no pun intended). Ultra-terrestrials 
evolved faster, under entirely different circumstances with 
a different perception of and interaction with Reality. They 
probably communicate telepathically because they do not 
have physical bodies. They probably are as diverse as our 
Earth life-forms; there must be millions of species of dark 
plasma beings, from tiny ‘nothings’ to advanced intelligenc-
es who might have manifested themselves as the gods and 
goddesses of old Greece or biblical personalities.

 Might this be the realm of soulful consciousness about 
which those who have near-death experience tell us?
 If we ‘lose’ our physical body, what is left? We are told 
about intense colours, entire universal choirs singing 
magnificent music, a feeling of all-knowledge, and a feeling 
of freedom as never before. We are told by those who came 
back from ‘death’ that they had no specific shape or form. 
They felt super-consciousness. They were One with The All.
 Is the dark plasma halo our heaven? Earth’s halo might 
offer a realm where disembodied consciousness flourishes. 
It might be a realm wherein the universal morphic field is 
accessed after the barriers of physical survival have been 
eliminated. 
 If this dark bio-sphere exists, we as spirits might have 
come from there, and we might return there. Have our 
spirits, our essences, done this throughout the ages? In that 
case, we would have experience as physical beings on rocky 
visible Earth, and then return to our dark plasma ocean. 
This is just a possibility.
 If Earth’s magnetic field shifts, what would this do to 
our dark halo ocean? If we annihilate ourselves and all life 
forms on Visible Earth, would dark plasma beings grieve or 
perhaps somehow be threatened with nonexistence them-
selves?
 Will the day come when visible beings become con-
sciously aware and accepting of Dark Earth and its beings? 
They are, after all, of Earth.

REFERENCES
I relied on the research and writings of Jay Alfred. His website is www.
dapla.org.
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For author GeorGe LoBuoNo, aliens are an un-
deniable fact. using information obtained from 
contactees and his own interaction with extrater-
restrials, he has sought to understand the thought 
and behaviour of the different species of aliens. In 
the following excerpt from his book Alien Mind, 
George offers us a new way of thinking that he be-
lives will help us adapt to the reality of a universe 
full of different life forms.

H
ow do aliens think about their own minds? 
During large-scale telepathic interactions, 
how do they see past their differences? 
 To begin with, aliens are too smart to 
reduce themselves to a Cartesian point on 

a graph, a single moment in time, which is a mistake that 
some humans make. To reduce the physics of mind to 
fixed co-ordinate points on a graph would be considered a 
dangerous over-simplification. Aliens argue that flatland 
physics of the sort is wholly inadequate. When reduced to 
an anonymous point singular nothing-of-sorts, a mind 
can be manipulated in child-like terms to suit the needs 
of whatever corrupt regime is in power, at the moment. It 
can be painted with convenient lies one day then repaint-
ed differently the next.
 What we need, instead, is a topological model of mind 
that brings us up to speed with the physics of the 21st cen-
tury, which is more like that of alien societies. A topologi-
cal model of mind is better than a linear version because it 
models mind in terms of volume in time (extra dimensions 
that resonate, at ± light speed) instead of the old notion of 
“infinitely small” points connected by lines. If Cartesian 
coordinate points were infinitely small, as they’re sup-
posed to be, they would verge on a black hole’s singular 
density, which, according to aliens and “negative energy” 
dynamics, would cause them to fluctuate fractionally and 
cycle far across the universe in hyperspace. In short, like 
the minds of the various intelligent aliens we’re coming to 
know, our minds probably don’t linger long in a Cartesian 
flatland. 

 In a topological version, we model the mind-in-time. 
The mind-in-time models the complexity and ordered-
coursing of a mind over time. For example, if a mind were 
viewed from aside, it would begin each day by connect-
ing or ordering its knowledge and information, and then, 
through greater refinement of its observations, would 
both deepen and expand that connectedness with time. 
So, over time it occupies greater mindspace (or dimension) 
through a finer, ordered integration of thought.
 Easy, isn’t it? 
 Seen from aside, as a mind goes through time it ex-
pands the complexity of its consideration on a daily basis. 
Reduced mind-space occurs when some distortion like the 
use of alcohol, the onset of psychological disorder, or some 
other disruption reduces a mind’s progressively ordered 
connectedness, its larger context. Over time, such disrup-
tions can be seen as shrinking the dimension of a mind 
during the given time period. Hence, the mind will have 
connected within less space, or dimension, during that 
part of its wakefulness. A non-sexual alien may think that 
sexuality, itself, is a disruption of the sort. 
 A well-adjusted mind suffers less disruption (reduced 
dimension) and seeks greater refinement – a finer, larger 
coursing over time. It retraces the development of its 
thought and re-analyses or integrates its observations 
with as much of its past and future context as it can 
reference. It either picks up key strands of earlier thought 
to further correct and develop them, or it suffers a loss 
of mindspace over time. For example, the mind-in-time 
can be visualised as a complex, snakingly-folded balloon 
diagram moving from left to right through time, i.e. it’s 
small and fine when you wake at 7 a.m., but further to the 
right at 9:30 a.m. it’s more complex – expanding its aware-
ness yet folding into itself more tendentiously. Hence, the 
volume (or dimension-in-complexity) of its coursing can 
be measured as it expands, or contracts, through time. Al-
ternatively, rather than move from left to right in time, it 
can be modelled as resonating out into large scale consid-
erations while also re-ordering inwardly, as aliens do. 
 Now, here’s where it gets interesting. The topology 
of mind-in-time is formed by thoughts over an entire 
lifetime. Ideally, the fineness and sensitivities of earlier 
years are continued into adulthood. They have definite, 

A More Alien-Like 
Model of Mind 
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measurable parameters. An extinction of emotional 
sensitivities can cause one to disconnect from a mind’s 
earlier dimensions of childhood affection, sensitivity, and 
thoughtfulness. Extinction of such sensitivities can cut a 
mind off from the more complex considerations of its past 
and cause what, in effect, is a loss of mindspace, a reduc-
tion of the capacity within such sensitivities. Of course, 
both human and alien adults tend to set such sensitivities 
aside when they develop specialised thought connections 
(which require a kind of durability), yet most humans go 
full circle and end up yearning for the smoother, more 
delicate kind of openness that children are capable of. 
Such feelings are gently rekindled when we couple and 
may be part of what motivates us to have children, in the 
first place. 
 In our topological model of mind, the largest volume or 
dimension of mindspace integrates a full lifetime’s consid-
erations. In one sense, intelligence would be a measure of 
the perspective and ordered awareness of a mind, yet it’s 
also a measure of the sustained emotional sensitivity of a 
mind through time, the sensitivity to others that allows 
our minds to grow in later years. Ironically, emotional 
crises and seeming failures of concept can sometimes 
facilitate greater understandings over time because a topo-
logical model of mind is neither mechanistic, nor whole 
number valued. Instead it’s fractionally, or alternatively 
valued (i.e. with multiple maths). This relates to the larger 
continuities and helpful alien hints from which the model 
was derived.

 So, how does all of this relate to alien thought? If we 
better model the nature of mind, we can derive its more 
advanced possibilities. We should then be able to predict 
some of the basic snap considerations in any alien’s think-
ing. 
 As we’ve learned from numerous aliens, a finer, better 
ordering of thought is multi-dimensional. It resonates in a 
larger context; it integrates more information and sen-
tience. Alien minds co-exist and can collectively interact 
with other minds at any given time, which doesn’t mean 
they need to sit in mute, obedient stillness in between 
thoughts. In short, our new model helps illustrate the 
basis for what aliens like Haven aliens call “community of 
mind,” advanced societies in which aliens share thoughts 
collectively at a higher rate of speed – with vastly greater 
information capacity. One irony is that they condense, or 
skip over quite a bit to both integrate and sort informa-
tion within a greater, pre-existing order. So it may not be 
a matter of speed but of fineness within larger order. In 
2009 an alien female said, “It’s not about language any-
more; it’s about holocraft.”
 Here are some of the ways in which a topological model 
of mind is helpful for aliens:
 When disputes arise, aliens can extra-dimension 
the problem. Haven aliens define an extra dimension as 
“an oscillatory realm that is out of phase with” a lesser 
dimension (like the one most humans live in). Some easy 
examples of extra dimension would be your non-personal 
past or the future, the larger universe, gravitic resonance 
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that loops large-scale cosmic phenomena into small-scale 
quantum phenomena, etc. When disputes between aliens 
occur (i.e. over territory and resources, forms of govern-
ment, abduction or laws) aliens can expand the entire 
context to include the active inputs of other aliens or alien 
societies to include vastly more intelligent considerations. 
They can exceed the limitations of any given individual, or 
any single office. It helps to remember that disagreements 
are common in a diverse universe. 
 For further example, let’s say a challenge is raised 
about the (sometimes masculinised) competency of a 
given leader or a given individual. Rather than render 
the situation in singular terms, as if there were no re-
course other than those that menace in the short term, 
concerned individuals need merely remember: there are 
no whole number quantities in the situation, nor can they 
expect the problem to be resolved if it’s distorted by 
gender. Rather than reduce themselves to isolated, whole-
numbered actors, they can see through the situation in 
larger yet finer terms. By fractionally resonating into a 
larger context, they exceed the given problem. They can 
also bring it to greater attention. 
 In short, no one need be baited and stuck in an inescap-
able situation. There are always alternatives. Extra-dimen-
sional solutions appear in a larger yet finer context. This 
one, basic alternative is more important than it may seem. 
 How does this relate to humans? For example, if a 
social stereotype, i.e. the fawning anonymous consumer, 
is propagated to keep us docile and obedient, and then 
some human or alien interloper comes along and tries 
to make us obey by challenging us with images of overly 
masculinised or sexually-objectified female competency, 
we needn’t react or be driven like cattle. We don’t have to 
walk through stereotypical responses, the fight or flight 
reactions that a concretised, whole numbered landscape 
presupposes. Instead, we can examine the problem in 
larger terms – investigate all of the parties, including any 
aliens, and avoid making destructive, low-order decisions.
 If someone tries to stump you into thinking mono-
dimensional concepts in order to crudely manipulate you, 
a topological model lets you step outside of the set-up. You 
step into a slightly faster-than-light kind of “imaginary 
time,” or i-time, as quantum physicists call it. Like aliens, 
you inflate your consideration out into larger, yet finer 

expanses. Rather than be challenged individually, aliens 
inflate out into shared psychotronics or community-
of-mind. They extra-dimension a situation and look for 
inconsistencies in larger yet more finely connected consid-
erations. I’ve observed this kind of thinking among aliens 
on many occasions. In some cases, however, it causes 
aliens to pretend that they don’t make individual errors 
because they prefer to define themselves collectively. So, 
it’s a conundrum.
 This kind of extra-dimensioning is simply a resonance 
in hyperspace. Negative energy resonance allows highly 
complex quantities to be deeply inter-woven, sometimes 
occupying the same place(s) at the same time, hence they 
are “extra” dimensional. More importantly, all of this 
points toward a vastly more intelligent order of being, 
which we’ll get to in a moment.
 Just imagine how legal jurisprudence would be if its 
logic were extra-dimensional. Crimes against human-
ity would include: pollution in favour of the bottom line, 
the sale of weapons to legal violators, the abduction of 
humans by an alien coloniser, and so on. In other words, 
our laws would be better if they weren’t rendered in the 
concretised, singular terms of greed and absolute individ-
uality. Legal definitions based on the topology of alter-
nate-cycle commonality would be more precise, not less so. 
Anonymous vehicles like corporations wouldn’t be treated 
as individuals. Highly intelligent animals like dolphins 
wouldn’t be killed to get a mercury-laden can of tuna. 
 A topological model defines low-order, singular defini-
tions as invalid. It places larger social definitions above 
isolated individual definitions and favours the larger 
ecology over the greed of any one species. So, a topologi-
cal model allows for extra dimensional considerations, 
a deeper, more intricate re-framing of all data and back-
ground. The most intelligent considerations can never be 
exhausted because they’re evolving and changing, hope-
fully for the better.
 Indeed, the negative and alternative cycle gravitic reso-
nance of alien societies suggests that the universe is more 
than just highly intelligent. Alien societies try to cultivate 
and are committed to a universe that’s hyper-intelligent, 
a universe deeply, profoundly inter-woven with extra 
dimensions of sentience. Ultimately, this one, most basic 
dynamic poses an important question about our universe. 
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 Just how smart is it? How finely and deeply can minds 
resonate into and across what appear to be multiple ex-
tended universe cycles, all of which appear to inter-dimen-
sion in ways that defy outdated 20th century physics?
 A Haven alien told Alec Newald, “Our studies have 
shown that those waves (that make up everything in the 
universe) at their inception are nothing more than a very 
intelligent and powerful thought.” (Coevolution, page 126) 
One might dismiss the notion were it peculiar to Haven 
aliens alone, yet the idea is reportedly common among al-
iens. To understand why, we must remember that accord-
ing to quantum physics, at the level of atomic particles 
and smaller, nothing in the universe is solid. Nothing is 
concrete. 
 In negative-cycle gravitic resonance, large-scale cosmic 
phenomena are looped into small-scale, sub-quantum 
phenomena. Why? Because, when the universe expands 
outward on a cosmic scale, it also pulls inward on the 
micro scale. Strange as this may seem to humans, it allows 
for non-local universality of thought, a more advanced 
kind of mind and existence. To interact as such requires 
a next-level understanding, a more humble regard for the 
hyper-intelligent potentials of this and any other uni-
verse. We need to read and think critically to explore the 
greater implications of a deeply inhabited universe.
 The notion that a kind of intelligence can dimension 
into larger, non-living “physics” may not be so radical, after 
all. For example, if someone were to tell you that weird lit-
tle event horizons could emerge from a black hole (or black 
holes) and later interact to form networks of non-living 
“quanta” that somehow come alive, you might wonder… 
 That, however, is our mainstream view of how life 
evolved on Earth. 
 According to aliens, an advanced understanding can 
communicate across a multi-dimensional, hyper-intelli-
gent universe. Ironically, one doesn’t need to “go there” 
in order to do so. Instead, we can essentially be there, 
in a deeper sense. Aliens say we’re already immersed in 
just such a universe, yet, due to human pretensions and 
archaic concepts, we tend to obscure truths that are right 
in front of our noses, if not contained within us. By saying 
this, I’m not trying to steer the discussion in a religious 
or spiritual direction. I’m simply repeating what a variety 
of aliens from different places say, regularly and consist-
ently. It must be important. 
 To sort this all out, it helps to remember that on the 
one hand, a hyper-intelligent universe is explicit within 
and among the best, most advanced minds that exist. On 
the other hand, certain advanced “hyperversal” aliens 
(aliens who claim to have originated during a previous 
universe cycle) warn humans to beware those who would 
try to scam us in exactly such terms. They warn that other 
hyper-advanced aliens (who, by the way, do have physical 
bodies) might try to confuse humans with short shrift 
about a disembodied aggregate. In other words, watch 
out for aliens who might try to foist convenient religious 
misconcepts on humans; watch out for colonisers or more 
advanced hyperversal aliens who may try to assert that 
their individual or population’s pretensions are equal to 
the nature and capabilities of the “whole,” the entire uni-
verse.

 Again, we’ve been advised to think critically. Don’t 
just accept whatever you’re told. Think it through care-
fully. Community of mind certainly exists and is premised 
on non-local qualities. Numerous humans can attest to 
experience of the sort. Aliens both think and define them-
selves in terms that are less “physical” than those of the 
old, 20th century human mind. 
 Nonetheless, use your common sense. Unless you’re 
equal to all the mind(s) of all who ever lived, you merely 
communicate within a larger continuum; you aren’t equal 
to it. 
 According to our new topological model, non-singular 
definitions are better and more comprehensive. Because 
they’re defined in terms of universal parameter, they 
extend far beyond any one, single object. They can hyper-
dimension into more than one place at a given time like the 
physics of the negative-cycling quantum vacuum around us. 
 In the 19th and 20th centuries, a basic test for scientific 
models was that of “Occam’s razor.” It went as follows: if a 
model or theory is reduced to simplest terms, does it make 
sense? If Occam’s metaphorical razor is used to cut the 
basic facts away from all else, does the model still hold? In 
a sense, our new model stands Occam’s razor on its head.
 Now, we’re able to think in terms of a kind of “Oc-
cam’s hyper.” Occam’s hyper would cut down on a much 
deeper level where negative-cycling quantum phenomena 
are both non-local and inter-dimensioned. When we use 
“Occam’s hyper” to sort out truth from illusion, we model 
phenomena in both large-scale and small-scale terms, at 
the same time. To do so essentially pulls a phenomenon 
apart and clocks it on both the universal scale and the 
micro scale. We include both clocks, which hyper-dimen-
sion toward infinity (albeit not infinitely) via hyperspace 
resonance that ties them together neatly, precisely. 
 This essentially loops sub-quantum negative energy 
fluctuations that produce [Thomas] Bearden’s Δt  into the 
inclusive, universal passage of time, not merely a local 
measurement. “Negative energy” fluctuations exist all 
around us and can’t be eliminated from our models, as was 
done during the 20th century. Twentieth century models 
relied on local measurement of time drawn in isolation 
from universal hyper-dynamics. Twentieth century theo-
rists failed to model the movement of energy in space in 
terms of the expansion of the universe, which is partly prem-
ised on, and therefore must include, negative-cycling of 
the universe into or through black holes (i.e. both clocks 
resonating in hyperspace). In short, ours is a black hole-
white hole model that allows us to sort out observations 
using a kind of “Occam’s hyper,” rather than a razor. 
 To recap, a topological model of mind allows for greater 
recall and creative new alternatives. It permits communi-
ties of mind that accommodate all, with certain limitations 
in the case of offenders. This occurs for one, most impor-
tant reason: honesty expands and connects through 
extra dimensions, while corrupted minds tend to 
collapse within themselves due to singular defects of 
character. The self-imposed limitations of corrupt minds 
form a kind of event horizon that confines them, and, over 
time, can keep them from distorting more honest others. 
 According to Dr. Sue Arrigo, who says she worked 
to disrupt a Rockefeller CIA faction involved in crimes 
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against humanity, “The Akashic records (simple, precise 
truth) will become the basis of people’s decision making 
because so many people have tapped into it. Those records 
are without bias or flaw. The decisions that come out of 
union with them have certainty of result.” (Secrets of the 
CIA’s Global Sex Slave Industry by Dr. Sue Arrigo)
 Finally, a topological model allows for finer, more com-
plex interconnectedness of consideration. It allows us the 
simple space needed to consider inter-alien unknowns, as 
opposed to old, singular notions of mind that tend to de-
grade into redundant mimicry. A topological model points 
toward new social definitions and advanced dynamics 
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that allow for the existence of hyper-condensed, collective 
entities – vastly more capable mind(s) that fold meanings 
back into and through themselves in nearly instantane-
ous ways so that a greater variety of implications can be 
conveyed.

Reprinted with permission from Alien Mind: The Thought and 
Behavior of Extraterrestrials by George LoBuono, © 2010, lat-
est edition released June 2012. The full text of the book is ac-
cessible at www.alienmindbook.org. A paperback version of 
the book can be purchased through www.amazon.com.
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—  B y  c H r I s  t H o M A s  —

2
1 December 2012 was a monumental date in 
human development and human history and yet, 
very little seemed to have happened.
 Since this date, it seems to be business as 
usual for the trans-national industries, Bilder-

bergers and Illuminati – all of these organisations pushing 
harder and harder for control over individual freedom and 
the right of free speech. Secret agendas are being advanced 
and anyone who becomes a “whistle-blower” is attacked and 
pilloried in the media.
 What should have happened 
on 21/12/12 is that humanity 
underwent a shift in levels of 
consciousness that would have 
swept away everything of the 
old, releasing us to begin a new 
future where everything would 
have been a new possibility, a 
new potential.
 What actually happened 
was that most of the population 
of the Westernised world were 
misled and misdirected by a 
race of non-humans who have 
been in control of world and 
industry leaders for over 300 years.
 This race of non-humans the Akashic Records calls 
“Velon,” but most people know them by different names. 
The Velon have divided themselves up into six “races”: 
Anunnaki, Hathor, Johnaan, Jjundaa, Oa and Mila. These 
race divisions amongst the Velon follow along similar lines 
to humans calling themselves Christian, Jewish, Muslim 
etc. or German, Australian, Indian etc.
 The Velon are what the Akashic describes as a “semi-
physical” race in that they have a physical form and a 
physical density but exist at energy frequencies consider-
ably outside of the human range of senses. Even if someone 
is psychic, it can be difficult to be able to “see” one of the 
semi-physical races (other races of this type are the Pleia-
deans, Greys, Blues, etc.).1

 The Velon have an intention towards the Earth that 

requires the removal of humanity and most other living 
things. This might sound like the plot for a Sci-Fi “B” movie, 
but the Akashic records that the Velon see themselves as 
“God’s chosen people” who should be living on “God’s cho-
sen planet” – namely Earth. There appear to be a number of 
reasons why the Velon see themselves in this way and none 
of them are easy to explain.
 Each of the six Velon races developed their own strategy 
to take control of events on Earth and find ways of mislead-
ing the human population into believing that we should 
leave the planet or “ascend” in some way.
 By far the greatest impact on human life has been by 

the “primary” Velon, Velus. 
Velus could be described as the 
consciousness of the Velon solar 
system who took it upon him-
self to control human activities 
in a very direct way. This direct 
action beginning about 300 
years ago.

THE ILLUMINATI

       In 1773, the international 
banker Mayer Amschel Roth-
schild proposed to a group of 
his closest friends that if they 
pooled their resources together 

they could control the world. This proposal was taken seri-
ously and a man was found who could head the organisation 
that Rothschild proposed. This man was Adam Weishaupt 
who established the Order of the Illuminati on 1 May 1776.
 With the Illuminati in place they began to form strate-
gies for financial and political control, and this organisa-
tion came to the attention of Velus. Velus effectively took 
control of Weishaupt in a way that many would consider a 
“walk-in.” Velus has been in control of the Illuminati ever 
since. It is only in very recent years that Velus has been de-
posed and the Illuminati taken over by human politicians.
 In 1782, at the Congress of Wilhelmsbad, the Illuminati 
took full control of the Ancient Order of Freemasons and 
have remained in full control ever since.2

 From documents seized at the time, the stated aims 
of the Illuminati are: The abolition of all ordered govern-
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ments; the abolition of private property; the abolition of 
inheritance; the abolition of patriotism; the abolition of the 
family; the abolition of religion and the creation of a World 
Government.
 The first act brought about by the Illuminati was the 
French Revolution in 1789. When this failed, ten years 
later, they turned their sights on the newly formed inde-
pendent country of the United States of America where the 
majority of the signatories of the American Constitution 
were Freemasons.
 Over the intervening centuries, the Illuminati have 
gradually taken over control of many organisations, many 

governments and set up a “management level” commonly 
known as the Bilderberg Group. The Bilderbergers are a 
group of industrialists, media owners, statesmen, politi-
cians and other advisors who meet every year to plan how 
to carry out the directives of the Illuminati.
 By controlling the media (television, radio, newspapers, 
magazines, books and the internet), the Illuminati, through 
the Bilderberg Group, control the flow of information into 
the outside world. If they require to cover-up any event, 
they just don’t publish it – such as “Disclosure,” for exam-
ple. If they want a politician out of office because they are 
no longer following the Illuminati line, they do so. If they 
want to appoint politicians to senior positions, even the 
leader of a country, they can do so regardless of so-called 
democratic elections.
 Mayer Amschel Rothschild has achieved the goal set 
in 1773 – total control over the world but this was only 
achieved by the energy supplied by Velus.

VELON ACTIVITY

 We must not forget the activities of the six Velon races. 
Some have been extremely active in the role they chose to 
take to remove humans from the planet whilst others have 
taken on supportive roles or just stayed in the background 
waiting for their chance to take over – the Velon are very 
competitive.3

 The Anunnaki studied human history and put together 
a fantasy story that blended early human history together 
with the history of their solar system. Many people are 
familiar with the fantasy story that the Anunnaki came up 
with and they have a huge following around the world.
 Once they had put together their fantasy story, they 
travelled back in time to about 5,000 years ago and dictated 
their story to Sumerian scribes. The reason why the Anun-
naki chose this period in history is because it was the first 
time that humans had developed writing (cuneiform) and 
so their story would be recorded and become part of our 

history. With the Anunnaki established as our “creators” 
they hoped that, in the present time, the Anunnaki would 
arrive on Earth and order us all off the planet.
 Essentially their story is that they live on a “travelling” 
planet, called “Nibiru,” that enters our solar system every 
3,600 years. In one of the orbits through our solar system, 
one of their planet’s moons collides with one of the planets 
within our solar system and the residue of the destroyed 
planet forms the Earth.
 Once the Earth has formed, they arrive here about 
365,000 years ago to mine minerals, especially gold. This 
task proves to be too much for the Anunnaki and so they 

blend their genes with those of Homo Erectus and create the 
“adamu,” a slave race designed to carry out the mining for 
them. The adamu, the Anunnaki claim, are our ancestors.
 Is there anything within our history that accords with 
this fantasy story?
 The Akashic is an extremely reliable source of informa-
tion, it cannot be altered once it has recorded an event, and 
it has no record of the Anunnaki creating humans or having 
anything to do with Earth until about 300 years ago.
 But it does record that the Anunnaki live on a planet 
called Anu within the Velus solar system that orbits around 
both of the solar system’s suns and takes approximately 
3,600 Earth years to complete its orbit.
 On Earth, the material being excavated by archaeolo-
gists at the ancient site of Gobekli Tepe in southern Turkey 
– a region that used to be known as Eden and was where 
the ancient biblical city of Ur of the Chaldees was located – 
shows that many aspects of the Anunnaki story are based 
on events that occurred there. In addition, the ancient As-
syrian Empire (centred around the city of Babylon) studied 
Astrology and Astronomy and their name for the planet 
Jupiter was “Nibiru.”
 The Hathor began to work with groups of people in the 
present day. They claimed that they were here to help heal 
humans and channelled musical sequences that altered hu-
man energy patterns.
 These music patterns did, originally, heal many human 
ailments but, in more recent years, the music sequences have 
changed and are intended to force the soul out of the body. 
The Hathor instructed that two giant “tuning forks” be con-
structed into the ground. These tuning forks, called celesto-
riums, were designed to alter the Earth’s energy frequencies 
to eject all humans off the planet. Fortunately these tuning 
forks were destroyed before they could become fully active.
 The Johnaan and the Jjundaa have generally stayed 
in the background watching the activities of humans, the 
Illuminati and the other Velon races. That is until recently 
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where they began to channel messages to human channel-
lers.
 The Oa and the Mila began to channel messages, mainly 
to people in Hawaii, but have since joined the other Velon 
races in more widespread channelling work.

CHANNELLED MESSAGES

 Ever since Madame Blavatsky set up the Theosophical 
Society in 1875, we have become increasingly used to the 
concept of messages being received from “the other side” – 
in other words from relatives who have died and reverted 
to their natural soul state. Most people would know these 

messages as traditionally originating from “spirit guides.”
 There have also been many messages received from 
some of the other races with which we share the Universe, 
particularly the Pleiadeans and the Sirians.
 In recent years, these channelled messages have be-
come increasingly popular particularly since the title of 
spirit guide has generally been dropped in favour of calling 
deceased relatives “Angels.” With this change of name has 
come a great deal of confusion that all six of the Velon races 
have exploited to the full.
 There are currently two forms of channelled messages: 
those from deceased relatives and those from the Velon.
 Traditionally, mediums and clairvoyants have contacted 
the “spirit of the departed” in a sincere wish to prove that 
life continues after we have cast off our mortal coils. These 
types of messages continue to be passed on to the liv-
ing and they provide a great deal of comfort to those the 
departed have left behind. Generally speaking, these spirit 
guide messages continue to be genuine and have not been 
interfered with.
 Other channelled messages are, however, entirely differ-
ent.
 The Velon intention is to remove virtually all humans 
from the Earth and to claim the Earth for themselves. They 
have tried a number of means of achieving their goal but 
none have been more confusing than their use of channel-
ling to convince people that they should “ascend” or “ascend 
to a 5th dimension.”
 The Velon have attempted to mislead people into believ-
ing that the Velon, in all of their disguises, are here to help 
us and to move us on to a new level of existence that was 
somewhere other than Earth.
 All channelled messages that purport to originate from 
non-human sources in at least the last 50 years have been 
from the Velon.
 The Velon have claimed to be Ascended Sirians, Ascend-
ed beings from another universe, The Galactic Federation, 

The Galactic Federation of Light, Andromedean Council, 
Ashtar Command, Tall Whites (or Nordics), Ascended 
Masters, Venusians, Zeetas, Reptilians, Metatron, Mary 
Magdalene, Saint Germaine, hundreds of “Angels” and 
“Arch Angels” and most of all Sananda who claims to be the 
“Christ Consciousness.”
 All of these, as well as many other sources, are Velon 
in origin and all of their messages are designed to mislead 
people into believing that they are here to save us and 
direct us to the 5th dimension and “Ascension.”
 Unfortunately, thousands, if not hundreds of thou-
sands, of people in the Western world have fallen for these 

messages and believe they are to be “saved” by these beings. 
All of this despite the fact that every single promise made 
by these beings has never come about. No matter how many 
lies these beings tell, people fall for them and then when 
the “promise” fails to materialise, they forget and move 
on to the next channelled promise in the hope they will be 
“saved.”
 Humanity has had one goal for the past few thousand 
years and that is how to bring the higher self back into the 
body – to re-integrate the soul. For 7,000 years we have 
searched for answers and we finally worked out what was 
needed to be done. Everyone on the planet was aware of the 
significance of the date of 21 December 2012, some con-
sciously, most sub-consciously. This was the date on which 
we all re-integrated the soul together. The reason for the 
apparent failure was that so many people in the Western 
world were not ready.
 All that was required was that people dealt with their 
emotional problems, dealt with the elephant in the living 
room, and then they were free to move on, to shift into a 
new level of existence here on Earth.
 Everyone on Earth knew this. The vast majority of 
people in non-Westernised countries were ready; it was the 
Westerners who failed. The main reason for this failure was 
the unwillingness to face the problems we have in life – to 
remove our elephants out of the living room. Most West-
erners felt that this was too difficult a task and so looked to 
the Velon, in all of their disguises, to do all of the work for 
them.
 If the Velon had been able to fulfil the promises they 
made, no humans would be left on the planet.
 As we missed our “deadline” date, we now have to do 
things the hard way and this is why we are being pushed 
by the Velon-controlled Illuminati in one direction whilst 
there is a growing realisation that we have been misled and 
misdirected and people are beginning to wake up.
 But the energies of the “6th Sun” cannot be resisted and 
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we will achieve our aim of soul re-integration in the future. 
If people stop following the Velon channelled messages, we 
can achieve this very soon. If people continue to want the 
Velon to “ascend us to a 5th dimension” then it is going to 
take considerably longer.
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FOOTNOTES
1. According to the Akashic, there are a total of thirteen races within the 
Universe. Six are of “nonphysical” origin. This means that they exist in a 
pure soul state without physical form or density. Ninety nine point nine 
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per cent of the souls that are on Earth in human form are souls from 
one of these six races. These six races are so similar to each other that we 
do not have separate names for them. There are seven “semi-physical” 
races. These beings do have a physical form and density and see each 
other as being as solid as humans see each other. Their soul energy pat-
terns, though, mean that if they travel to Earth, the chances are that 
we would not see them unless they chose to make themselves visible. 
The seven are: Pleiadean, Sirian, Greys, Blues, Crystaline, Velon and 
NGC 584. Souls from these races make up less than one per cent of the 
humans on Earth. For more details about these races see my book Planet 
Earth – The Universe’s Experiment.

2. For more details on the Illuminati see Project Human Extinction – The 
Ultimate Conspiracy.

3. For more details on Velon activity, and how they have affected us, see 
my books The Universal Soul, The Human Soul and The Anunnaki Plan? Or 
the Human Plan?
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